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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigated fear patterns within fear appeal anti-speeding television
commercials. A fear appeal is a means of persuasion that threatens the audience with a
negative physical, psychological or social consequence that is likely to occur if they
engage in a particular behaviour. A pattern of fear is the sequence of fear arousal and

fear reduction, if any, that is felt by the viewing audience when exposed to a fear app
advertisement. Many road safety advertisers use fear appeals, such as "shock"

advertising, that result in fear arousal, leaving the viewer feeling extremely tense. T

thesis seeks to determine if increasing fear and then providing relief for the viewer i
more effective way of altering social behaviours, in this instance driver speed choice,

than simply shocking the viewer and leaving them feeling tense and fearful at the end of
the advertisement.

Several studies were undertaken to explore fear patterns in fear appeal anti-speeding
advertisements. Given that patterns of fear were the focus of this investigation, a
dynamic measure of fear was required rather than the traditionally used post-exposure,
static measurement of fear. A dynamic, temporal measure of fear provided responses to
each moment of the advertisement, thus providing a more comprehensive indicator of
what degree of fear and relief the viewer was experiencing throughout the entire
advertisement. This thesis used innovative continuous response measurement (CRM)
techniques - a moment-to-moment (MTM) dial and electrodermal responses (EDR) - to
determine the fear arousal and fear reduction experienced by participants when viewing
fear appeal anti-speeding advertisements.
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Thefirststudy developed and identified two main types of fear patterns within four antispeeding television commercials -fear-relief and. fear-only. A fear-relief pattern

involves arousing fear and causing the audience to experience an unpleasant feeling that
is then reduced by showing the consequences of the recommended behaviour. A fear-

only pattern, commonly used in road safety advertising, is created by only arousing fear
and not reducing fear by providing relief components within an advertisement.

The second study used an experimental design to test the advertising wearout of fearrelief and fear-only patterns, using both static and dynamic measures of fear. Driverbehaviour simulation tests (the British Video Speed Test and the Australian Video
Speed Test) were used as predictive dependent variables in the experiments undertaken

in this thesis. The tests involved drivers viewing video excerpts, filmed from a "driver
eye" perspective, of a person driving a vehicle in real driving situations. The drivers

were then asked to estimate the speed that they would use in the same situations; that i
whether they would choose the same speed or drive slower or faster and by how much
(in miles or kilometres per hour, respectively). The simulated driver behaviour task
was shown to be a valid and reliable test of drivers' speed choice across a range of
realistic driving situations.

The static measure findings of Study 2, that investigated consumer reactions to fearappeal TV commercials over repeated exposures, were that emotion and attention
wearout occurred immediately for both fear patterns, while persuasiveness of each of
the advertisements, in terms of reduction in speeding behaviour, were highest for the
fear-relief advertisements. The dynamic measure findings were that the pattern of felt

fear and relief, if any, remained constant with successive exposures, although the level
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of fear experienced diminished by a third (fear-relief) to a half (fear-only). Despite
some loss of "fearfulness", the fear-relief commercial continued to be effective in
reducing (simulated) speeding behaviour when repetition progressed from moderate to
heavy.

The third study also used an advertising experiment to test the effectiveness of fear
reduction. However, to provide better control for variations in advertisement content,
matched pairs of the four anti-speeding advertisements previously tested were created,
thus providing a set of eight experimental advertisements, comprising four fear-relief
advertisements and four fear-only advertisements, with a control advertisement group
also being used in the final experiment. Participants watched only one of the nine
advertisements with quotas being set to evenly distribute participants by gender and
previous speeding behaviour. The findings from this study indicated that TV
advertisements that employfear-relief patterned messages, that is, fear arousal then a
clear visual and verbal recommendation to slow down, were more effective than fearonly patterned messages, that is, fear arousal and a brief warning only to reduce driver
speed. The largest effect of theseyear-re/ze/advertisements in reducing speed was for
the high-risk group of young male speeders.

The findings of this thesis demonstrate thatTear-re/ze/advertisements are more likely to
reduce young drivers' speed than fear-only advertisements. Thus, the research findings

suggest that it is not an 'amount' or 'level' of fear arousal that drives behaviour chan
but the 'pattern' of fear arousal and then fear reduction (relief) that is instrumental
behaviour change.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the thesis research topic - fear appeals in social marketing then justifies the applied focus of the research, previews the new testing method used
the studies, and provides an overview of the content of each chapter.

1.2 Fear Appeals in Social Marketing
Social marketing is defined by Kotler and Roberto (1989, p.24) as a "process that
promotes the voluntary behaviour of target audiences by offering benefits they want,
reducing barriers they are concerned about, and using persuasion to motivate their
participation in program activity". Anti-smoking advertisements that aim to encourage
people to quit smoking and road safety campaigns that encourage drivers not to drink
and drive are examples of social marketing.

Fear appeals are commonly used in social marketing campaigns. These are sometimes

called "threat appeals", however the label "fear appeals" is justified if the appeal ca
shown to arouse fear. For example, a typical road safety fear appeal advertisement
consists of a negative consequence being presented, such as graphic imagery of a
driver's dead body in a crumpled car, with viewers either being told, or deducing for

themselves, that they too are susceptible to such consequences if they also speed, drin
drive or drive dangerously (depending on the driving behaviour objective of the
particular road safety advertisement). Arousal of the emotion of fear is thought by
many practitioners to be necessary to motivate and persuade people to undertake an
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activity from which they m a y not anticipate an immediate benefit or which is of greater
good to the community than to the self.

Studies of fear appeals have produced conflicting results. Research papers examining
fear appeals often begin with a discussion about the contradictory and paradoxical
findings of past experimental results in this field of research. The vast majority of
studies undertaken from the 1950s to date have attempted to demonstrate an optimal
level (low, medium, high) - sometimes described as strength (weak, moderate, strong) of fear arousal. The findings of previous studies are inconsistent in their support for
particular level of fear. Some have found "low" fear to be most effective (Janis and
Feshbach, 1953; Janis and Terwillinger, 1962); others, "moderate" fear (Janis, 1967;
Janis and Leventhal, 1968; Keller and Block, 1996); and still others, "high" fear (La
Tour and Pitts, 1989; Leventhal, Singer and Jones, 1965).

This thesis moves away from the concept of levels of fear and introduces the notion of

patterns of fear. A pattern of fear refers to the sequence offear and relief felt by the
audience during an advertisement. This study investigates the relationship between fear
arousal and fear reduction, specifically the extent of fear reduction (nil, partial or
complete reduction) that results in the greatest attitude or behaviour change. The.fear
patterning proposition suggests that it is not the absolute amount of fear that drives

attitude change or behaviour change, but the sequence of fear then reduction in fear, th

is, relief felt by the audience. Two patterns are proposed and tested in this thesis, fe
only and fear-relief.
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1.3

Applied Focus of the Research

This thesis tests the effects of fear patterns in anti-speeding road safety TV advert
The application is to road safety and specifically safe driving speed.

1.3.1 Road Safety
Sanchez (2001) pointed to studies undertaken by the World Health Organization

(WHO), stating statistics that rank traffic accidents as the world's ninth most import

health problem, and projecting that "by the year 2020 road crashes would occupy third
place in the leading causes of death and disability in the world" (Sanchez, 2001, p.

In Australia in 2001, there were 1,736 deaths from road traffic accidents (ABS, 2003)

making traffic accidents the second leading "external" cause of death (25%) following
suicide (31%) (ABS, 2003a; AIHW 2004). Males are twice as likely as females to die
in a motor vehicle accident (ABS, 2004). Although the number of deaths on Australian
roads has declined significantly over the 1980s and 1990s (ABS, 2002; ABS, 2002a;

ABS, 2003), Australia's road traffic related fatalities per 100,000 persons (rate of 9

per 100,000) still exceeds that of similar countries such as Sweden (rate of 6.6) and
United Kingdom (UK) (rate of 6.0) (ABS, 2003).

Furthermore, each year in Australia there are more than 600,000 reported road crashes
and 200,000 reported injuries, of which approximately 28,000 are serious, requiring
long-term treatment and care (Jennings, 2003). Beyond the human suffering caused by

motor vehicle accidents, the estimated average financial cost of a road death is $1.5

million (Cameron, 2001). This figure comprises the cost of hospital, ambulance, police
and other emergency services; insurance, legal and repair costs; and loss of human
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capital in the workplace, leisure activities, and h o m e life. All of these affect national
productivity and could be reduced if road safety was improved (Jennings, 2003). On a
national basis, for Australia, road accidents incur costs estimated to be in excess of
billion annually (ABS, 2002).

The Australian government spends a considerable amount of money on driver behaviour
campaigns ranging from Tasmania's Road Safety Task Force expenditure of $250,000
(Lang, 2001) to Victoria's Transport Accident Commission's (TAC) accident prevention
program of $23 million per year (Playfair, 2001). Similarly in New Zealand, the annual
road safety authority advertising budget is estimated to be $8.4 million (Tay, Ozanne
and Santiono, 2000).

1.3.2 Speed and Accident Probability
Speeding has been identified by road safety authorities as the major road safety
behaviour problem (Roads & Traffic Authority, 1999;

http://www.rta.nsw.gov.au/roadsafety). It is estimated that speed is a major contribut

factor in about 30% of all fatal crashes in Australia (Tziotis, Green and Elliott 2001)
Three in four Australian drivers admit they exceed the speed limit by more than
lOkm/h, with 50% of this group reporting doing so only "occasionally", and 33%
admitting to "regularly" (The Australian, 2001)1. The terminology of 'regular' or

'frequent' speeders refers to drivers who customarily or normally drive above the spee

limit. That is, it is common for these drivers to exceed the speed limit versus drivin
or below the legal limit on a constant basis. A study conducted by Stead, Tagg,
It was not possible to obtain the original data source but the information comes from a reputable
newspaper.
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MacKintosh and Eadie (2005) classified 'frequent speeders' as those drivers who,
within the last 12 months, almost always or frequently drove above the speed limit
(mean score of 5.5 on a 7 point scale, with 1 equal to never and 7 equal to almost all
time). Occasional speeding refers to driving behaviour that is a characterised by

travelling at excessive speeds from time to time. Stead et al's (2005) study classified
'occasional speeders' as drivers whose mean score fell between 2.5 and 5.5 on the same

seven point scale described above. Speeding behaviour in particular driving situations,
such as driving on a freeway or driving on residential roads, will be explored in this
thesis.

In a study conducted by Brown (2001) 10% of respondents indicated that they exceeded

the speed limit by 5km/hr in 60km/hr zones either 'all of the time' or 'most of the tim
These drivers would be considered "regular" speeders. 55% of respondents indicated

that they exceeded the speed limit by 5km/hr "occasionally". It is anticipated that the
percentages would be larger if the study was conducted in regard to the new 50km/hr
residential speed limit.

This should be of great concern to most Australian road users and pedestrians as

exceeding the speed limit by only a small amount greatly increases the risk of accident
and injuries. For example, researchers from the Road Accident Research Unit in

Adelaide, Australia, undertook an examination of travelling speed and the risk of crash

involvement, finding that travelling only 5km/h faster in an urban area doubles the ris
of crash involvement that could cause injury to oneself, passengers or pedestrians
(Kloedon, Ponte and McLean, 2001). Furthermore, the researchers equate this increase
in the relative risk of crash involvement to the risk involved of driving with a blood
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alcohol level of 0.05g/100ml (the m a x i m u m allowable blood alcohol content for
driving in Australia).

Most drivers believe that if the car in front of them brakes, they would also brake and
end up stopping at the same distance apart as when they were moving
(www.sdt.com.au/stoppingdistance.htm). However, because of human perception and
reaction time, as well as vehicle reaction time and braking mechanics, this stopping
distance belief is incorrect. These "human" and "vehicle" factors must be taken into
account when calculating stopping distances. For example, on average, a car travelling
at 50km/h takes 25 to 30 metres to stop, while a car travelling at 60km/h takes
approximately 40 metres to stop. Human perception of a hazard and the reaction time to
move a foot to the brake can vary from a lA second to 1XA seconds. This human reaction
time can then also be increased to 3 to 4 seconds by other factors such as lack of

concentration, fatigue, or alcohol. Logically, the faster a person is driving the longe
will take for the car to stop and the greater the effect the human reaction time will
on the stopping distance. For example, if the driver of a tailgating car travelling at

lOOkm/h is one second too late in applying the brakes, then it requires 28 metres furth
to stop than the car in front of it (www.sdt.com.au/stoppingdistance.htm).

It is widely accepted that younger drivers are a high-risk road accident group because

their tendency to drive in excess of the speed limit, coupled with their lack of drivin
experience (ABS, 2004; Ulleberg and Rundmo, 2002; Williamson, 2003). Studies by

the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (2000), Wilson (2000) and the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (2001; 2002) identified excessive speeding by 15-24 year-old

drivers as a leading cause of accidents, injury and death for this age group (for examp
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4 5 % of all injury-related deaths experienced by this group), particularly for males
(Sanchez, 2001).

Approximately 60% of all road crashes occur on urban roads — roads with speed limits
of 60km/hr or below (ABS, 2004). Research undertaken by the Centre for Automotive
Safety Research, University of Adelaide, indicated that "about 40 per cent of the
casualty crashes attributable to illegal speeding on urban roads comes from the large

and almost law abiding portion of the driving population exceeding the posted limit u
to lOkm/h" (Anderson, 2004, p. 12).

Research by the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) demonstrated that if
people were to stay within the speed limit in 60km/h zones, this would reduce the
number of accidents by approximately 50% (ATSB, 2000). Kloedon et al's (2001)
study showed that even small reductions in travelling speeds have the potential to
greatly reduce crash and injury frequency. Such findings are a major reason why over

the past two years many of the Australian states' road safety authorities have reduce
the local limit from 60km/h to 50km/h.

1.3.3 Anti-Speeding Advertisements
There is a large selection of fear-based anti-speeding advertisements in Australia
available for analysis because fear appeals have been the dominant approach in this
country (Henley and Donovan, 1999). Currently, much of the road safety advertising in
Australia and New Zealand uses high levels of fear (O'Rourke, 2000; Tay et al, 2000).

For example, cars are shown careering off roads and smashing into trees or light poles
and killing drivers and passengers.
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Over the pastfiveyears all Australian road safety authorities have predominantly used

fear appeal advertising to dissuade drivers from dangerous driving behaviours, such as

speeding, drink-driving and driver fatigue. Advertisements from road safety authoritie
were content analysed by the researcher and from this sample of advertisements the

following results were determined. In the year 2000, Western Australia had 31 different
executions of road safety advertisements, 25 of which were fear appeals, that is, 80%

the road safety advertisements contained some degree of threat to the viewing audience
Similarly, at the same time, the state of Victoria produced 44 road safety
advertisements, 32 of which were fear appeals (73%). New South Wales aired 11
advertisements, nine of which were fear appeals (81%), Queensland had eight
advertisements, seven of which were fear appeals (88%). Tasmania had only five
advertising executions, but four of these were fear appeals (80%) and South Australia
had 16 advertisements, 11 of which were fear appeals (69%). Additionally, many of

the advertisements that were aired at the time of the legislative change in residentia
speed zones (from 60km/hour to 50km/hour) were also fear based.

Conformance with changes in legislation, for example a lOkm/hour reduction in speed
for residential areas, is enhanced if the public is made aware through various
communications in the mass media of why they should slow down on the road. Road

safety advertising can provide justification and support for legislative changes. Poli
presence and enforcement of the laws can then further enhance the acceptance of new
laws and the desired changes in attitude and behaviour.
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Although anti-speeding educational campaigns are constantly being implemented
(primarily via television commercials, print advertisements, and signboard

advertisements), it is difficult to know which advertisements are effective in reducing

speed. In particular, the effectiveness of "shock" road safety advertisements that have
been used in campaigns in several states, has been questioned (The Australian, 2001;
O'Rourke, 2000). The New South Wales media, for instance, questioned the
effectiveness of graphic advertisements leading up to and during the 2000 Christmas
period in influencing drivers' behaviour. They noted that the New South Wales' road
toll was significantly higher during that Christmas holiday period than it had been in
previous years (The Australian, 2001).

Road safety advertising is just one of a number of means of encouraging road safety

behaviour. Fines, loss of licence points or driving privileges, and gaol terms are othe
factors that also contribute to the improvement of road safety (ABS, 2002). Due to the

multiple influences on road safety behaviour it is extremely difficult to prove that an
anti-speeding campaign has worked under field conditions because a true experiment
(Campbell and Stanley, 1966) cannot be conducted, and thus there are always
uncontrolled, often unmeasured, "other factors". For instance, the well-known (and at
that time highly innovative) Victorian TAC TV campaign that very realistically

depicted family grief and driver remorse coincided with a decline in road fatalities in

that state but it also coincided with a heavy police blitz on speeding that may have be
the effective factor (Shrensky, 2000; White, Walker, Glonek and Burns, 2000).
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1.4

Testing Anti-Speeding Advertisements

Most road safety advertisements are only pre-tested by showing them to focus group
consumers that is a useful technique for developing advertising concepts but is quite
inaccurate for predicting the advertisement's effectiveness (Rossiter and Donovan,
1983; Rossiter and Percy, 1997). In some cases, quantitative pre-tests have been

conducted but they use the outcome measure of self-reported intention (to drive safely,

stop speeding, etc). For these types of behaviours, it is argued that intention is a po
predictor of subsequent actual behaviour (Job, 1988; Rogers, 1983). A promising
solution to the problem of finding a valid, predictive dependent variable is to use a
driver-behaviour simulation. A suitable simulation for speeding is the Video Speed
Test (VST) developed in the UK by Horswill and McKenna (1999). The test involves
drivers viewing video excerpts, filmed from a "driver's eye" perspective, of a person

driving a vehicle in real driving situations. The drivers are then asked to estimate th

speed that they would use in the same situations, that is, whether they would choose the
same speed or drive slower or faster and by how much (in miles per hour). The VST
has been shown to correlate highly with self-reported habitual speeding and to be

statistically significantly related to drivers' past involvement in speed-related accid
(Horswill and McKenna, 1999). An equivalent Australian version of the driving
simulation test, the Australian Video Speed Test (AVST), was developed for the studies
in this thesis.

1.5 Overview of the Thesis
The specific research questions that this thesis will address are:
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1)

H o w do viewers react - in terms of their felt fear and relief pattern - during

exposure to fear appeal TV commercials?
2) Which of two fundamental fear patterns -fear-only and fear-relief- is most
effective in reducing driving speed?
3) Do the two patterns stay effective over successive exposures or do they wear
out?

This thesis consists of several studies designed to address these research questions, wi
each study presented in a separate chapter containing the research objectives, method,
and results for that study. Prior to the presentation of these studies a review of the
theories and measures used for the studies is provided.

The fear-as-acquired-drive model (Hovland, Janis and Kelley, 1953) in regard to fear
appeals is examined in this thesis. A discussion is provided in Chapter 2 that details

why drive-reduction theory requires reconsideration. The concepts of fear and relief are

defined and discussed, that leads to the development of alternative fear patterns and th
mechanisms of each pattern in relation to instrumental conditioning and behavioural
change. Other relevant theories are also drawn upon to explain the likely effects of
different fear patterns that are proposed and tested in this study.

Chapter 3 contains a review of the measures used for the studies undertaken for this
thesis, including a discussion of continuous response measurement (CRM) that was

used to identify fear patterns in anti-speeding television commercials. A fear patternin
dial and program were designed to develop a more valid measure of fear arousal and
reduction (relief) that would capture viewers' responses when viewing the entire
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advertisement. In one of the studies, skin conductance response recording was also
used as a form of CRM, and background information and the rationale for its use here is
also given in Chapter 3. Lastly, the selection, development and validation of the
behavioural measure of speed-choice, the AVST, is presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 contains the results of Study 1 that entailed fear pattern CRM of anti-speedi
road safety TV commercials. The CRM of the four advertisements selected for study,
confirmed that a pair of advertisements produce the fear pattern of/ear-re/z'e/and two
produce the fear pattern of fear-only.

Chapter 5 contains the results of Study 2 that involved two advertising experiments
focusing on advertising wearout of fear patterns, using both static and dynamic
measures of fear. The first advertising experiment in Study 2 was conducted to test the
advertising wearout of the same four anti-speeding advertisements that had been
developed in Study 1 and used static measures of fear and relief. As the behavioural
dependent variable, the British Video Speed Test (VST) was employed. The second
advertising experiment in Study 2 furthered the investigation into advertising wearout
by taking dynamic measures of reactions to two of the four anti-speeding
advertisements, representing both types of fear patterns, and also using the VST as the
behavioural dependent variable. Effectiveness and wearout could then be analysed as a
function of the different exposures in the first and second experiments, namely, light
versus heavy repetition of the commercials.

Chapter 6 contains the details for Study 3 that was designed to provide a more
comprehensive and controlled test of the different fear patterns. For the four original
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anti-speeding commercials paired counterparts were constructed to control for
variations in advertisement content, thus providing a set of eight advertisements,
comprising fouryear-re/ze/advertisements and four fear-only advertisements. The
instruments used for the study included pre- and post-exposure questionnaires, CRM
skin conductance responses, CRM fear pattern recording, and an Australian version of
the VST, the AVST that was used as a simulated behavioural test of speed choice.

Chapter 7 provides a concluding discussion of the major outcomes of the thesis,
synthesising the results of the three studies and drawing conclusions and
recommendations.

1.6 Conclusion
Chapter 1 has provided a brief introduction to the theory that will be examined and
developed in this thesis. This chapter also detailed the practical application in which
fear pattern theories will be tested, that is, road-safety anti-speeding advertisements
using a simulated behavioural measure of speed-choice. Additionally, the structure of
the thesis was described. The following chapter, Chapter 2, will review the theories
integral to the process of investigating fear patterns in anti-speeding TV commercials.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2.1

Introduction

Chapter 2 provides a review of the theory underlying all of the studies undertaken for
this thesis. Fear appeals are defined and a new research direction, a focus on fear
reduction, is proposed. The concepts of fear and relief are defined and discussed in

general terms and then more specifically in regard to the use of these emotions in road

safety advertisements. This leads to the identification of alternative fear patterns th
are used in fear-appeal TV commercials, horn fear-only and fear-relief. An explanation

is then provided as to why fear reduction - the fear-as-acquired drive model - should b
re-visited. Finally, the possibilities of advertising wearout with repetition of antispeeding advertisements are discussed.

2.2 Fear Appeals
A fear appeal is a means of persuasion that threatens the audience with a negative
physical, psychological or social consequence that is likely to occur if they engage in
particular behaviour. For example, an anti-speeding fear appeal advertisement could
threaten the audience with the negative consequences of speeding (such as death of
oneself or one's loved ones, guilt from killing a pedestrian, loss of licence or social
ostracism). Fear appeals can evoke the emotion of fear, and also perhaps the emotions
of shock or disgust, in the viewing audience with the aim of grabbing the audience's
attention and motivating them to act in a recommended way to avert the threat posed in
the advertisement. This study focuses on fear appeal advertisements that primarily
evoke fear.
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There is a considerable amount of literature on fear appeals, generally classifying fear

appeals according to the level (low, medium or high), or intensity (weak, moderate or
strong), of fear (Janis and Terwillinger, 1962; Keller and Block, 1996; Leventhal,
1971) in an attempt to determine the optimal "level" or "intensity" of fear. The

overwhelming majority of previous studies have focused upon the effect of fear arousa

but have not yet properly investigated the effect of fear reduction. Both Sutton (198
and Job (1988) signalled the need for research into the effect of fear reduction.
However, this gap in the literature has not been filled, with researchers still

investigating the effects of different levels of fear arousal (Bennett, 1996; Keller
Block 1996; Strong, Anderson and Dubas, 1993).

2.3 Fear and Fear Reduction (Relief)
2.3.1 Fear
A fear response is an emotional reaction to frightening stimuli. The types of images
sounds in anti-speeding television advertisements that are used to cause fear - such

screeching brakes, a collision between two oncoming cars, blood, and dead bodies - ar
commonly understood and easy to identify.

2.3.2 Fear Reduction (Relief)

Relief is an emotion that is normally preceded by some other higher level of arousal,

such as fear, or anxiety, that is, relief generally cannot occur without the precurs

the emotion of fear, and is a result of the removal or reduction of the fearful feeli

For the purpose of this study, relief means a reduction in fear, termed "fear-reduct

The cause of fear reduction within anti-speeding advertisements is less clear than w
evokes fear arousal. In regard to fear appeal anti-speeding television commercials,
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relief could be caused purely by the removal of the negative image on the screen.
However, it is expected that this would only cause slight relief. More complete fear
reduction would be generated by demonstrating or recommending the safer behaviour,

and establishing a calmer situation in which it can be seen that no one is injured as
result of driving within the speed limit.

2.4 Patterns of Fear

A pattern of fear is the sequence of fear arousal and fear reduction, if any, that is

the viewing audience when exposed to a fear appeal advertisement. The possibilities fo

different classifications of fear reduction include no reduction in fear {fear-only),
reduction in fear (fear-partial relief), or complete reduction in fear (fear-relief).

2.4.1 Two Types of Fear Patterns: Fear-Only and Fear-Relief

Two theoretical fear patterns are tested for this study: fear-only with no relief (dri
increase) and fear-relief (drive reduction).

2.4.1.1 Fear-Only Pattern

A fear-only pattern (Figure 2.1), commonly used in road safety is advertising, is cre

by only arousing fear and not providing relief components within an advertisement that
would cause fear reduction.
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Figure 2.1: Fear-only pattern (no reduction in fear)

Fear

Duration of advertisement

The fear-only pattern is based on the instrumental avoidance learning paradigm of

positive punishment of the bad behaviour, technically, a negative consequence is tur

on. That is, if a person performs the bad behaviour - speeding - they will be punish

by experiencing the negative consequences of that action. After viewing fear-only an

speeding television commercials the audience is expected to think of, maybe visualis
and emotionally "feel" the negative consequence whenever they are tempted to speed.

Australian road safety authorities currently favour the use of the positive punishm

approach for deterring speeding. The popular use of "shock" advertising ("if you spe

people will die") that evokes fear and does not alleviate this feeling, thus termed
only advertisement, is an example of positive punishment.

Recent examples in Australia are the T V advertisements "Trike" (aired in Western
Australia), that began with young children riding tricycles on a driveway and ended
with one of the children riding onto the road and being run over by a speeding car,

"Four-Wheel-Drive" (aired in Victoria), in which a young mother, who was running lat

picking her child up from school and was speeding recklessly, hit and killed another
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person's child. Both fear-only advertisementsfinishedafter the image of a dead body

was shown, thus the viewer was left feeling fearful and tense, with no fear reductio
Table 2.1 provides a similar example of these advertisements.

Table 2.1: Example of a fear-only pattern anti-speeding advertisement
The advertisement would show a driver w h o was speeding, and as a

result lost control of his car, drove off the road and smashed his c
Fear

a light-pole and killed himself, with viewers being shown the graphic
image of a dead body.

There are several criticisms of using positive punishment to change behaviour. Job
(1988, p.164) notes that "a major disadvantage of punishment as a procedure is that
does not provide direction to a healthier behaviour, whereas reinforcement produces

strengthening of specific behaviours". Punishment is like saying '"no, don't do tha
without suggesting what could be done in its place" (Job, 1988, p. 164).

Also, the arousal could, in the short term, carry over and exacerbate an unsafe
behaviour, such as speeding (Zillmann and Weaver, 1999). Zillmann and Weaver

(1999) believe that high fear advertisements actually increase the undesirable beha
(such as smoking). For example, habitual speeders may see high fear advertisements

and actually amplify their behaviour, just as Hull's learning theory says that a dr
such as fear, will amplify the dominant response (Hull, 1951; Zillmann and Weaver,

1999), and will actually increase the tendency to speed if the target audience alrea
have the habit of speeding.
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Janis and Feshbach (1953) concluded that high fear advertisements that leave the viewer

feeling strongly aroused could either cause the audience to minimise the importance o

the threat or ignore the threat entirely as a coping mechanism. This finding was also
supported in studies by Janis (1967) and Rogers (1983). One of the reasons for this
response was discussed in Leventhal's (1971) paper on smoking behaviour; the study
found that a high fear appeal, without relief messages, may actually undermine a
person's ability to conceive of himself/herself as coping with or controlling the
behaviour. That is, "there is much experimental data suggesting that increasing

vulnerability whilst stimulating fear reduces acceptance of protective recommendatio
(Leventhal, 1971, p. 1215). Leventhal thus postulated that there are two processes

occurring to cope with threat or fear arousing communications: there is fear control,
whereby the viewer focuses on the emotions caused by the threat; and there is danger
control, that involves focusing on the danger that the threat poses and involves
protective actions of adaptive behaviours. Low to moderate levels of fear, or
advertisements containing fear and recommendations, can make the viewer focus on

overcoming the danger, rather than the fear. Thus, there might be a positive effect o

the desired attitude or behaviour. In contrast, it is argued that high fear advertis

or advertisements with no relief messages or recommendations, tend to enhance the fea

control process that could result in either no change or a negative change in attitud
behaviour

The Protection Motivation model (Roger 1975) proposed that fear messages should

include: first, a magnitude of noxiousness; second, the conditional probability of th

event occurring if there is no behaviour change; and third, availability and effecti
of coping responses, to reduce or eliminate the noxious stimuli. A high fear
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advertisement, or advertisement with no recommendations or relief components, does

not include the third step suggested by Roger (1975), hence the viewer feels fear ar

with no fear reduction. Roger (1975) argued that the relationship is multiplicative,

suggests that if there is no fear reducing message (condition three) then, even if t
two conditions are well depicted, there will be no effect on behaviour.

More recently, Moore and Harris (1996, p.37) also concluded that "fear-inducing shock

advertisements may produce excessive levels of anxiety that may pose a genuine threat
to the psychological well-being of the message recipient," resulting in avoidance
responses. This finding relates back to Leventhal's (1971) Parallel Response theory

(discussed above). Witte and Allen (2000) also supported this view, arguing that fear

control resulted in maladaptive behaviours, particularly for high-risk segments, suc
speeders. High fear advertisements, without recommendations, may result in viewers

not focusing on how to remove the danger but rather focusing on how to eliminate thei

feelings of fear, that could involve switching channels or ignoring the advertisement
counter-arguing with the message, or dismissing that the danger could happen to them
(Witte and Allen, 2000; Witte and Morrison, 2000).

Fear appeals create tension (physiological and psychological activation) that motiva

the audience to reduce those feelings. If this tension is not excessive then it will

feelings of energy (Henthorne, La Tour and Nataraajan, 1993; La Tour and Pitts, 1989;
Thayer, 1978), with energy being a positive influence on behavioural intentions.
However, at higher levels of tension, energy is diminished as the tension created by
fear stimuli overpowers the feelings of energy that results in a negative effect on
behavioural intention (La Tour and Zahra, 1989; Henthorne, La Tour and Nataraajan,
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1993). A fear-only pattern advertisement, particularly the "shock" subtype

advertisement, is likely to result in excessive tension that dominates any feelings o
energy that is not optimal for behaviour change.

2.4.1.2 Fear-Relief Pattern
A fear-relief'pattern involves arousing fear and causing the audience to experience
unpleasant feeling that is then reduced by showing the consequences of the
recommended behaviour (e.g., Job, 1988).

A partial reduction in fear (see Figure 2.2) would result if an advertisement arouse

and then only partly reduced this fearful feeling. For example, partial reduction mig

be achieved if the advertisement described in Table 2.1 was adapted to incorporate s
relief components, such as showing better scenarios or more positive images that are
described in Table 2.2. Only partial relief may be experienced as the adaptation in
Table 2.2 shows a different driver.

Figure 2.2: Fear-relief (partial reduction in fear)

Fear

Duration of advertisement
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Table 2.2: Example of a fear-partial-reliefpattern anti-speeding advertisement
The advertisement would show a driver w h o was speeding, and as a
result lost control of his car, drove off the road and smashed his car
Fear

into a light-pole and killed himself, with viewers being shown the
graphic image of a dead body.
This tension and unpleasant feeling could then be reduced (relieved)

Partial Relief

by viewers being shown a different driver w h o is not speeding and
as a result safely arrives at their destination.

Complete reduction in fear (see Figure 2.3) would follow the advertising sequence of
increasing fear and then providing relief components to the advertisement that would

completely eliminate the fear arousal. To possibly achieve this pattern of fear and r

a road safety advertisement would still show the advertisement described in Table 2.1,

and would then show a second part, that is described in Table 2.3, and that contains t
different relief components.
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Figure 2.3: Fear-relief (complete reduction in fear)

Fear

Duration of advertisement

Table 2.3: Example of a fear-complete-reliefpattern anti-speeding advertisement
The advertisement would show a driver w h o was speeding, and as a

result lost control of his car, drove off the road and smashed his car
Fear

a light-pole and killed himself, with viewers being shown the graphic
image of a dead body.
The advertisement then showed a rewind of the situation presented in

the first part of the advertisement, followed by visuals of the same d
Relief

alive again and driving along the same stretch of road, not speeding, a
then arriving safely at his destination, perhaps joyously greeted by a
loved one.

2.4.2

Proposed Fear Pattern Theory

This thesis examines the extent of fear reduction necessary to make a fear appeal

effective as the fear-patterning proposition suggests that it is not the absolute amo
fear that drives attitude change and/or behaviour change, but the pattern of fear and
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relief felt by the audience that determines the effectiveness of an advertisement. The

fear pattern theory proposes that a sequence of fear then relief stimuli will be opt
causing attitude and/or behaviour change. The proposed fear pattern theory builds on

Ho viand, Janis and Kelley's (1953) fear-as-acquired-drive (drive-reduction) model t

was one of the earlier major theories of how fear appeals work, based on the assumpti
that it is fear reduction that makes such an appeal effective.

Hovland et al (1953) denote the following rules when designing fear-arousing appeals
(and for the purpose of this thesis the elements that should be considered when
designing road safety fear appeal commercials). First, are content cues (C) that are

threat stimulus or stimuli intended to evoke perceptions of susceptibility and sever

second is the emotional reaction (E), that is the experienced emotion of fear if the
is successful; and third is the reassuring recommendation (R) to adopt the desired
attitude or behaviour (C ». E p. R).

As shown above, the fear-as-acquired drive model posits that the fear-arousing
component of the message should precede the recommendation that produces fear
reduction. For example, when designing a fear appeal advertisement to encourage
women to have regular mammograms, the advertiser could first show the dangers of not
having a mammogram (using the physical threat of death caused by not detecting a
cancerous tumour and appropriate fear-evoking images), and then follow this message

by providing information about the high survival rates given early detection of breas
cancer (and showing positive images of healthy women), thereby probably producing
fear reduction.
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This fear-relief (drive reduction theory) pattern for promoting acceptance of a
recommended behaviour is associated with the previously mentioned theory of
instrumental conditioning, specifically, negative reinforcement of "good" behaviour.
That is, a fear-relief pattern advertisement would show an aversive stimulus (the

"threat") that is coupled with the inappropriate response (the "bad" behaviour) and th
removed by demonstrating that the appropriate response (the "good" behaviour) will
avoid it.

The processes of positive punishment and negative reinforcement applied to road safety
advertising are depicted in Figure 2.4. The flow-diagram process demonstrates that an

advertisement that arouses fear by scaring the viewer (that is, a negative stimulus is
applied), and then provides relief by explaining or showing the correct behaviour and
harm-avoiding consequences (such as, "if you drive slowly you will be safe") that
reduces the viewer's fear (and "removes" the negative stimulus) would be considered a
negative reinforcement approach in contrast to positive punishment1.

Note: Loss of licence (negative punishment, or "non-reward") or bonus licence points (positive
reinforcement or "reward") are legislative methods for changing behaviour, requiring detection and
intervention by government authorities. Road safety advertising attempts to encourage behaviour change
voluntarily without the need for government intervention. Therefore, only two of the possible four
approaches to encouraging safe driving behaviour can be accomplished by advertising alone and will be
investigated in this thesis —fear-only (positive punishment or "punishment") and fear-relief (negative

reinforcement or "escape/avoidance"). Note also that both approaches investigated in this thesis aim to
reduce speeding behaviour rather then to positively reinforce the good behaviour of driving safely.
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Figure 2.4: Flowchart of instrumental conditioning processes caused by
anti-speeding advertising

Arouse fear- apply a negative stimulus
(by showing the negative consequences of the bad behaviour of speeding, for
example killing a pedestrian by speeding in a car and not being able to stop in
time)

Reduce fear - remove the

N o reduction in fear - negative

negative stimulus

stimulus remains

(by showing the avoidance

(by not showing the good

consequence of the good behaviour

behaviour, for example, leave the

of not speeding, for example if a

viewer with the image of the

driver drove slowly they will avoid

pedestrian's body on the road)

hitting the pedestrian)

Fear Reduction (Relief)

Fear Continues

(Negative reinforcement)

{Positive Punishment)

Effect on speeding behaviour
{To be investigated by this thesis)

2.4.2.1

Drive Reduction Theory

Drive-reduction theory assumes that "the reduction of emotional tension operates as a
reinforcement of the reassuring recommendation" (Janis and Feshbach, 1953, p.64).
That is, once fear is aroused and creates motivation for action (drive), any relief stimuli
(such as the recommended behaviour) that decreases the fear is a reinforcement of the
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recommended behaviour (Witte and Allen, 2000). Theoretically, then, w h e n the viewer

of the anti-speeding advertisement is driving his/her car, he/she will make the ment

operant response of knowing he/she should drive at a safe speed, that serves as a gui

for an overt (behavioural) operant response, causing the correct behaviour of driving

vrithin the speed limit. Both the mental operant response and the overt operant respo

are then reinforced (negative reinforcement) by bad consequences not occurring and t
feeling of relief from fear that this produces.

The relationship between instrumental conditioning and the drive-reduction model is

evident in Job's (1988, p.165) recommendation that "if fear must be used, it should b
used in a manner that allows fear-offset reinforcement to follow an appropriate
response". In the case of advertising, the learning takes place by modelling or

observation (Job, 1988). Driving within the speed limit should be reinforced by a fea

relief advertisement, thus this becomes the dominant response ("habit") when driving

2.4.2.2 Thayer's Model
Thayer's model (1978) of energy and tension (arousal) was previously mentioned to
demonstrate a potential drawback of using fear-only patterns within anti-speeding

advertisements. It is now used to demonstrate the likely effect of a fear-relief pat

advertisement. Similar to the beginning component ofa fear-only advertisement, a fea
reliefadvertisement would first produce feelings of tension. The second component of

the fear-relief'advertisement, that involves reassurance or recommendations, is meant

reduce fear (tension felt), thereby increasing the opportunity for energy to dominate
Thus, the fear-relief pattern should be more effective than the fear-only pattern if
recommendation pushes fear back along the curve so that general arousal (energy)
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dominates. That is, the audience is left with a "calm" feeling as there no residual
general arousal or fear, hence avoiding the negative effects of the fear-only
advertisement.

2.4.2.3 Renewed Focus on Fear Reduction
While many fear appeal studies support a positive relationship between reassurance

messages and behavioural intention to adopt the desired behaviour, they have not tes

the extent of fear reduction required for optimal effectiveness, for example, none o
studies in the meta-analysis conducted by Boster and Mongeau (1984) included a
measure of fear reduction. Sutton (1982) made the point that the 'amount' of fear

reduction and 'completeness' of fear reduction required for optimal effectiveness had
not been distinguished by previous researchers.

2.4.2.4 Recommended Sequence of Fear and Relief Stimuli

In the fear appeal literature there has been minimal attention given to the specific
of fear-reduction, however, there has been considerable agreement on the optimal

sequence of fear and relief stimuli that should be used in fear appeal communications
(Dolinski and Nawrat, 1998; Skilbeck, Tulips and Ley, 1977; Tanner, Hunt and
Eppright, 1991; Zimbardo and Ebbesen, 1969). Job (1988), for example, stipulated
similar points to other researchers in regard to certain conditions to increase the

effectiveness of a fear appeal. First, fear should be evoked first before the desired

behaviour is offered. Second, the event should be likely (relevance). Third, the des

behaviour should be offered. Fourth, the level of fear should be in line with the ca

of the desired behaviour to reduce the fear. Fifth, the fear offset should occur as a
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reinforcer for the desired behaviour. Job has indicated that the higher, or stronger, the
level of fear used, the greater the strength of recommendations required.

Using a fear-relief pattern means that the negative effects of fear could be counterac
with elaborated recommendations for how the audience could avoid the threat (Bennett,
1996). Recommendations can give people "a clear idea of the action alternatives that
are available to them and detailed action instructions to help bridge the gap between
their attitudes and their actual performance or behaviour" (Bennett, 1996, p.457).
Table 2.5 summarises other researchers' opinions of the general guidelines and
considerations required when designing fear appeal messages.

Table 2.4: T h e steps involved w h e n designing fear-relief communications
Author

Hale and Dillard
(1995)

Job (1988)

La Tour and
Zahra
(1989)

Rogers (1975)

Stepl

Include a threat

Evoke fear

Create a

Increase magnitude of

fearful

noxiousness (severity) and

situation

the conditional probability

(physical or social)

(susceptibility) of the event
occurring if there is no
behaviour change
Step 2

Personal efficacy;

Offer desired

Solution is

The availability and

and response

behaviour

provided as

effectiveness of coping

a means of

responses, to reduce or

fear

eliminate the noxious

reduction

stimuli
-

efficacy.

Conditions

The risk must be

Event should be

Danger is

personalised to the

likely; level of

depicted as

target of the message,

fear should be

serious

that is, vulnerability

matched by

enough to

and susceptibility

desired

warrant

should be relevant to

behaviour to

attention

the target audience

reduce fear
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2.4.2.5

Conclusion to the Discussion on Fear-Arousal and Fear-Reduction

There is considerable agreement among previous researchers who have investigated fear
appeals on the need for reassuring messages to overcome the threat (Allison, 1991;
Beck and Frankel, 1981; Becker, 1974; Chu, 1966; Mooren and Frape, 1996; Rogers
and Deekner, 1975; Strecher, DeVellis, Becker, and Rosenstock, 1986; Witte and Allen,
2000). However, research that further examines relief messages in fear appeals,
whereby the relationship between fear-arousal and fear-reduction is specifically
examined, is required.

Sutton (1982) noted that researchers have not determined the most effective amount of
fear-reduction required to result in a desired response, and along with Job (1988),
concluded that the relationship between fear arousal and fear reduction needs further
investigation. Previous studies have not measured the extent of fear-reduction. It
would appear that stronger recommendations might lead to higher acceptance of the
message and, with acceptance, a greater reduction in fear. However, a more thorough
investigation is required to test the fear-as-acquired-drive model properly.

2.4.3 Criticisms of Previous Research Investigating the Fear-As-Acquired-Drive
Model

The fear-as-acquired-drive model was tested by several researchers in the 1950s throu

to the 1970s, with most results apparently not supporting the theory. However, there a
several criticisms that can be made of the studies that have investigated fear-as-

acquired-drive (fear-relief) theory. These criticisms are largely based on the abilit
the research design of each study to answer the research question/s. These previous
studies do not appear to represent a fair test of the fear-as-acquired-drive model
(particularly in terms of its applicability to advertising), because of a number of
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variables, including the participants, sources of threat, length of stimulus exposure, and
measurements used in the studies. The following section reviews the findings and

limitations of the two studies that directly tested drive-reduction: Hendrick, Giesen
Borden (1975) and Mewborn and Rogers (1979).

Hendrick, Giesen and Borden (1975) concluded from their experiment that fear
reduction was unnecessary for increased persuasion to occur. A major problem with
their study was the lack of relevance of the topic (agricultural pesticides) to the
participants of the study (female first-year psychology students). If a threat appeal

meant to include a component of susceptibility to the threat, then the target audience
should be appropriate. It is likely that threat appeals would not have been properly
manipulated because there would be a lack of perceived susceptibility among the
participants. Hendrick Giesen and Borden (1975) noted that research needs to be
undertaken using topics about which participants have some knowledge and perceive to
be relevant. The notion of susceptibility is acknowledged by Witte and Allen (2000)
when they discuss the need for the threat to be seen as applicable to the audience.

Mewborn and Rogers (1979) concluded that their high-fear condition produced fear
arousal and reduction. However, fear reduction did not result in the expected greater
acceptance of the recommendations. Mewborn and Rogers's (1979) study comprised 48
introductory psychology students as participants, with the experiment being a
compulsory course requirement, meaning forced participation. There were also four
conditions, making an average of 12 participants in each group. These are small
numbers, even for psychophysiological recording, and are particularly small for
research using attitudinal scales. The Mewborn and Rogers' (1979) study also required
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participants to respond orally to questionnaire items that could involve social
desirability response bias due to the topic of study that was a venereal disease. Also,
Witte (1993) criticised Mewborn and Rogers (1979) as perceived threat was not
measured in their study.

The most significant limitation of many of the previous studies that have investigated

the effectiveness of fear appeals (and not necessarily confined to studies examining the

fear-as-acquired-drive model), that is most relevant to the justification for re-testing

drive theory model, and that is addressed by the new research in this thesis, is the way
fear is measured. Previous studies have mainly used a static, post-exposure (or even
during-exposure), measure of fear arousal (and sometimes fear reduction). However,

static measurement is unlikely to capture viewers' reactions during the entire fear app
and cannot establish whether the correct negative reinforcement pattern occurred.

2.4.3.1 Re-Testing the Fear-As-Acquired-Drive Model
It is proposed that how fear is measured is of particular importance when investigating
patterns of fear as it is possible that measures may indicate different responses. The
only reasonable way to test the fear-as-acquired-drive model is to assess the dynamic
pattern of fear arousal and fear reduction (relief) throughout the fear appeal
advertisement. This is the major reason for re-testing the fear-as-acquired-drive model
in this thesis.

This thesis uses innovative measurement techniques, involving moment-to-moment
(MTM) recording of responses, to identify fear patterns within anti-speeding
advertisements. That is, to determine whether fhe fear-only pattern indeed ends by
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leaving the audience fearful, with no or little reduction of fear and if'the fear-relief

pattern ends by leaving the audience relieved and calm with significant fear reduction.

A description and justification of these new measures are detailed in Chapter 3 of thi
thesis.

Study 1 of this thesis (presented in Chapter 4) identifies the fear patterns, with the

underlying fear-as-acquired-drive theory discussed in this chapter being carried throu

to the following studies. The fear patterns and relevant drive-theories are also examin
in Study 2 (presented in Chapter 5), in a repeated exposure condition. Theory and
research findings on repetition of fear appeals will now be briefly reviewed as a
precursor to Study 2.

2.5 Repeated Exposures Effect of Fear Patterns
It is important to consider the effect of repeated exposures on the two types of fear

patterns as both theoretically and practically it is more useful to know the effect of

patterns after several exposures, given that most advertisers, in any domain (commercia
or social marketing) aim for at least three exposures (to inform, persuade, remind) of
television advertisement to a target audience, and often achieve many more exposures.
These "many more" exposures may cause a fear-appeal TV commercial to "wearout",
losing its persuasive effect.

Given the budget constraints, particularly of government departments and road safety

authorities, television advertisements in road safety campaigns have to remain effectiv

during multiple viewings as it is too expensive and inefficient to produce advertiseme

that will have an initial effect but then have to be replaced regularly due to loss of
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attention or impact. "Shock" advertising has been a popular technique used by
Australian road safety authorities in recent years, and it is believed that shock

advertisements lose their impact after just a few exposures because their "shock value
diminishes quickly (Moore and Harris, 1996; Tedmanson, 2001).

This loss of "shock value" was referred to by Hughes (1992, p.61) as wearout, that is,
reduction in subjects' favourable responses after repeated exposures to a message". A

favourable response from the social marketer's perspective, in relation to fear appeal

advertisements, would be that the target audience does feel fear, and as a result of t
feeling, does intend to adopt the promoted behaviour. Advertising wearout is very
important to commercial companies and there have been numerous studies (HendersonBlair and Rabuck, 1998; Pechmann and Stewart, 1988) that have investigated wearout
of advertising for general products and services. The measures used for wearout in

these previous studies included sales, purchase intent, awareness, recall, persuasion,
reminder potential and competitive imagery (Scott and Solomon, 1998). When studying
advertising wearout in social marketing, different measures of wearout apply, such as
expected changes in social behaviour rather than buying behaviour. This study

examines the issue of advertising wearout in the area of anti-speeding advertising as
wearout of fear appeal anti-speeding advertisements has received minimal attention by
previous researchers.

There are several causes of wearout. It can occur because of diminished attention,
counter-learning (interference) from other advertisements, or loss of acceptance due
counterarguing with the message (over-exposure) (Rossiter and Percy, 1997). Emotion

wearout, for example diminished fear due to habituation, also occurs and is particula
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important for social marketing advertisements as the issues or causes being promoted

largely rely on emotions to motivate the target audience to act in a socially desirab
way. Action measures of wearout can be used (Stewart, 1999); for example, brand

choice after advertisement exposure, or in the instance of anti-speeding advertisemen
speed choice.

Both Ephron (1995) and Jones (1997) raise several disadvantages of media scheduling
following the effective frequency theory. This theory assumes the traditional

perspective on advertising scheduling by purporting that advertising has to be repeti
for consumers to learn and remember advertising messages (Ephron 1995). It must be

noted, however, that their research is in regard to advertising for commercial produc
and services, with no mention of the implications of, or generalisability to, social
marketing messages.

The new model that both authors support is based on continuous advertising that
involves an advertisement being exposed to consumers only once just prior to their
weekly purchase. The new model represents a shift from a focus on frequency to a
focus on reach. The research suggests that "one exposure to a brand message has a
greater effect on brand share than additional exposures" (Ephron, 1995, p. 18).
However, this rule holds only for well-known and established brands in a market.
Ephron also stated that "learning theory is largely irrelevant because brands are
competing for purchases, not teaching messages" (Ephron, 1995, p.20).

These opinions demonstrate that both journal articles focus on commercial brands with
data for each study being collected from such sources as AC Nielsen scanning data.
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Research is required that explores effective frequency in social marketing areas, where
learning theory is still relevant and where there are fewer competing brands (for
example speeding behaviour versus driving within the speed limit).

There is no research regarding how viewers react during repeated exposures to fear
appeals. Studies of repeated exposures to investigate "wearout" have typically used
positive-appeal commercials for products (e.g., Belch, 1982; Machleit and Wilson,
1988; Silk and Vavra, 1974). Positive-appeal commercials have also been used in all
previous studies using continuous "moment-to-moment" recording of reaction patterns
to TV commercials (Aaker, Stayman, and Hagerty, 1986; Baumgartner, Sujan, and
Padgett, 1997), which is the pattern-recording method employed in this thesis.

The two types of fear patterns, given repeated exposures, may result in different effe

It is argued that a fear-only advertisement (positive punishment) is likely to suppre
bad behaviour only temporarily. Therefore, there is a need for frequent reminders,
which is the reason why the TAC select a heavy media schedule for their hard-hitting

"shock" (fear-only) campaigns. These fear-only advertisements (especially the "shock"
subtype advertisement) may lose their "shock value" with repeated viewings, however,
as mentioned previously, this is an uninvestigated question.

There is a distinction between emotion wearout of feelings such as fear, shock and
tension, and behavioural wearout, that is measured by using a driving-simulation task

(this is discussed in Chapter 3). It is highly likely that emotion wearout will occur
quickly with successive exposures of a fear-only advertisement. That is, once viewers
have initially seen a fear-only advertisement and have experienced feeling "shocked"

the graphic images, it is likely that they will be significantly less shocked on repe
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viewings of the advertisement. If emotion wearout does occur quite quickly this would
be of concern to road safety advertisers who believe in the principles of positive
punishment, as this theory would require the audience to feel as fearful as possible to
have the greatest behavioural effect. Correspondingly, fear-relief pattern
advertisements could be considered blander than the fear-only ("shock")
advertisements, and thus may lose viewers' attention more quickly, resulting in fewer
(or weaker) negative reinforcement "trials." This behavioural effect of repetition of
hothfear-only and fear-reliefadvertisements, that is the more important outcome in
regard to meeting the objectives of road safety advertisements, is unknown and requires
investigation. The relevant study to explore the repeated exposures effect of fear
patterns is contained in Chapter 5.

2.6 Conclusion
Many road safety advertisers do not produce advertisements that provide fear reduction,

but rather leave the viewer feeling extremely tense. This thesis investigates a fear-re

pattern in comparison with a fear-only pattern. It seeks to determine if increasing fear

and providing relief for the viewer (fear-relief) is a more effective way of altering s
behaviours, in this instance driver speed choice, than simply shocking the viewer and
leaving them feeling tense and fearful at the end of the advertisement (fear-only).

Chapter 2 has re-visited fear-as-acquired-drive theory and provided an analysis of other
relevant fear appeal literature that supports the likely effectiveness of types of fear
patterns within anti-speeding television commercials. It has been proposed in this
chapter that the only reasonable way to test the fear-as-acquired-drive model is to
examine and use measurement methods to accurately assess the extent of fear reduction
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in fear appeal advertisements. The following chapter will review the measures that will
be used to identify fear patterns within anti-speeding television commercials and to
determine changes in behaviour caused by the advertisements.
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CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPMENT AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PRINCIPAL
MEASURES

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 describes the principal measures used in the studies in this thesis. The f
continuous response measurement (CRM) that is used in Study 1 to identify fear

patterns in anti-speeding television commercials and in Study 2 to measure the poten

wearout of the fear patterns with repeated exposure to the commercials. The second i
the psychophysiological measurement of electrodermal response (EDR) that is an
alternative form of CRM. Both CRM measures are used in Study 3. The third is a
behavioural measure of speed choice initially a UK-developed version and then one

developed for this thesis. The dependent variables in Studies 2 and 3, respectively,
were the two versions of this video simulation speed-choice test.

3.2 Continuous Measurement of Fear and Relief
3.2.1 Limitations of Static Measures of Fear and Relief

Measures of fear and relief in previous fear appeal research have largely been stati
post-exposure ratings - as pointed out by Sutton (1982) and reiterated by Vanden
Abeele and MacLachlan (1994). These ratings are retrospective; participants are
required at the end of the advertisement exposure to remember what they felt during

advertisement (Hazlett and Hazlett, 1999) and it is possible that participants may n

able to accurately recall how they felt. Further, a single post-exposure rating of f
particular, is ambiguous. Sutton (1982, p.305) noted that the fear measure could

"reflect the initial level of fear aroused, the final level of residual fear, or som

intermediate level of partially reduced fear". That is, many of the previous studies
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have investigated the optimal "level" of fear (low, medium or high) using static, post-

exposure measurements could have been measuring initial fear, peak fear, end fear o
perhaps average fear, each of which may differ considerably. Also, Boster and

Mongeau (1984, p.370) noted that when using static, post-exposure measurements "it

not clear exactly what features of a persuasive message are fear arousing". Further
researchers cannot clearly determine what features are fear reducing when testing
fear-drive model using only static, post-exposure measures of fear.

Machleit and Wilson (1988) suggested that researchers should consider the emotiona
feelings experienced by participants during an advertisement exposure, rather than
using a research instrument to collect this data at the end of the advertisement.

Similarly Job (1988, p. 196) proposed that "the ideal study would involve continuou
monitoring of fear throughout". Sutton (1982) was perhaps the earliest advocate of
using continuous measurement of fear to overcome these methodological problems,

particularly for testing the fear-as-acquired-drive model that requires measuremen
fear reduction. Many studies have examined the effectiveness of fear-reducing
recommendations, but have not measured the extent of fear reduction in the way
suggested by Sutton (1982).

3.2.2 Previous Continuous Measures
A dynamic, temporal measure of fear is necessary to determine the fear pattern
exhibited by a broadcast (TV or radio) anti-speeding advertisement. This requires
continuous response measurement (CRM). The CRM of reactions to TV commercials

has been used in previous studies investigating positive-appeal commercials (Aaker
Stayman, and Hagerty, 1986; Baumgartner, Sujan, and Padgett, 1997; Vanden Abeele
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and MacLachlan, 1994) but has not so far been used for negative-appeal (for example,
fear) commercials.

The CRM device used in the studies in this thesis continuously tracks fear arousal
fear reduction throughout the entire TV commercial, thus enabling the actual fear
fear-relief pattern engendered by the advertisement to be measured.

3.2.3 Development of the Dial for Conducting Continuous Response
Measurement
A fear-relief continuous measurement dial (see Figure 3.1), providing 10 readings
second, was constructed to record viewers' reactions during the entire commercial
terms of tenseness felt (fear) and relief experienced. The dial and program were
developed by a computer programmer, David Webster, from the Department of
Psychology, University of Wollongong. Its use is best explained by outlining the
procedure.

Figure 3.1 - Dial (CRM)
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3.2.4

Procedure for Use of the Dial

Participants were informed that they were about to watch a road safety commercial.
The following statement was then read to them: "Some road safety advertisements are

designed to make people feel a bit tense, and we want to map your reactions. You sta

off with the dial in the middle. As you feel more tense, turn the dial to the right.

more tense you feel, the more you should turn the dial to the right, then back towar

the centre if you're feeling less tense. If and when you experience a feeling of rel

while watching the advertisement, turn the dial to the left of the centre point. The

relieved you feel, the more you should turn the dial to the left. When you feel neut
turn the dial back to the centre."

The dial was labelled on the left of the "neutral" point with the numbers 1 to 5, wi
"very relieved" being located near 5. Again, to the right of the neutral point were
numbers 1 to 5, with "very tense" located near 5. From the resulting data, the fear
pattern of the commercial can be mapped, both within and across participants.

3.2.5 Possible Limitations of the CRM Measure

It is possible that the CRM dial is both a cognitive measure of a participant's rea

an advertisement and a measure of his or her emotional response to the advertisement

in that the viewer has to reflect on how he or she feels while watching the adverti
and translate this into moving the dial accordingly towards the labels of relief or
tension. Additionally, the viewer's attention is divided between the advertisement
the task of moving the dial (Hazlett and Hazlett, 1999). In a realistic setting the

may not translate emotions into verbal terms, as emotion is not primarily a language

based experience and cognitive effort is required to put experience into words (Rog
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1983) as required in this exercise. Rather, the viewer m a y simply "feel" the emotions of
fear and relief. Bagozzi, Gopinath and Nyer (1999) noted that research needs to
investigate the relationship between these two aspects (cognitive appraisals and
physiological processes) of emotion.

Study 3 in this thesis measures fear-pattern responses in two different ways, cogniti
and physiologically, in an attempt to explore this largely under-researched issue.

3.3 Electrodermal Responses (EDR)
A psychophysiological measure is included in Study 3. Electrodermal response (EDR)
measurement, specifically skin conductance level (SCL), is the alternative method of
determining differences in levels and patterns of emotion.

Traditionally, skin conductance recording was referred to as galvanic skin response
(GSR). Skin conductance recording detects involuntary changes in the electrical

activity of the skin that is measured by the change in skin resistance (Krugman, 1965)

that results from fluctuations in electrical conductivity of the skin from a base leve
Electrical activity is produced by the activity of the sweat glands that are widely
distributed throughout the skin and are regulated by the autonomic nervous subsystems
(LaBarbera and Tucciarone, 1995).

Skin conductance response (SCR) refers to phasic data (short-term, that is, only a few

seconds), with phasic fluctuations referring to the fluctuations in electrical activit

the skin from a base level. Skin conductance level (SCL) refers to tonic data (long-te
averages of reactions to stimuli lasting a minimum of 30 seconds) (Andreassi, 2000;
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Hopkins and Fletcher, 1994). A s 30 to 60 second television commercials are the stimuli
used for the studies in this thesis, SCL will be reported.

Skin conductance recording is a sensitive indicator of the internal psychological ac

of participants and is one of the most frequently applied activation indices (Kroebe
Riel, 1979). Kroeber-Riel's (1979) research used 'psychobiologicaP approaches

(including skin conductance) to measure activation (also termed arousal or alertness
explaining that the effect of human behaviour, such as activation, is physically
demonstrated in the form of physiological responses because of the central nervous
system. In this paper, Kroeber-Riel (1979, p.248), after conducting an empirical
investigation, concluded that "psychobiological measurements are in many cases more

valid than other methods, and are thus indispensable for scientific research". Kroeb

Riel (1979, p.243) also claimed that "extensive tests of the validity and reliabilit
EDR have yielded satisfactory results" and referred interested readers to the works
Lykken and Venables (1971), Burstein, Frenz, Bergeron, and Epstein (1965) and
McCurdy(1950).

Other studies that support the validity and reliability of skin conductance recordin
include Kohan's (1968) study and Greenwald, Cook and Lang's (1989) study.

Furthermore, there have been other marketing studies that have successfully used ski
conductance measures, these include studies conducted by Mewborn and Rogers (1979),
Hopkins and Fletcher (1994), La Barbera and Tucciarone (1995), Lang, Zhou,
Schawrtz, Bolls and Potter (2000) and Kilbourne, Painton and Ridley (1985. Each of
these studies will be briefly reviewed in the following two sections.
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K o h a n (1968) investigated twenty participants' psychophysiological responses (via
EDR) to three advertisements. The study found that the combined (averaged) EDR
scores of the participants showed peaks where "it was expected that attention would

rise" (p.47), for example, skin conductance increased significantly in correspondence
with scenes where lights were suddenly turned on or when dialogue suddenly started.

Greenwald, Cook and Lang (1989) compared 48 participants' psychophysiological
responses (including skin conductance, facial electromyographic and heart-rate
measures) to their verbal affective judgements of 21 pictorial stimuli (shown using

photographic slides). The findings of the study, in relation to skin conductance, wer
that larger changes in skin conductance were directly reacted to increased arousal
ratings, particularly for slides showing erotic and mutilation images.

Kilbourne, Painton and Ridley (1985) successfully used skin conductance measures to

determine psychophysiological reactions to different versions of subliminally embedd
sexual images in advertising. Skin conductance measurements were obtained from 36
participants who viewed two versions of two advertisements, one containing a sexual

embed and one without. Skin conductance scores were higher for the embed versions of
both ads.

Hopkins and Fletcher (1994) developed an ad-testing measure that used skin
conductance response (SCR) to predict the effectiveness of sales messages for
commercial products and services. LaBarbera and Tucciarone (1995) conducted a
similar study to Hopkins and Fletcher (1994), using two decades of a USA Fortune 500
packaged goods company's general and direct response advertising, sales data and
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galvanic skin responses scores. LaBarbera and Tucciarone (1995, p.33) conclude that

marketing practitioners should reconsider "the potential value of GSR methodology i
evaluating the motivational power of marketing communications".

Lang, Zhou, Schwartz, Bolls and Potter (2000) used skin conductance responses to

measure arousal of participants when viewing television messages. Their study focus

upon the effect of low or high rates of camera edits within the same visual scene o

viewers' arousal and memory. Faster editing resulted in increased skin conductance,
self-reported arousal and an increase in memory.

For the interested reader, Bagozzi (1991) provided a comprehensive summary of the
role of psychophysiology in consumer research. A more general discussion of
psychophysiological methods was presented by Andreassi (2000) in his book
Psychophysiology: Human Behaviour and Physiological Response.

A major reason for the frequency of its use is that skin conductance measures are e

to obtain than other psychophysiological measures, and have high correlation with o
psychophysiological measures. Mewborn and Rogers' (1979) study is an example of

one of the few experiments that have used both self-reports of fear and physiologic
measures of emotion when investigating the effect of fear appeals. They found high

correlation (r = 0.7) between heart rate (not used in this study) and skin conducta
(used in this study). The justification given for using autonomic measures of fear
that an essential part of the definition of emotion is physiological measures. For
example, Shaver (1987, p. 1076) described a person's state when they feel fearful,
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being an arousal of the autonomic nervous system in preparation for fright, "The person
feels jittery and jumpy, perspires, trembles and looks quickly around".

LaBarbera and Tucciarone (1995, p.48) noted that "because consumers have little
voluntary control over their autonomic nervous systems, changes in bodily functions
can be used by researchers to indicate the actual, unbiased amount of activation or
arousal resulting from marketing stimuli". It is important to note that EDR measures
general arousal, that is not necessarily "fear" arousal. For example, SCL detects
changes in electrical activity of the skin caused by fear and excitement.

Emotions have valence (positive and negative) and intensity (low and high arousal). A

major limitation of EDR is the inability to determine the valence component. But in t

instance of fear appeals it is highly likely that the arousal is mainly caused by fea
arousal (general arousal accompanied by negative affect).

Study 3 again tests the fear-as-acquired-drive model (Hovland et al, 1953) by using
continuous EDR (SCL) recording in addition to continuous response measurement dial
recording.

3.3.1 Description of the EDR Recording Apparatus
The EDR recording device was UFI's Model 2701-SC Simple Scope (August 2001)

(see Figure 3.2). Participants consented to have finger-cuff electrodes fitted to th

middle and index fingers. They were then instructed to sit comfortably and quietly wh

they watched a black television screen with a white cross (+) on it for 3 minutes. Th
advertisement immediately followed this 3-minute baseline period.
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Figure 3.2: UFI's M o d e l 2701-SC simple scope ( E D R recording instrument)

Similar to the dial, the E D R recording equipment takes 10 recordings per second.

Therefore, for a 60-second advertisement there are 600 data points and for a 30-second
advertisement there are 300 data points. The EDR data was calculated as follows: from

the initial data-point numbers that the Simple Scope provides (example of a data-point
459) this number is multiplied by 100 and then divided by 4095 (example resulting in a
number of 11.21, 2.d.p.) to produce the converted SCL (in ohms). The digital output
range for the data recording was 0-4095 that equates to 4096 possible points in a 0-20
ohm range.

An average converted baseline figure was calculated from the middle 2 minutes of the 3

minute baseline period (example, 11.08) as this allowed participants time to settle do
and obtain a normal reading prior to the start of the advertisement. This average
baseline figure was then deducted from all of the converted SCL scores to produce
adjusted SCL scores (11.21 - 11.08 = 0.13). This means that once the average baseline
was deducted from the data obtained during the advertisement the difference in scores
should have reflected a result of the psychophysiological reactions to stimuli within
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advertisement. A n example of this conversion process is presented in Figure 3.3.

For

this individual recording of a participant's reaction to an advertisement, the firs

(upper left) shows the original raw data collected for the duration of the advertis
The second graph (upper right) shows the same responses, but they are now expressed
in ohms (SCL converted). The third graph (lower left) shows the 2-minute baseline
output (also in SCL converted) and the fourth graph (lower right) shows the SCL

adjusted score that was derived from subtracting the average 2-minute baseline scor

(11.08) for this particular participant from their SCL converted data (in the second
graph).

Figure 3.3: Examples of how adjusted SCL scores are derived
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3.4

T h e Video Speed Test: A N e w Behavioural Measure

The studies in this thesis employ a more valid measure of the behavioural effects of

anti-speeding advertisements than previous studies. The actual behaviour in the cas
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anti-speeding advertisements is young drivers' choice of driving speed in everyday

situations. An optimal measure of this behaviour would be either to observe or recor

people's driving behaviour for a period of time, for example six months, to determin

they are a speeder or non-speeder, then to expose them to an anti-speeding advertisi

campaign, and finally to observe or record their subsequent driving behaviour over t

following six months. This method would be the most objective measure, but it is not
feasible to undertake such extensive observation. Instead, a measure of simulated
driving-speed choice was employed.

3.4.1 The Video Speed Test
Study 2 employs the Video Speed Test (VST), developed by British researchers
Horswill and McKenna (1999). The British VST involved participants watching a video

of seven short scenes of a person driving a vehicle in real driving situations. Afte

scene, participants indicated how much faster or slower, if at all, they would drive

that situation. That is, the test measured the person's tendency to speed up or slow
down in each of the varied, driver-as-camera, videotaped driving scenarios.

The video scenes in the VST were filmed over the driver's shoulder, thus providing a
realistic and engaging "driver's eye" perspective for participants in the test. The
scenes selected by Horswill and McKenna (1999) met the following criteria: the

vehicle's speed was reasonably constant; a relatively clear road ahead was shown, so

was possible to speed up and drive faster; static hazards, such as blind bends, were
minimised; no speedometer was visible. The viewing distance to a 21-inch (53.3 cm)
TV screen was 3 ft (0.91m).
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The total score ( V S T score) on the test is the average of the differences in driving
speeds over the scenes. The VST was validated by demonstrating its high correlation

(r =.52, p = .01) with a questionnaire self-report measure of habitual speeding beh

and showing that the VST scores were significantly related in the expected directio
age, gender, annual mileage driven, and speed-related accidents (Horswill and
McKenna, 1999).

3.4.2 The Australian Video Speed Test (A VST)
For Study 3, an Australian Video Speed Test (AVST) was developed and validated.

While the VST is a valid measure to use as a dependent variable, there were three ma
reasons for developing an Australian version of the test. Firstly, Horswill and
McKenna's (1999) VST video showed British roads, with some British city road signs.
Secondly, the majority of the driving scenes were freeways or motorways, whereas a

high proportion of speeding accidents in Australia occur on residential roads. Thir

the quality of production of the VST video was, in our view, inadequate for the purp
of the study.

Development of an Australian version of the VST, the AVST 10, was done in several

stages. First, a video technician and a driver were hired to generate the video dri
sequences. Filming took place over two days on roads in the Illawarra region of New
South Wales, Australia. A video camera was mounted in the car, with the camera

positioned at the top, and in the centre, of the windscreen, so as to make visible o

small amount of the dashboard (no speedometer showing), the bonnet of the car, and t

road ahead. The scenes were filmed using the same criteria as those used by Horswill
and McKenna (1999). These were: first, the vehicle's speed had to be relatively
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constant; second, there had to be relatively clear road ahead, such that driving faster was
a realistic option; third, static hazards, such as blind bends, had to be kept to a

minimum; and fourth, there had to be no signs relating to speed in view. Other criter
consistent with Horswill and McKenna's (1999) VST were that the speedometer should

not be in view, and no audio was included (no car or road noises), to ensure that dri
were not using external cues to judge the speed at which they would drive.

An additional consideration for the AVST was to include a variety of road situations
overcome the limitation of Horswill and McKenna's (1999) original seven-scene VST

that largely consisted of freeway and highway situations. Most driving by people liv

in cities and suburbs in Australia, and probably in England too, is done on local roa
where they encounter pedestrian crossings, roundabouts and, in built-up areas, lower

speed limits. Therefore a greater proportion of local driving situations was include
the development of the AVST.

Originally 22 of the 35 driving scenes filmed for the development of the AVST were

judged as meeting the requirements as listed above. The 22 scenes were further reduce

to 15 scenes to avoid unnecessary duplication. The 15 scenes represented a wide vari
of roads and driving situations including driving through residential areas, country
roads, roundabouts, shopping centres, on freeways, and around bends. Table 3.1

provides descriptions of the road scenes and situations in the 15 scenes. The 15 scen
were presented in a randomised order on the pre-test.

A large sample of car drivers was recruited to pre-test the 15 scenes. The drivers we
recruited in a Wollongong city shopping mall. The study was conducted over five days
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at varying times of the day to cover a broad range of visitors: Wednesday 10am-3pm,
Thursday 1 lam-6pm, Friday 10:30am-2:30pm, Saturday 10am-3pm, and Monday
1 lam-3pm. Recruiters positioned themselves in a busy section of the mall and
intercepted passers-by to take part in the study.

Table 3.1: Description of the 15 driving scenes used in the pre-test
Scene Description Straight Bend/ Roundabout Pedestrian
road
Corner

1

Freeway

2

Freeway

3

Freeway

4

Freeway

11

Freeway

5

Country road

6

Country road

7

Residential road

8

Residential road

9

Residential road

10

Residential road

12

Residential road

13

Shopping area road

14

Shopping area road

15

Shopping area road

hazard

Passers-by were approached with the following statement and request: "Hello. We are

conducting research for the University on driving habits. The research will only t

minutes of your time, and for this, you will have a chance to win a TV and DVD play
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to the value of $600. Would you be interested in taking parfC If the passer-by seemed
interested, screening questions were asked. These were:first,do you drive a car?; and
second, what type of driver's licence do you hold? Those individuals w h o qualified to
take part in the study by answering "yes" to driving a car and w h o held an Australian
car licence were invited to continue their participation in the study and upon their
acceptance were then guided into a retail outlet (a cafe with a function room upstairs)
where they were greeted by another researcher w h o administered the instructions for the
A V S T (that were the same as for the British V S T ) , in both oral and written form. These
instructions are detailed in Figure 3.4:

Figure 3.4: AVST Instructions
Y o u are about to be shown a video of various road situations. Imagine you are a driver
in the car in which the video camera has been mounted.
After each driving scene, the experimenter will stop the tape. O n each occasion, w e
want you to estimate, as accurately as possible, h o w m u c h faster or slower you would
normally drive in that situation.
Write d o w n your estimates for each scene in the spaces below, in kilometres per hour
(km/h). Use a minus sign to indicate slower, a plus sign to indicate faster, and a zero
for no difference. For example, if you would normally drive 10 km/h faster in the
particular sequence shown, write d o w n +10. If you would normally drive 2 km/h
slower, write d o w n -2. If you would drive the same speed, write d o w n 0.

All your responses will be entirely anonymous and it will be impossible to trace the
back to you.
Responses:
How much faster or slower, if at all, would vou want to drive in these situations?

PRACTICE: km/h (+/-)
SCENE 1:

km/h (+/-)
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It should be noted that a neutral option (in terms of no change in speed or Okm/hr) was
provided to participants. This was emphasised by the written and verbal instruction to
participants whereby they were asked "how much faster or slower, if at all, would you
drive in the same situation?" An analysis of responses to the 15 scenes showed that

1911 of the 4140 responses, that is 46%, were for no change (Okm/hr) in speed, thus the
neutral option was clearly understood by participants.

A video splitter was used so that the AVST scenes could be played on five screens
(51cm screens) at a time, allowing five participants to be tested in the one sitting.
Participants were seated in chairs, with a table between them and the television set,
resulting in a viewing distance of 91 centimetres. The original VST study required
participants to be seated 91 centimetres from the television screen, hence the same
distance was replicated in the AVST study to allow for direct comparison in results.
While it may seem that this viewing distance is closer than the typical distance for
television viewing, the driving simulation task was more realistic when the viewer was
seated to see and experience images they would if viewing the road ahead of them when
driving. Each participant watched the 15 scenes, indicating on a questionnaire their
speed choice after each scene. After the test, participants completed the rest of the

questionnaire, that asked for their years of driving experience, annual distance drive
driving record, age, gender, and self-reported speeding tendency on freeways, in
residential areas, and in general.

Social desirability bias that is "a type of response bias that occurs when the respond
assumes what answer is socially acceptable and unacceptable" (Hair, Bush and Ortinau,
2000, p.664), was considered for this driving simulation task. It is known that social
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desirability bias is more likely to be evident where direct questioning in a one-to-one

(personal interviewing) setting is undertaken, as well as when asking questions abo

abnormal or private behaviours, such as drug taking or sexual activity. Both of the

issues were not considered relevant to the application of the AVST study as anonymo

written responses were obtained, as well as the notion that driving behaviour - and
similarly speeding, the behaviour of interest - is a normal behaviour for people.

Approximately one in four (25%) passersby agreed to take part in the study. The
driving history of participants was obtained via the questions shown in the AVST

questionnaire (see Appendix 1) and the results of which are shown in Table 3.3. The
construction of response categories was a result of replication from Horswill and
McKenna's (1999) VST study that also drew upon the scales developed and used by
West, French, Kemp and Elander (1993).

The driver sample was stratified by gender and age. The aim was to obtain
approximately equal numbers of younger drivers (17-25 year old) and older drivers
(over 25 years of age), and relatively equal numbers of males and females for both
groups. Table 3.2 shows a profile of the age group and gender of participants.

Table 3.2: Profile of age group and gender of participants
Age

Males

17-25

64
22
13
10
12
5
126

26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65

66+
TOTAL

Females

77
14
20
19
12
0
142
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TOTAL

141
26
33
29
24
5
268

Ten of the 278 participants w h o qualified for the study did not provide their age and

were excluded from the analysis. It was difficult to obtain drivers in the age categ
66 years and over, as participants needed to walk up two flights of stairs to get to
research room. However, this was not a major problem as other "older" age categories

(that is, 26 years and above) compensated for the deficiency in the 66 years and over
category. The final sample size for the test was N = 268.

Table 3.3 provides descriptive information obtained from the sample of 268
participants.

Table 3.3: Demographic and driving history of participants
Demographics and Driving History
Gender
53%

Female
47%

Male

Age
53%

25 years and under
47%

26 years and over
Average age

31 years

Driving experience
Less experienced (less than 7 years)

51 %

More experienced (7 years or greater)

49%
14 years

Average driving experience
Median driving experience

7 years

Annual k m
15,000 or less

55%

15,001km or more

45%

Median k m

10,001 - 15,000kms

Regularity of driving
Irregular (0 - several times/wk)

28%

Regular (every day)

72%
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Demographics and Driving History
Licence
Provisional

17%

Normal

83%

Suspension of licence
Never

/o

Yes (currently or previously)

1 2 %0

Speedingfinein the last 3 years
None

78%

1 or more

2 2 %0

Accident involvement in the last 3 years
None

85%

lor more

15%

Freeway self-report
Non-speeder

59%

Speeder

41%

Drive fast self-report
Non-speeder

63%

Speeder

3 7 %0

Residential area self-report
Non-speeder

79%

Speeder

21%

3.4.2.1

Results for the Validation of the A VST

Analysis of variance ( A N O V A ) of the speed-choice scores for the 15 scenes was
conducted for the demographic and driving history variables. The results are
summarised in Tables 3.4 through to 3.7. The average change in chosen speed for each
scene is shown in thefirstcolumn of results in each table. Speed comparisons are
shown where there were significant differences at the 9 5 % confidence level (p <.05)
between groups.
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The A V S T should be a reflection of h o w w e actually drive and that is w h y it is

important for the speed scores to differ by gender, age group and speeder classific
It is known that males drive faster than females (RTA, 2003), younger people drive
faster than older people (RTA, 2003), and obviously self-admitted speeders drive at
higher speeders than non-speeders (Horswill and McKenna, 1999; West, French, Kemp
andElander, 1993).

Table 3.4: Speed choices resulting from the 15 scenes by gender

Scene

+/- A IN A V G
KM/HR

Females

1

4.8

4.1

5.4

2.03

ns

2

7.0

6.1

8.1

4.88

.028

3

2.1

1.1

3.2

5.37

.021

4

5.7

4.4

7.0

6.70

.010

5

1.7

0.4

3.1

10.79

.001

6

4.8

2.7

7.0

18.47

.000

7

1.7

0.6

2.8

8.56

.004

8

-1.6

-2.7

0.0

9.02

.003

9

1.9

0.7

3.1

11.06

.001

10

-0.2

-0.8

0.5

3.11

ns

11

6.1

5.0

7.4

7.86

.005

12

-1.4

-3.0

0.5

25.51

.000

13

-1.2

-1.7

-0.6

2.75

ns

14

-0.1

-1.8

0.5

11.46

.001

15

-4.3

-4.9

-4.3

3.18

ns
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Males

F

Sig.

A s shown in Table 3.4, males indicated they would drive significantly faster than did
female drivers in 11 of the 15 scenes, with three scenes producing no statistically
significant difference (at alpha = 0.05).

Table 3.5: Speed choices resulting from the 15 scenes by age
Younger

Scene

+/- A IN A V G
KM/HR

1

4.8

5.7

2

7.0

3

drivers

Older
drivers

F

Sig.

3.5

5.74

.017

8.8

4.8

21.97

.000

2.1

1.7

2.5

0.65

ns

4

5.7

7.1

3.9

10.06

.002

5

1.7

2.5

0.7

4.87

.028

6

4.8

5.7

3.7

3.51

ns

7

1.7

3.1

0.0

19.82

.000

8

-1.6

-0.2

-3.1

14.28

.000

9

1.9

3.6

0.0

26.38

.000

10

-0.2

1.0

-1.6

11.25

.001

11

6.1

7.0

5.0

5.37

.021

12

-1.4

-0.6

-2.4

6.20

.013

13

-1.2

-0.5

-2.0

4.84

.029

14

-0.1

1.0

-2.8

36.09

.000

15

-4.3

-3.6

-5.0

3.24

ns

A s shown in Table 3.5, younger drivers (aged 17 to 25) indicated they would drive

significantly faster than did older drivers (aged 26 to over 65) in 12 of the 15 sce
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with three scenes producing no statistically significant differences (using a significance
level of 0.05).

Table 3.6: Speed choices resulting from the 15 scenes by driving or speeding
infringement or accident versus no driving or speeding infringements or accidents

Scene

+/- A IN A V G
KM/HR

No driving
and speeding
infringement
or accident

Driving and
speeding
infringement
or accident

F

Sig

1

4.8

4.5

5.2

0.39

ns

2

7.0

6.7

8.0

1.72

ns

3

2.1

1.7

3.0

1.52

ns

4

5.7

5.0

7.4

4.69

.031

5

1.7

1.1

3.1

4.17

.042

6

4.8

3.6

7.3

10.59

.001

7

1.7

1.3

2.5

1.94

ns

8

-1.6

-2.1

-0.5

3.51

ns

9

1.9

1.6

2.3

0.80

ns

10

-0.2

-0.5

0.5

1.53

ns

11

6.1

5.5

7.4

3.51

ns

12

-1.4

-1.9

-0.2

4.65

ns

13

-1.2

-1.4

-0.6

1.06

ns

14

-0.1

-1.1

3.05

ns

15

-4.3

-4.7

2.94

ns

0.20
-3.3

For the purposes of this section of analysis for the development of the A V S T , those
drivers who had incurred one or more speeding fines, or had been involved in a speed-

related accident, or currently or previously had their licence suspended for speeding
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were combined into the one group labelled in Table 3.6 as "Driving and speeding
infringement or accident" and those remaining participants without any driving
infringements or accidents were grouped in Table 3.6 as "No driving and speeding

infringement or accident". As shown in Table 3.6, the driving infringement variable di

not discriminate driving speeds for most (11/15) of the scenes, using a 0.05 significa
level. At the 0.10 significance level, 8 of the 15 scenes discriminated between those
drivers with infringements and those without, and for all of these scenes those who
infringed chose higher speeds on the test.

Despite the lack of discrimination of infringements and accidents, the three self-repo
speeding behaviour variables of speeding on residential roads, speeding on freeways
and driving fast in general (measures taken from the study by West et al, 1993) were
related consistently to the AVST speed for all 15 scenes. Of the 45 possible
relationships, only one was non-significant. Overall confirmation of the specific

results is seen in the correlational results. Self-reported speeding behaviour in rega
travelling on the freeway (r = .48), on residential roads (r = .49), and driving fast

general (r = .45) were all significantly (p < .05) correlated with the total AVST scor
As would be expected from these three results, the index of the self-reported speed
variables was also correlated significantly with the AVST score (r = .54, p <001).
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Table 3.7: Speed choices resulting from the 15 scenes by
self-reported speeding behaviour - Freeways
+/- A IN AVG
Scene
KM/HR

Non-speeders

1 4.8 3.2 6.9 16.27 .000
9.4
2 20.52 .000 7.0

5.4

2.1

1.0

8.6
4 27.18 .000 5.7

3.6

3.7
5 16.46 .000 1.7

0.3

7.7
6 26.59 .000 4.8

2.6

4.2
7 33.82 .000 1.7

-0.1

0.5
8 22.53 .000-1.6

-3.1

3.6
9 15.75 .000 1.9

0.7

1.9
10 21.20 .000-0.2

-1.7

8.7
11 24.56 .000 6.1

4.4

0.9
12 28.74 .000-1.4

-2.9

0.2
13 12.84 .000-1.2

-2.2

1.1
14 20.59 .000-0.1

-1.9

-3.3
15 4.45 .036-4.3

-5.0

3.7
3 8.20 .005
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Speeders

F

p

Table 3.8: Speed choices resulting from the 15 scenes by
self-reported speeding behaviour - Drive fast
Scene +/- A IN AVG Non-speeders Speeders
KM/HR
1

4.8

2.9:

9.72 22.60 .0007.0

5.4

3.73 7.38 .007 2.1

1.2

8.94 26.49 .000 5.7

3.8

4.25 22.08 .000 1.7

0.3

8.16 28.22 .000 4.8

2.8

4.87 43.95 .000 1.7

-0.1

0.48 17.51 .000
-1.6

-2.8

4.29 25.68 .000 1.9

0.5

2.81038.75 .000
-0.2

-1.9

8.61118.61 .000 6.1

4.7

1.51239.64 .000
-1.4

-3.0

0.1137.89 .005 -1.2

-1.9

1.61428.09 .000
-0.1

-2.0

2.74
15 ns

ns

-4.3
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^__
7.9

30.05

.000

Table 3.9: Speed choices resulting from the 15 scenes by
self-reported speeding behaviour in residential areas

Scene

+/- A IN A V G
KM/HR

1

4.8

3.8

8.3

17.03

.000

2

7.0

6.2

10.1

12.84

.000

3

2.1

1.6

3.9

4.15

.043

4

5.7

4.5

10.0

22.49

.000

5

1.7

0.8

5.3

20.66

.000

6

4.8

4.1

7.3

6.70

.000

7

1.7

0.5

6.2

45.00

.000

8

-1.6

-2.7

2.3

31.33

.000

9

1.9

1.1

4.7

17.64

.000

10

-0.2

-1.4

4.2

39.52

.000

11

6.1

5.1

9.9

20.43

.000

12

-1.4

-2.3

2.2

28.18

.000

13

-1.2

-1.7

0.8

10.82

.001

14

-0.1

-1.5

2.3

23.49

.000

15

-4.3

-4.8:

-2.3

6.98

.009

Non-speeders

Speeders

F

P

To produce an A V S T consisting of 10 items, that was the desired length of the test, 10

of the 15 scenes were selected according to their ability to discriminate between ma
and female drivers, young and older drivers, and speeders and non-speeders. The 10

scenes that were chosen (with a practice scene at the beginning) are listed in Table
These scenes are hereafter referred to as the AVST 10.
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Table 3.10: Scenes retained for the A V S T 1 0
Description
(practice scene and 10 test scenes)

Old scene number

N e w scene number

Freeway

4

PRAC

Country road - bend

5

1

Residential road

7

2

Freeway

2

3

13

4

Country road

6

5

Residential road - roundabout

8

6

Freeway

3

7

Residential road - pedestrian crossing

12

8

Freeway

11

9

Shopping area road

14

10

Shopping area road

Table 3.11 summarises the speed choice scores (changes in speed) for the practice scene

and 10 test scenes for the total sample and for the gender, age and speeder/non-speeder

subgroups (the residential-area speeding variable was used for the speeder/non-speeder

classification as the advertisements tested in the studies that follow featured speedi

residential streets). All scenes resulted in significant {p <.05) differences in the c

direction for two of the three variables (note: scenes 5 and scene 7 did not discrimina

between younger and older drivers) and 9 of the 11 scenes (including the practice scene

were significant on all three variables. The entire 11 scenes were used for the AVST 10
as they discriminated on the majority of variables and also provided a wide variety of
driving scenes.
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Table 3.11: A V S T 1 0 control scores
Scene

Total

Gender

Age

sample+/-

Residential
Speeding

A in avg

Non-

km/hr Female Male 17-25 =/>26 speeder Speeder
Practice

5.7

4.4

7.0

7.1

3.9

4.5

10.0

1

1.7

0.4

3.1

2.5

0.7

0.8

5.3

2

1.7

0.6

2.8

-0.2

-3.1

0.5

6.2

3

7.0

6.1

8.1

8.8

4.8

6.2

10.1

4

-1.2

-1.7

0.6

-0.5

-2.0

-1.7

0.8

5

4.8

2.7

7.0

5.7
ns

4.1

7.3

6

-1.6

-2.7

0.0

3.1

3.7
ns
-0.2

-2.7

2.3

7

2.1

1.1

3.2

3.9

-1.4

-3.0

0.5

2.5
ns
-2.4

1.6

8

1.7
ns
-0.6

-2.3

2.2

9

1.9

0.7

3.1

3.6

0.0

5.1

9.9

10

-0.1

1.0

-2.8

-1.5

2.3

-1.8

0.5

The speeding scores in the scenes on the A V S T 10 were significantly correlated with

participants' self-reported speeding behaviour on freeways (r = .48, p = .01), sel
reported speeding on residential roads (r = .46, p = .01), and driving fast (r =

.01). This means that those drivers who indicated they frequently drove fast in t

road situations had higher speed scores on the AVST10. The total sum of speeds ove

the 10 scenes was significantly correlated with the total sum of the self-reporte
measures (r = .52, p = .01). This result supports Horswill and McKenna's (1999)

correlation test for the same measures used in the British VST study, that also p
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a correlation of r = .52. The A V S T 1 0 has high internal-consistency reliability, based on
the present sample (coefficient alpha = 0.83), that indicates that the AVST measures
single trait of speed-choice tendency.

3.5 Conclusion
Chapter 3 has presented the rationale for the measurement instruments developed and
used in this thesis: the CRM instrument of fear-relief, skin conductance (EDR)
recording, and the dependent variable measures of speed choice (the VST and AVST).

The following chapter reports on Study 1 that uses the CRM dial instrument to identif
fear patterns within anti-speeding television commercials.
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CHAPTER 4: IDENTIFICATION OF FEAR PATTERNS IN ANTI-SPEEDING
TV COMMERCIALS (STUDY 1)

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 details the research objectives, research method, results and conclusions for
Study 1, that involves the identification of fear patterns in anti-speeding television
commercials using the continuous response measure (the CRM) and comparing these
with the traditional static retrospective measures of fear and relief.

4.2 Research Objectives

This study centres upon fear appeal TV commercials and identifies their patterns of fea
that may or may not include an indication of relief. The objectives of the first study
this thesis are:

1. To investigate how viewers react - in terms of their felt fear and relief pattern during exposure to fear-appeal TV commercials.
2. To compare dynamic ratings of the fear pattern with static retrospective ratings
of fear and relief.

4.3 Method
4.3.1 Overview

There were three stages involved in the process of identifying the fear patterns within
the anti-speeding TV commercials: first, selecting the TV advertisements for fear
patterning; second, data collection using a group of participants to undertake the

continuous measurement dial procedure; and third, data collection from a separate group
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of participants for the static measurement of the advertisements (to allow for
comparison of dynamic and static measurements). These stages are detailed below.

4.3.2 Stage I: Selection of TV Commercials
Television commercials were chosen as the stimuli for the study because they are the
main medium used by road safety advertisers.

Initially, a large set of road safety TV commercials (n=120) were collected from road
safety authorities around Australia (Roads and Traffic Authority, New South Wales;
Transport Accidents Commission Victoria; Queensland Department of Transport;
Western Australian Office of Road Safety; Transport South Australia and the
Tasmanian Road Safety Authority). Anti-speeding advertisements made up the largest
percentage (38%, that is, 45 of 120) of the road safety advertisements and were chosen

as the applied focus of the thesis. A subset of 36 of the 45 anti-speeding advertisemen
was judged to involve a threat and potentially evoke fear.

Content analysis of the advertisements was undertaken, using a set of criteria for the

selection of the television commercials to produce a set of anti-speeding advertisemen
that had consistent content for the presented threat. The final set of advertisements
selected based on the following criteria: first, the bad behaviour portrayed was
primarily speeding, and was not confounded by other acts of dangerous driving such as

ranning stop signs, running red lights, not wearing seatbelts, inattention, fatigue, an
intoxication; second, the advertisement focused on driving within the speed limits on
local (suburban) streets ; third, the negative physical consequence was the portrayed
death of another person (not driver death); fourth, the psychological consequences
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portrayed by the driver were grief and remorse; andfifth,the driver was visible in the
advertisement, so that identification with the driver could be measured.

Advertisements from the NSW Roads and Traffic Authority were eliminated from

consideration for the advertising experiment because it was to be conducted in that s
and the avoidance of prior exposure to the advertisement was considered very
important. From the remaining set of out-of-state anti-speeding TV advertisements,
four were chosen based upon their common theme of speeding in local streets and

hitting pedestrians as a result of speeding. More importantly, the advertisements were

expected to represent fear-only and fear-relief"patterns (two of each pattern). The te
advertisements were from those made by the Victorian and Western Australian road
safety authorities.

4.3.3 Description of the TV Advertisements used in the Study
Written summaries of the test advertisements are provided below. Copies of the
advertisements are included in Appendix 4 that is a CD-ROM.

4.3.3.1 Expected Fear-Relief Advertisements
The first advertisement, Advertisement 1 - "Pizza" (60 seconds), showed a pedestrian
being hit by a speeding car, then a surgeon commenting on how speed caused the fatal
injuries, followed by a second sequence of visuals re-enacting in slow motion the

pedestrian's body being hit by the car, concluding with a further recommendation by t

surgeon to reduce speed, while at the same time a scenario was shown of a car travell
below the speed limit and avoiding hitting a pedestrian.
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The second advertisement, Advertisement 2 -"Pram" (30 seconds) showed three

different speeding scenarios: a driver was shown avoiding, frightening, then hitting
pedestrian who was pushing a pram. The voice-over commentary in the advertisement

provided an explanation of the different consequences of faster and slower speeds. T

visuals for the final part of the advertisement were a black screen with white writi

that slowly revealed the statement "Every 1 Okm/hr can increase your braking distanc
by up to 50%".

4.3.3.2 Expected Fear-Only Advertisements
The third advertisement, Advertisement 3 - "Trike" (30 seconds), began with
youngsters riding tricycles on a driveway and ended with one of the children riding
the road and being run over and killed by a speeding motorist.

The fourth advertisement, Advertisement 4 - "4WD" (60 seconds), showed a young
mother who was mnning late picking her child up from school driving a four-wheel
drive (4WD) and speeding recklessly through local streets, and hitting and killing
another person's child.

4.3.4 Stage 2: Research Process for CRM Responses
Two groups of 30 participants from a first-year undergraduate marketing class (age

range 18-25 years) were recruited for the CRM phase of the study (refer to Chapter 3
a description of the CRM device), and they watched six anti-speeding advertisements

during individual sittings. Thus a total of 12 anti-speeding advertisements were fea

patterned using the CRM procedure (note: most of the advertisements generally fell i

the classifications of either fear-relief or fear-only advertisements). However, for
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purposes of continuity in this study only four advertisements were selected and tested in

all three studies and only these four are described in this chapter. The graphs for th
remaining advertisements have been included in Appendix 5. Three differently ordered
rotations of the advertisements were used to average out potential carryover or
desensitising effects of watching six commercials.

Ethics approval was provided by the University of Wollongong's Human Research
Ethics Committee. Healthy members of the population anonymously took part in the
study, hence there were no major ethical considerations related to this study.
Participants were offered movie money (to the value of $ AUDI 3) for approximately 10
minutes of their time.

4.3.5 Stage 3: Research Process for Static Measures of Fear and Relief

A separate sample of first-year undergraduate marketing students was recruited for the
static ratings phase of the study. Static measures of advertisement reactions were
obtained from a post-exposure questionnaire for the four advertisements. Participants
watched one TV commercial in classroom groups (n ranged from 51 to 116 per TV

advertisement). The advertisement reactions measures included ratings of the extent to
which the participants felt "tense" and "relief, respectively, while watching the

commercial. The answer options were 0 = "not at all", 1 = "slightly", 2 = "quite", 3 =
"extremely."

There were several reasons for using this four-point scale. First, the popularly used

semantic differential scale, that requires bipolar opposites, was not relevant in this
for example the opposite of "extremely tense" could not be "extremely not tense". It
could be argued that the opposite may be "extremely relaxed", however pre-tests
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obtaining reactions to fear appeal advertisements did not produce relaxed feelings. It
was also believed that five-point scales could have a tendency to encourage neutral or
middle of the range responses, thus using a four-point scale avoided this potential
problem. Furthermore, participants were still offered a more 'neutral' option by the
response category of "not at all".

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Overview

The outcome of the fear patterning dial recordings is that there is a definite sequenc
emotions taking place when viewers are watching these anti-speeding advertisements
that use fear appeals. The CRM provides temporal (continuous) response patterns for
each of the four TV commercials. The advertisements, based on average scores, are

classified into one of the two distinct fear pattern groups: fear-relief 'and fear-onl
general characteristic of fear-only advertisements is that there is no or very slight

reduction in fear at the end of the advertisement. The viewer feels increasingly tense
the advertisement progresses, and is left at the end of the advertisement feeling very

tense. The general characteristic of fear-relief advertisements is that during the mid
component of the advertisement, peak fear is reached, and then the fear is reduced

towards the end of the advertisement resulting in relief felt by the viewer, that is o
related to recommendations.

4.4.2 Fear Patterns (Dynamic Ratings)
Each participant's fear pattern response to every advertisement he/she watched was
inspected (thus there were 30 CRM patterns for each advertisement). Examples of
individual graphs are first shown for each advertisement in Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The

individuals' response patterns for each advertisement were highly consistent, although
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the precise magnitudes of peaks and valleys were slightly different for each individual.
A few obvious outlying recordings for each of the advertisements were deleted from the
data and then average scores for each advertisement were used to form a graph of the
overall pattern of fear, and where relevant relief, felt by viewers when watching a
particular advertisement. The outliers that were discarded from the analysis mainly
included "flatliners" who did not turn the dial at all during their viewing of the ad.
Fortunately, this only occurred with a small percentage of respondents.

The individual graphs remaining did not necessarily all conform to the expected fearonly or fear-relief pattern for each specific advertisement type tested. These results

could not be considered outliers as it is possible that jfear-re/z'e/advertisements ma
cause some viewers to still feel fearful at the end of the advertisement. For example,
regard to Advertisement 1 - Pizza, despite 90% of responses showing a downward

movement towards relief at the end of the advertisement, the responses of participants'
15 and 16 stayed high. The combined scores for Pizza still resulted in a fear-relief
pattern. This study was focused on average or group responses versus individual
responses as advertisers send messages to target audiences rather than to specific
individuals. Future studies could investigate these individual responses.

The group mean patterns of felt fear and relief are shown for the four advertisements i
Figures 4.1 a to 4.4a. It should be noted that while the range on the dial for the CRM
process was from -240 to +240, corresponding to "very relieved" through to "very
tense" (respectively), the minimum score for the group mean patterns was -50 and
therefore only the range of -50 to +240 is shown on the group mean graphs.
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Figure 4.1: Examples of individual participants' C R M responses to advertisement
1 "Pizza"
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Figure 4.1a: G r o u p m e a n C R M pattern Advertisement 1 "Pizza'
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Figure 4.1a (Advertisement 1 - Pizza) was a^ear-refte/advertisement, and was

specifically classified as a "double fear-relief pattern as the following occurred:

was aroused (the pedestrian steps onto the road and is hit by a car) then was sligh

reduced (visuals of surgeon), fear was aroused again (by showing the slow motion reenactment of the pedestrian's body being hit by the car), and then fear was reduced

significantly at the end of the advertisement (by showing the good behaviour of a d
who is not speeding and avoids hitting a pedestrian who steps onto the road).

The group mean graph showed a maximum fear (peak fear) of 178 (of a possible

maximum of 240), and a base relief score of 33 (base relief was the lowest recordin
fear after peak fear).
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Figure 4.2: Examples of individual participants' C R M responses to
Advertisement 2 " P r a m "
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Participant 25 - Pram

Figure 4.2a: G r o u p m e a n C R M pattern for Advertisement 2 " P r a m "
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Figure 4.2a (Advertisement 2 - Pram) was also a/ear-re/je/advertisement, and was
specifically described as an "escalating double fear-relief pattern. The following
responses occurred: at the beginning of the advertisement, viewers were neutral as

pedestrian crossed at a safe distance in front of the oncoming car; fear was arouse

the car nearly hit the pedestrian during the second driving scenario, but, there wa

fear reduction as the car did not hit the pedestrian; fear was aroused again as the

the pedestrian; fear was reduced at the end of the advertisement by information abo
stopping distances. However, residual fear was left at 91, three times the level of
"Pizza".

The group mean graph showed peak fear reached 176 and was reduced to a fear arousal
figure of 91.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of individual participants' C R M responses to
Advertisement 3 "Trike"
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Figure 4.3a: G r o u p m e a n C R M pattern for Advertisement 3 "Trike"

Duration of ad

Figure 4.3 a (Advertisement 3 - Trike) was a fear-only advertisement, that was more

specifically labelled as a "late shock" pattern. At the beginning of the advertiseme

participants indicated that they were feeling relaxed (not tense) because of the upb
jingle and happy children playing on their colourful tricycles. Halfway through the

advertisement a child started to ride down a driveway towards the road, on which the
was a driver who was speeding. The child rode onto the road and was hit by the car.
Fear was aroused and remained with the participants, thus making the "Trike"
commercial an example of a fear-only pattern.

The group mean graph indicated that peak fear reached 177 and was only slightly
reduced to 138 at the end.
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Figure 4.4: Examples of individual participants' C R M responses to
Advertisement 4 "4WD"
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Figure 4.4a: G r o u p m e a n C R M pattern for Advertisement 4 " 4 W D "
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Figure 4.4a (Advertisement 4 - 4 W D ) was also a fear-only advertisement, and was best
described as a "rising fear then shock" pattern. From the initial moments of the

advertisement, viewers started feeling increasingly tense as the driver (a mother) h

to pick her child up from school, that is, fear was aroused from the beginning of the
advertisement. The driver sped through a roundabout - that was the first rise in the
graph (at 24 to 25 seconds) - and then hit and ran over a child who had run onto the

road (the shock, at about 32 seconds). Fear never abated after the shock, even rising
slightly during the remaining 27 seconds. Residual fear was very high, at 198,
indicating that there was no fear reduction at the end.
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4.4.3

Comparison of Static and Dynamic Ratings

Table 4.1 provides comparisons between the static (post-exposure) and continuous

response measurements obtained for the corresponding advertisements. Static ratings o
fear and relief, and the relief/fear ratio for each advertisement are shown, as well

CRM mean ratings of peak fear, base relief, fear reduction percentage, and fear level
the final second of the advertisement.

Table 4.1: Comparison of static and dynamic measures of fear and relief
Static measures3 Dynamic measuresb

T V ad

Fear
pattern

n

Tense

Relief

Relief/
fear ratio
(%)

n

Peak
fear

Base
relief

Fear
reduction
(%)

Fear level
final
second

1-Pizza Fear relief 116 1.56 0.51 33 30 178 30 83 33
2-Pram Fear relief 51 1.27 0.39 31 30 176 91 48 91
3-Trike Fear only 52 1.33 0.23 17 30 177 138 22 138
4-4WD Fear only 60 1.84 0.30 16 30 203 198 2 198
a

0 = not at all, 1 = slightly, 2 = quite, 3 = extremely.

b

CRM neutral point (and starting point) = 0, and maximum = +/-240.

The static and dynamic results were consistent in regard to the relative rankings for

measure. For example, the advertisement that produced the highest static scores of fe
(Advertisement 4 - 4WD) also produced the highest dynamic score of fear. Similarly,

lower static relief scores (for the fear-only advertisements) corresponded with dynam
scores of low reduction of fear for the same advertisements. However, while the

rankings were similar, there were several important differences between the measures.
Advertisements 1 and 2 resulted in fairly different "tense" ratings using the static
measures (for example 1.56 versus 1.27) compared to the very similar dynamic
measures of peak fear (178 versus 176). Similarly, Advertisements 1 and 3 had
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different tense ratings (1.56 versus 1.33), yet very similar peak fear ratings (178 versus
177). Conversely the static relief measure showed less variation between the
advertisements (a range of 0.23 to 0.51, with 0.23 representing less relief than 0.51)
compared to the dynamic measure base relief scores (198 to 33, that is, 198 indicated
that viewers were still feeling quite tense, whereas a result of 33 meant that viewers
were feeling considerably less tense).

The "tense" static measure rating was most likely an average of the fear felt during th

advertisement, that is, at the end of the advertisement viewers provided an indicator o
their total experience of tenseness with the advertisement. However, the peak fear
dynamic measure was an indication of the peak of fear experienced by viewers during

an advertisement and was recorded at the time they were experiencing the tenseness (the
dynamic measure "peak fear" score in Table 4.1 represented the average highest
tenseness score for each advertisement group). When calculating fear reduction it is

more important to determine the highest rating of fear, versus an average rating of fea
for the entire advertisement (that would be more suitable if investigating "levels" of
fear).

The relief/fear ratio generated from the static measures did not indicate exactly the s
underlying construct as the fear reduction dynamic measure as the two measures were
collected in different ways. The fear reduction dynamic measure was collected using
the one instrument (CRM-dial), meaning that the percentage decrease in fear was

measurable. However, the tense and relief static ratings were measured separately, thus

attempting to calculate a percentage reduction in fear was not possible. For example, f
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Advertisement 1 it was not appropriate to deduct a static relief score of 0.51 from a
static tense score of 1.56, to then generate a percentage reduction.

While there is almost perfect correlation between the figures when comparing ranks of
each measure between the static and dynamic measures, the CRM-dial method was
regarded as superior for obtaining viewer's reactions to fear appeal TV commercials

when conducting research on fear patterns and in particular, the effect of fear reducti

That is, it is likely that the static and dynamic ratings were measuring similar constr
of fear and relief, but not identically.

4.5 Discussion

CRM enables the fear-relief pattern of a road safety TV advertisement to be identified.

In the present study, two distinct patterns emerged: fear-relief, and fear-only with no

relief. The major difference between these two classes of advertisements is the pattern

of fear, where one is the pattern of fear reduction and the other a pattern of unrelenti
or rising fear.

Static post-exposure ratings of fear and relief, post-ratings being the usual rating me

in fear-appeal research, correlated quite highly with key readings of peak fear and bas
relief from the dynamic measures, thus giving reasonable support to the validity of
retrospective ratings. However, the pattern ratings (CRM) provided a more valid
measure of fear reduction.

A further discussion of the implications of Study 1 are integrated with findings from
Studies 2 and 3 in the final chapter of this thesis.
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4.6

Limitations and Future Research

Participants in the dynamic rating component of Study 1 were exposed to six antispeeding advertisements in the one viewing and recording session. While the
advertisements were rotated to reduce the effects of desensitisation, the ideal study
would involve exposing the viewer to only one of the advertisements. Study 1 did not
include a dependent variable of advertisement effectiveness and therefore exposure to
greater than one anti-speeding advertisement was not considered a limitation. In Study

2, that does include measures of advertisement effectiveness, each group was exposed t
only one advertisement. Also, it will be shown in Chapters 5 and 6 that the average
recordings did not differ greatly between the studies within this thesis.

A convenience sample of students was used for Study 1 (and also in Study 2). Lynch's

(1999) article explained that when developing and testing theory, internal validity is

greater importance than external validity. Hence, for the purposes of Study 1, that was
the development and investigation of fear patterns within fear appeal TV commercials,
the use of a convenience sample of students was not a limitation and did not impede
external validity.

The dynamic (CRM dial exercise) and static (self-report) measures are still more
cognitively generated reactions than pure emotional reaction of viewers, for example
their activation or arousal, when viewing the advertisements. Psychophysiological
recording, in the form of skin conductance responses, was used in Study 3 to provide a
better gauge of emotional responses to these advertisements.
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T h e findings of Study 1 have shown that there are underlying patterns of affect in antispeeding advertisements. The patterns of fear could be used as causal variables to

determine the effect of the advertisements that is undertaken in Studies 2 and 3 of this
thesis. Future research also determines if fear patterns are consistent over several
exposures.

4.7 Conclusion
The study presented in Chapter 4 has identified two fear patterns in anti-speeding TV
commercials, using CRM. The testing of the two types of fear patterns -fear-relief'and
fear-only - will be undertaken in Studies 2 and 3, presented in Chapters 5 and 6,
respectively.
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CHAPTER 5: FEAR PATTERNS WITH REPEATED EXPOSURES
(STUDY 2)

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 contains the research objectives, method, results and conclusions for Study 2
that investigated advertising wearout of fear patterns within anti-speeding TV
commercials using both static and dynamic measures of fear and compared the
behavioural effectiveness offear-only and fear-relief advertisements with moderate and
heavy repetition.

5.2 Research Objectives
The research objectives of Study 2 were:

1. To determine if the two patterns (fear-only and fear-relief) remained effective over
successive exposures or if they wore out, in regard to both attention wearout and
emotion (fear, shock and relief) wearout.
2. To measure the behavioural effects of "moderate" and "heavy" repetition of fearappeal advertisements.

5.3 Method for Obtaining Static Measures of Advertising Wearout
5.3.1 Overview
An experimental design was the method used to address the research objectives in this
study. Study 2 involved an advertising experiment that tested the effectiveness of two

types of underlying "patterns" of fear arousal -fear-relief and fear-only - within anti
speeding advertisements. The four anti-speeding advertisements that had been
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previously fear patterned in Study 1 (refer to Chapter 4) were also used as the stimulus
materials for Study 2.

The following sections detail two research investigations, both using experimental

designs, but consisting of separate groups of participants and separate measures (stat
and dynamic). The method and results for Experiment One of Study 2 are reported first,
followed by the method and results for Experiment Two of Study 2. A comparison
between the results of each component of Study 2 is then provided.

5.3.2 Research Method - Experimental Design

Social marketers find it difficult to define advertisement effectiveness measures beca

of a large amount of uncontrollable variables, therefore an advertisement experiment i
extremely useful for predicting the effectiveness of an advertisement. The major
advantage of using an experimental design to measure the effectiveness of various
advertisements is the greater control of extraneous factors than if testing the
advertisements in their natural setting of in-home viewing. For example, Cacioppo and

Gardner (1999, p. 89) stated that "laboratory studies can afford impressive control ov
relevant variables, an important feature when dissecting phenomena as complex and

multiply determined as the emotions". The effects of the advertisements are more likely
to be isolated when other variables are controlled, such as the age of the viewing
audience, number of advertisement exposures, similarity in time of measurement, and
avoidance of competing advertisements. The major drawback of this experimental
design is an artificial setting for viewing advertisements.
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5.3.2.1

Data Collection Procedure

A post-only monadic experimental design was used for the static wearout study to avoid

sensitising the audience to the purpose of the study. A total of 284 participants, fro
first-year marketing class, divided into four experimental groups, took part in the
experiment. For three consecutive weeks each group viewed one advertisement (the
same advertisement) per week and then completed a questionnaire pertaining to the
advertisement after each viewing session. The advertisements were shown in tutorial

classes. The assignment of the four advertisements to various tutorial classes was bas
on convenience, given the relative randomness of how students were allocated to
tutorials in the first instance (that is, by a computer program that allocated tutorial
places for students at the beginning of session). No quota sampling was undertaken,
which resulted in an uneven gender balance in the experimental groups. There was also
an attrition rate over the three weeks of the experiment, with many students not

attending all three sequential weeks of tutorials. Hence, while there was an initial gr
of 284 students in week 1, the number of usable responses dropped to 87 when
analysing only those participants who were present in all three weeks of the study. The
drop-out participants from the study, who were students who missed one or two
tutorials within the three-week testing period, had no special characteristics or
differences to those who remained in the study. Again, this study was given ethics
approval by the University of Wollongong's Human Research Ethics Committee.
Participants were offered a $20 bookstore voucher if they completed the three week
task. Every participant was also thanked with a $1 charity chocolate.

Social desirability bias was also considered for this study. Participants were asked t

reflect their emotional reactions to the advertisement by using the dial, but they coul
not see the computer screen that showed the output of their movements of the dial,
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hence without this visual feedback any social desirability bias was minimised. It is a

possibility that some participants may have tried to understate how reactive they felt.
However, any such reaction among individual participants was not considered likely to
affect the general shape of the curves produced.

There was no survey instrument used for the patterning part of this study. However, the
wearout study questionnaire is shown in Appendix 2. The participants used for the

studies comprising this thesis only took part in one of the studies, that is, there was
duplication of participants between studies.

The research process for the static measures component of Study 2 is shown in Figure
5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Research Process for static measures of wearout
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5.3.2.2

VST Control Group

A separate group of 42 participants was used for the control group that undertook the
VST. The participants were also University of Wollongong marketing students aged
18-25 years old and therefore were of a similar demographic composition to those

participants in the experimental groups. Bloom and Novelli (1981) pointed to the nee

for a control group for studies. The control group was not shown an advertisement pr
to undertaking the VST, as other advertisements may have included arousing elements
that would influence speed choice.
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5.4

Results: Static Measures of Fear Patterns with Repeated Exposures

5.4.1 Test for Equivalence of Static Measures Samples

Table 5.1 provides a summary of the various demographic and driving characteristics of
the participants of the study. Chi-square and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were
undertaken that determined that each of the experimental groups was not statistically
significantly different in terms of their average age, years of driving experience,
regularity of driving, and speeding history and behaviour. The advertisements did not

differ in terms of the advertisement execution variables of realism, believability, a

to convince, and relatedness to the target audience. However, the groups did differ by
gender, with groups 3 and 4 containing a significantly greater proportion of females.
split sample by gender was therefore conducted in the ANOVAs.

Ad 2Pram

Ad 3Trike

Ad44WD

Participants ( W k 1)

96

54

55

79

Participants (all
weeks)

27

15

23

22

Average age

20

19

20

20

17-30

17-27

17-26

17-27

A v g yrs of driving

3.5

3.0

3.3

3.1

Gender (Male % )

52%

57%

0.050

27%

36%

38%
22%

7.91

Speeding fine

37%
21%

3.37

0.338

Regularity of driving

56%

54%

69%

69%

9.48

0.149

Likelihood of speeding

2.30

2.45

2.33

2.50

2.02

0.112

Realistic

2.54

2.55

2.45

2.57

0.54

0.656

Believable

2.60

2.51

2.57

2.57

0.35

0.793

Convincing

2.65

2.60

2.74

2.68

0.72

0.539

Relate to driver

.51

.36

.48

.49

0.11

0.995

Relate to situation

.68

.49

.52

.28

0.89

0.465

5.0%

4.0%

3.8%

3.2%

A g e range

Seen the advertisement
before
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Fvalue

AdlPizza

Table 5.1: Test for equivalence of participant groups (static measures)
t
•i-H

u

1

2?

2.10

0.101

0.87

0.460

Can't compute as
some cell sizes are
less than 5

5.4.2

Emotion and Attention Wearout using Static Measures

Figures 5.2 to 5.5, and Tables 5.2 to 5.5, show the wearout of fear, shock, relief and
attention for participants who participated in all three weeks of the study. Repeated

measures analysis of variance was used to test for wearout on the fear, shock, relief
attention measures of wearout, as reported in Sections 5.4.2.1 to 5.4.2.4.

5.4.2.1 Static Measure of Emotion Wearout - Fear
Figure 5.2: Emotion wearout - Fear
2-.

to

0.5

0-|

, ,

Weekl

Week 2

Week 3

Fear was measured on a 4-point answer scale, whereby participants were asked to rate
how fearful they felt when viewing the advertisement, with 0 equal to "not at all", 1

equal to "slightly", 2 equal to "quite" and 3 equal to "extremely" (note: only the ra
to 2 on the scale has been used in Figure 5.2). In the first week, Advertisement 4

(4WD) had the highest level of fear, as shown in Figure 5.2. The higher rate of wearou
for the fear-only advertisements seemed to have been caused by a higher initial (Week
1) fear rating. It should be noted that after three weeks of exposure Advertisements

{fear-relief) and 4 (fear-only) had the same rating of fear. All of the advertisements
decreased in fear by the third weekly exposure, but Advertisement 3 (Trike) had the
highest wearout rate of fear (53%), as shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Emotion wearout - Fear
Ad 1-Pizza
(n=27)

Ad2-Pram
(n=15)

Ad3-Trike
(n=23)

Ad4-4WD
(n=22)

Weekl

1.22

1.40

1.48

1.68

Week 2

1.37

1.07

0.96

1.32

Week 3

1.00

1.00

0.70

1.00

Wearout - Week 1 to 3

18%

29%

53%

40%

F statistic (repeated
measures)

4.51

4.85

8.34

6.19

Sig

.021

.027

.002

.008

5.4.2.2

Static Measure ofEmotion Wearout - Shock

Figure 5.3: Emotion wearout - Shock

Weekl

Week 2

Week 3

Shock was also measured on the same 4-point answer scale used for measuring fear:

with 0 equal to "not at all", 1 equal to "slightly", 2 equal to "quite" and 3 equa
"extremely", whereby participants were asked to rate how shocked they felt when

viewing the advertisement (the full range has been used in Figure 5.3). Advertise

(Trike) had the highest recording of shock in the first week of the study (see Fi
and had the highest wearout (see Table 5.3), but in this instance it was for the
of "shock". All the advertisements had higher wearout rates (percentages) for the
emotion of shock than for the emotion of fear.
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Table 5.3: Emotion wearout - Shock
A d 1-Pizza
(n=27)

Ad 2-Pram
(n=15)

A d 3-Trike
(n=23)

Ad4-4WD
(n=22)

Weekl

2.39

1.93

2.50

2.13

Week 2

1.61

1.47

1.38

1.65

Week 3

1.21

1.27

0.83

1.04

Wearout - Week 1 to 3

49%

34%

67%

51%

F statistic (repeated

16.76

3.29

26.00

11.98

.000

ns

.000

.000

measures)

Sig
5.4.2.3

Static Measure ofEmotion Wearout - Relief

Figure 5.4: Emotion wearout - Relief

Weekl

Week 2

Week 3

A measure of relief was also included in the study, using the same 4-point scale that

measured the other emotions of fear and shock (note: only the range 0 equal to "not

all", to 1 equal to "slightly" has been used in Figure 5.4). Each of the advertisem

provided very little relief to the participants, however, as expected, the fear-rel
pattern advertisements, Advertisements 1 and 2, had higher ratings of relief, than

fear-only advertisements, Advertisements 3 and 4 (see Figure 5.4 and Table 5.4). Th

relief scores for Advertisements 2 (fear-relief) and 4 (fear-only) actually increas

the third exposure. Participants' relief scores therefore differed across the types
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advertisements. Open-ended responses could perhaps better explain this occurrence,
thus in future studies reactions to advertisements could also be obtained using
closed-ended and open-ended responses.

Table 5.4: Emotion wearout - Relief
Ad 1-Pizza Ad2-Pram Ad3-Trike Ad4-4WD
(n=27)
(n=15)

(n=23)

(n=22)

Weekl

0.62

0.40

0.32

0.24

Week 2

0.50

0.53

0.27

0.19

Week 3

0.42

0.80

0.14

0.33

Wearout - Week 1 to 3

32%

-100%

56%

-38%

F statistic (repeated
measures)

0.70

1.41

0.38

0.39

ns

ns

ns

ns

Sig

5.4.2.4 Static Measure ofAttention Wearout
Figure 5.5: Attention wearout

3.75

Weekl

Week 2

Week 3

Attention was measured on a 5-point scale, with 5 indicating that the participant "paid

absolute attention to the advertisement", 4 indicating that the participant "wa

of the advertisement", 3 indicating that the participant "only watched half the

advertisement", 2 indicating that the participant "hardly paid any attention to
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advertisement" and 1 indicating that the participant "ignored the advertisement entirely"

(note: only the range 3.75 to 5 has been used in Figure 5.5 as participants still wat

"most" of the advertisement, even on the third exposure) due primarily to the artific
exposure situation.

Repeated-measures ANOVA found that attention wearout occurred for Advertisements
1, 3 and 4. There was, however, minimal attention wearout for each advertisement

given the viewing environment was a classroom setting, therefore greater attention is
expected than in an in-home viewing situation. Despite participants being shown an
advertisement each week, meaning forced exposure to the advertisement, this did not

mean forced attention, as there was still some diminishing effect on attention over t
three weeks of the experiment, demonstrating that absolute attention is not paid to
advertisements, even in experimental settings.

Table 5.5: Attention wearout
A d 1-Pizza

Ad 2-Pram

A d 3-Trike

Ad4-4WD

(n=30)

(n=17)

(n=26)

(n=25)

Weekl

4.87

4.76

Week 2

4.63

4.58

4.78
4.62

4.80
4.32

Week 3

4.23

4.65

4.04

4.00

Wearout --Weekl to3

13%

2%

15%

17%

F statistic (repeated

4.72

.380

3.70

6.12

.017

ns

.040

.007

measures)

Sig

5.4.3

Behavioural Measure of advertisement Effectiveness - VST

Dependent

Variable
The VST measure of speed choice (after the third exposure) showed significant
differences between advertisements (F = 3.47, p = .01). A post-hoc test (Least
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Significant Difference) was undertaken, given the significantfindingof A N O V A , and

revealed that the mean score for Advertisement 3 (Trike) was significantly higher t
the mean scores for both Advertisements 1 (Pizza) and 2 (Pram).

The VST mean scores are reported by total and gender due to the larger proportion of

females in groups 2 and 4 as shown in Table 5.6. The control group's average score w
+6.98km/hr (male = 8.03, female = 5.79). Advertisement 3 (mean - +8.7km/hr; m =
11.0, f = 6.3) resulted in the highest VST speed, despite receiving high scores for

evoking fear and shock. Advertisement 3 was significantly different to Advertisemen

1 (+4.2km/hr; m = 6.2, f = 2.1) and Advertisement 2 (+3.3m/hr; m = 7.9, f = 2.5), bu
not to Advertisement 4 (+5.8km/hr; m = 7.5, f = 4.9). Advertisement 2 (Pram) and
Advertisement 1 (Pizza) were more persuasive advertisements in terms of reduced
speed, particularly for females.

Table 5.6: Behavioural measure of advertisement effectiveness - V S T dependent
variable (Participants in all three weeks of the study - static rating condition)

Advertisement
Advertisement 1 Pizza
Advertisement 2 Pram
Advertisement 3 Trike
Advertisement 4 -

4WD
Control

Total
avg V S T kms/hr

Male
avg V S T kms/hr

Female
avg V S T kms/hr

4.18

6.22

2.13

(n = 30)

(n=15)

(n=15)

3.30

7.92

2.52

(n=16)

(n = 2)

(n=14)

8.72

10.95

6.33

(n = 24)

(n=14)

(n=10)

5.76

7.50

4.87

(n=19)

(n = 6)

(n=13)

6.98

8.03

5.79

(n = 51)

(n = 27)

(n = 24)
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It should be noted that the cell sizes in the experiment reported in Table 5.6 were quite

small, thus may be a cause of the non-significant findings. The results of the study ma
have been statistically significant had a larger sample size been used, although it is
difficult to project and therefore the results should be interpreted with caution.

5.5 Method for Obtaining Dynamic Measures of Advertising Wearout
5.5.7 Overview
Study 2 also examined advertising wearout using the/ear-re/z'e/continuous
measurement dial to produce dynamic measures (CRM) of fear (tension) wearout. The
data collection procedure for obtaining the dynamic measures of the advertisements was
more time-intensive, due to individual recording versus the group recording that was
undertaken for the static measures. Therefore, only one fear-relief advertisement,
Advertisement 1 - "Pizza", and one fear-only advertisement, Advertisement 3 'Trike", were used in the dynamic measures test of wearout.

5.5.2 Data Collection Procedure
Participants were recruited from first-year undergraduate marketing classes. A prequestionnaire was given one week prior to the commencement of the advertisement
testing that contained the West et al (1993) scale of speed choice. This was used to
allocate even numbers of speeders and non-speeders to each advertisement group. Non-

drivers were screened out. Participants were offered a $20 university bookstore vouche

as an incentive. Payment of the incentive was contingent upon participation for all th
weeks of the study. Initially, 53 participants took part during the first week of the
experiment, with 41 returning for the second week, and 37 for the third week. The data
for the following analysis were taken from 37 participants' recordings for all three
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weeks of the experiment. Subsequent comparison of the dropouts' patterns with those

of the final sample showed no discernible differences in reactions to the advertiseme

Participants were randomly allocated to the two experimental groups to watch one of
the two anti-speeding advertisements each week, for three consecutive weeks.
Participants were shown one anti-speeding commercial only, rather than seeing the
advertisement within a group of general commercials. Showing other advertisements

may have aroused the participants, thereby increasing their speed choice (for example
an exciting advertisement for Coca-Cola may have aroused the viewer and result in
higher speed scores). Also, it was necessary to keep the experimental design of the
dynamic measurement component of the study relatively consistent with static
measurement study to allow for comparative analysis.

Participants were not told of the driving test to come, but were told they would be
watching commercials, a task that would take 5 minutes to complete each week, for

three consecutive weeks. All participants were tested individually. A lounge-room (in
home) viewing situation was simulated by conducting the experiment in a comfortable

office with a sofa and coffee table, with the participant sitting approximately 2 met

from the television set. Each week, for three consecutive weeks, the participant would
undertake the CRM-dial task while watching their allocated test advertisement.
Immediately after the test advertisement exposure in the third week, each participant
underwent the VST speed-choice test (Horswill and McKenna, 1999).

The research process for the dynamic measures of the wearout component of the study
is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Research process for dynamic measures of wearout

Total
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Results: Dynamic Rating of Fear Patterns with Repeated Exposures

5.6.1 Wearout of Fear Patterns

Group mean patterns of felt fear and relief experienced are shown for the "Pizza" {fe
relief) commercial in Figure 5.7 and for the "Trike" {fear-only) commercial in Figure
5.8.

As expected, the "Pizza" advertisement response conformed to the double fear-relief

pattern, with a first peak when the pedestrian was hit by the car and a second when the

accident was re-enacted in slow motion, each followed by fear reduction, that is, reli
during the recommendations by the surgeon to drive slower.

The basic reaction pattern to "Pizza" across repeated exposures, three in this
experiment, one week apart, did not change. This finding confirmed the result of eyetracking research with print advertisements on successive viewings, where the "scanpath" remained consistent each time the reader saw the advertisement (Pieters,
Rosbergen, and Wedel, 1999).
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There was some diminution of fear on each successive viewing of the "Pizza"
advertisement. By the third exposure, the peak fear response reduced to about twothirds of its initial exposure level for "Pizza".

Figure 5.7: CRM-dial ratings of Advertisement 1 - Pizza (fear-relief) with
repeated exposures

200

0
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97 129 161 193 22 257 28 321 35 38 417 44

481
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•50
Duration of ad

The "Trike" advertisement response conformed to a slow build-up of fear that peaked
suddenly (shock) when the youngster was hit by the car. However, there was greater
diminution of fear on each successive viewing of the "Trike" advertisement. By the
third exposure, the peak fear response reduced to about half of its initial-exposure
for 'Trike", that had a slightly higher initial exposure peak than "Pizza", as would
expected for a "shock" commercial.

There was a further intriguing result in the pattern for "Trike": by the third exposure,

there was a clear anticipatory fear reaction that occurred before the youngster was h
because the viewer was now aware that a shock was coming. Furthermore, the "Trike"
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advertisement, with each successive exposure started to morph into a fear-relief
advertisement.

Figure 5.8: CRM-dial ratings of Advertisement 3 - Trike (fear-only) with repeated
exposures

Duration of ad

5.6.2 Behavioural Effects of Fear Patterns
Table 5.7: Behavioural measure of advertisement effectiveness - Dependent
variable of V S T (dynamic rating condition)

Advertisement
Advertisement 1 Pizza
Advertisement 3 -

Trike
Control group

Total
avg V S T km/hr

Male
avg V S T km/hr

Female
avg V S T km/hr

2.92

4.61

2.00

(n=19)

(n = 8)

(n=ll)

3.79

6.17

2.47

(n=18)

(n = 6)

(n=12)

6.98

8.03

5.79

(n=51)

(n =27)

(n =24 )

The V S T mean scores are again reported by total and gender due to the unequal
representation of males and females in each advertisement group as shown in
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In regard to the total sample, both test advertisements, Advertisement 1 - Pizza (mean =
+2.92km/hr; m= 4.61, f = 2.00) and Advertisement 3 - Trike (mean = +3.79km/hr; m =
6.17, f = 2.47), resulted in significantly lower VST speed-scores (F = 5.48, p - .006)

the control group (mean = +6.98km/hr; m = 8.03, f = 5.79). The difference between the
test advertisements was not significant (F = .16, p = .696). However, analysing the
results by gender showed that the significant differences found between the test
advertisements and the control group were mainly driven by the female speed-choice
scores (F = 2.70, p = .079) in comparison to male speed-choice scores (F = 2.01, p =
.148).

5.7 Advertising Wearout: Comparison of Moderate and Heavy Exposures
The separate data collection processes (for the static and dynamic measures of
advertising wearout) within Study 2 allowed for the examination of what happens to
fear appeals with heavy repetition, and specifically how two types of fear appeals,

classic fear-relief and the newer "shock" approach (fear-only), continue to influence
driving-speed reduction after many exposures.

5.7.1 Behavioural Effects of Heavy Repetition
In part two of Study 2 participants watched the fear-appeal commercials three times
while also making moment-to-moment (MTM) dial ratings of fear and relief
experienced during the commercial. This forced-exposures viewing situation could be

equivalent to "heavy" repetition in natural viewing, similar to receiving at least n
home exposures. In the static measures component of this advertising wearout study,

these commercials were viewed three times without CRM ratings, that is estimated to b
the equivalent of about six in-home exposures (Rossiter and Percy, 1997). In both
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experiments, the V S T simulated driving test was administered after thefinalexposure,

so comparisons can be made in regard to the behavioural effects of each advertisem

after "moderate" repetition (static measures condition) and "heavy" repetition (dyn
measures condition).

The VST is known to differ in effect by gender (male vs. female drivers, with male

drivers tending to speed more than females in all situations, on average), therefor
results are reported for the total student sample, and by gender in Table 5.8. The
in the table are the mean changes in driving speed from the speed selected by the
separate control group which undertook the VST without seeing any commercial

beforehand: a plus sign indicates driving faster than the control group's speed an
minus sign indicates speed-reduction that is, driving slower.

Table 5.8: VST scores (change in speed in km/hr) for moderate and heavy
repetition
(cell sample sizes shown in parentheses)
Total sample Males Females
Fear-relief Advertisement
("Pizza")
—1 8

(62)

-2.2

(34)

-1.9

Moderate repetition
Heavy repetition -3.0

(19) -3.8 (8) -2.4 (11)

Fear-only Advertisement
('Trike")
+2.1

(35) +3.8 (21) -0.5 (14)

Moderate repetition
Heavy repetition -2.1

(18) -0.6 (6) -2.8 (12)
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(28)

"Pizza" {fear-relief) was the more effective commercial overall in the static measures
experiment (-2.2 km/hr speed reduction for the total sample) and it remained the more
effective commercial under heavy repetition in this experiment. The effectiveness
appeared to increase slightly (-3.1 km/hr for the total sample) although the smaller
sample size in the dynamic measures condition of the experiment necessitates caution
interpreting this result.

"Trike" (fear-only), under moderate repetition, caused young males (and because
women were neutrally affected, the total sample) to increase their speed. However,

under heavy repetition, in the dynamic measures condition of the experiment, the fear-

only approach seemed to wear in, in that its effect on young males became neutral (-0.
km/hr) and it then began to work with young female drivers (-2.8 km/hr). It appears
that fear-only advertisements may work better after multiple viewings. Overall,

however, after heavy repetition, the fear-only appeal, "Trike", commercial was still l
effective than the classic fear-relief'appeal, "Pizza", commercial.

5.8 Summary: Comparison of Moderate and Heavy Exposures
Study 2 investigated consumer reactions to fear-appeal TV commercials over repeated
exposures. It was found that the pattern of felt fear and relief for the "Pizza"
advertisement remained constant with successive exposures, although the level of fear
experienced did diminish by a third. The level of fear experienced because of the

'Trike" advertisement (fear-only) diminished to a half with the pattern of fear morph
into a fear-relief pattern.
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Despite some loss of "fearfulness", the fear-relief commercial continued to be effective
in reducing (simulated) speeding behaviour when repetition progressed from moderate
to heavy. Despite loss of "shock value", the late shock (fear-only) commercial seemed
to become more effective with heavy repetition, perhaps due to the development of an

"anticipatory shock" reaction with repeated viewing and the tendency for viewers to fe
greater relief at the end of the advertisement by the third exposure. Overall, however,
the fear-relief approach was found to be more effective in reducing young drivers'
speed.

5.9 Limitations and Directions for Future Research
A student sample was used for Studies 1 and 2 of this thesis. Such a sample is
appropriate when internal validity is the main consideration as opposed to external

validity (Lynch, 1999). Generalisations about different target audiences and the genera

population cannot be made, however, given the results an extension of the study to other
groups within the population would help address external validity. Study 3 used young
drivers from the general population and thus overcame the limitation of an emphasis on
internal validity of the first two studies of this thesis.

The age of the students directly corresponded with the high risk category of road users;
however, university students represented a more educated viewing audience. While
there is an association between drink-driving, drinking, smoking, and low
socioeconomic status (Williams, Lund and Preusser, 1986), no such associations have
been established for speeding behaviour.
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The control and experimental groups in Study 2 contained uneven numbers of males

and females per advertisement group. Also, the prior driving behaviour of participants

in terms of speeders or non-speeders, was not used to quota sample participants into t
advertisement groups. It is possible that even if quotas had initially been set, the
unpredictable attrition rate of the three-week experiment would have resulted in
dissimilar profiles of the advertisement groups in regard to gender and speeder
classification. Again this limitation was addressed in Study 3, where quotas were
assigned and achieved.

The CRM-dial used in Studies 1 and 2 could be classified as a mixture of both
emotional and cognitive responses to the advertisement. When attempting to separate
participants' emotional reactions from their cognitive responses to these emotive
advertisements, psychophysiological recording, such as EDR measurement, would be a
purer way of obtaining emotional reactions. This technique was used in Study 3.

The VST was developed and validated in the United Kingdom and because of this it
showed British road signs. This could have been a distraction when Australian drivers
were undertaking the test. Thus the AVST was developed and validated to be used in
the third and final study.

A controlled experiment allows for the effects of an individual advertisement to be
measured rather than trying to measure wearout in the context of advertising campaigns
and other real-life influences. An important qualification for Study 2 was the forcedexposure design. "On-air", these TV commercials may begin to lose attention
substantially after half a dozen or so viewings (although the results of the static
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measures condition of the experiment, using the equivalent of six viewings, suggested
that consumers still reported "watching most" of the commercial). After nine or more
on-air viewings that were artificially simulated in this experiment, loss of attention
cause the advertisements to also lose their influence on drivers' speed reduction.

The use of an experiment can be criticised for its superficial setting; for example, in
study, subjects paid absolute attention to the advertisement whereas in the real-life
situation of watching TV at home, they may not have paid attention to the advertisement

to the same extent. It is suggested that three experimental advertising exposures for t
dynamic rating component of Study 2 would be equivalent to approximately nine
exposures in-home viewing situations (Rossiter and Percy, 1997), with the results of
this study showing that even with forced exposure to the advertisements there was a
decline in the attention paid to the advertisements over the three weeks in the static
measures component of Study 2. Most road safety advertisements are aired in short

bursts, for example, just before a holiday period, thus making nine exposures realistic.

Moreover, due to the intensive measurement requirements with CRM recording and
participants tested individually, only one fear-relief commercial and one fear-only
advertisement were investigated. The static measures condition of the experiment used
two advertisements of each type and they produced similar results within type.
However, replication with a wider set of fear-appeal commercials is needed to rule out
extraneous influences that may be due to the particular advertisements that were
selected for the study. Despite the measures for each advertisement of the various

advertisement execution variables, that revealed similar responses across advertisement

groups for these control variables, the four advertisements used in Studies 1 and 2 stil
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differed significantly in their presentation that m a d e it difficult to compare results
between the advertisements. A cautionary note to be added to these findings is the
possibility that the wear-in of the advertisements could be a characteristic of the
advertisement rather than the participants.

Further development of the fear patterning theory is required by patterning and testing
more anti-speeding advertisements.

In particular, paired counterparts of each of the original four advertisements used in
Studies 1 and 2 need to be developed. This should then assist in overcoming the
potential issue of whether it may be variations in advertisement execution, rather than
the fear patterns, influencing the outcome measures. That is, advertisements with the
same executions, but different endings comprising fear or relief components need to be
compared to be able to have more control over measurement of the persuasive
effectiveness of the patterns of fear used in advertisements. Again, Study 3 addresses
this concern.

The effect of personality traits were not investigated in this thesis, and could be

included in future research on fear patterns. For example, trait anxiety is an individua
difference variable that has been included in studies on fear appeals (Witte and
Morrison, 2000). Participants could be quota sampled according to high and low
anxiety, gender and speeder classification. However, for the purpose of this thesis,
gender and speeder classifications were considered more influential variables on the
AVST, particularly given budgetary and time constraints imposed on cell sizes, thus
personality characteristics were not included in any of the studies. It is also less
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practical to use personality traits, such as anxiety, to segment a market, whereas gender
and speeder classification are more identifiable and practical segmentation variables.

5.10 Conclusion
The major research objective of this chapter was to analyse how viewers reacted to

successive exposures of different fear pattern TV advertisements, using both static and
dynamic measures of advertising wearout. Emotion and attention wearout occurred

immediately for all fear patterns, using static measures of fear and relief. It was sho
that fear-only pattern advertisements had higher rates of wearout than fear-relief
patterns. Additionally, fear-relief advertisements were more effective, using a
behavioural dependent variable of speed-choice, the VST. The dynamic measures
condition of the study showed that the fear-only "shock" advertisement began to "wear-

in" and became more effective with repetition but "fear-relief continued to be the most
effective type of commercial for deterring speeding among young drivers.

The following chapter again tests fear patterns within anti-speeding advertisements.
However, for the final study additional advertisements were patterned using
psychophysiological recording and the AVST was applied to determine the effect of the
various advertisements.
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C H A P T E R 6: F E A R P A T T E R N S IN ANTI-SPEEDING A D V E R T I S E M E N T S :
EFFECTS ON SIMULATED DRIVER-BEHAVIOUR (STUDY 3)

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 6 reports the results of Study 3 that also used an advertising ex

the theory regarding fear patterns in anti-speeding advertisements. The k

gained from the previous two studies was used to develop the final study.

psychophysiological measurement tool was included to record participants'
in response to the anti-speeding advertisements.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the considerations and measures u

generate the data for Study 3. The structure of the research design secti

procedure undertaken to test the theory. Several measurement tools were u

including a pre-questionnaire, psychophysiological recording, the continu
measurement (CRM) advertising dial, and an Australian version of the VST,
used as a simulated behavioural test of speed choice. A justification of
research methods were used in this study is related to the theories that

and the methodological considerations are addressed. The research objecti
and findings for Study 3 are discussed.

6.2 Research Design Considerations
6.2.1 Overview

There were many important research design considerations for the final st

resulting from the limitations identified from the first two studies. The

included: the control variables of age, gender and speeder-type; addition
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variables of matched-counterparts of the original four commercials; a
psychophysiological measure of arousal; and an Australian version of the VST (the
AVST).

6.2.2 Control Variables
6.2.2.1 Age
Segmentation by age is often used in developing and evaluating social marketing

campaigns, including road safety advertising. In fact, for many social and health rel

problems, age is often a primary factor influencing social behaviour. It is likely th

20-year-old driver will have different driving behaviour and attitudes, and will resp

differently to a variety of road safety advertising appeals than a 60-year-old driver

Segmentation in social marketing is of equal importance to segmentation in the produc
and services marketing fields (Quinn, Meenaghan, and Brannick, 1992) because of the

fundamental marketing principle of specifically tailoring your advertising message to

particular segment/s to optimise your advertising dollars. In this study the age rang

participants was limited to young drivers 17 to 28 years of age, because it is accept
that driving behaviour generally changes with years of driving experience (and,
particularly, that tendency to speed excessively reduces). Thus age and driving

experience were control variables because all participants were purposely selected to

equal in regard to these demographic variables. Limiting the age group of participant
addressed Quinn, Meenaghan, and Brannick's (1992) concerns regarding the problems
of previous studies that have tested theories on audiences with heterogeneous
characteristics.
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6.2.2.2

Speeder Type and Gender

One of the major limitations of Study 2 was not including the potentially influencing

variable of past speeding behaviour in the analysis, as this data was not collected p
to the advertising experiment being undertaken (only a post-measure was used).
Therefore experimental groups were likely to be comprised of varying proportions of
speeders and non-speeders that may have affected the dependent variable of speedchoice (the VST), independent of which advertisement a group was exposed to. Study 3
addressed this concern by using a pre-measure of driving behaviour to identify and
allocate speeders and non-speeders evenly among the experimental groups.

Gender is also an important variable in relation to speed-choice as road safety stati

show that young male drivers are the biggest problem group of drivers in regard to roa
safety issues (Wilson, 2000). Therefore a quota was imposed to generate an even
gender balance in each advertisement group.

6.2.3 Independent Variables: Advertising Stimuli

One of the major reasons for the contradictory findings of previous research on fear i

that the execution of message strategies in many of the studies has not been manipula
properly (Beck and Frankel, 1981). That is, different types of information have been
used to manipulate different degrees of fear (Quinn, Meenaghan, and Brannick, 1992).

This makes it very difficult to attribute the effectiveness of the advertisement to th
different levels of fear (Beck and Frankel, 1981) as opposed to differences in the
situation, characters and other dramatic effects in the advertisement. Separating the

message from the execution is very difficult and requires the same advertisement being
used with modifications in the levels of fear. This concept has been applied to Study
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to allow for direct comparisons of the effectiveness of messages (fear-relief and fear-

only) between similarly executed advertisements. Study 3 used matched counterparts of
each advertisement used in Studies 1 and 2 to control for variation in advertisement
content, nature of fear, and object of fear.

6.2.4 Measures of Fear-Reduction
Several measurements are required for the fear-reduction theory; they were obtained
using CRM (as used in Studies 1 and 2), plus an additional Electrodermal Response
(EDR) measurement device (explained in Chapter 3). Recordings and calculations of

the peak of fear (amount of fear), the height of arousal at the end of the advertisem

(in the last second), and the amount and proportion of fear-reduction were made. This
study then extended the examination of measurement techniques used for gauging

emotional reactions of fear, in the area of fear appeal anti-speeding TV advertisemen
by comparing two types of continuous measurement techniques - the dial measurement
(CRM) and a psychophysiological measurement (EDR).

6.2.5 Dependent Variable: The Australian Video Speed Test
As explained in Chapter 3, an Australian Video Speed Test (AVST) was developed,
validated and then used as the behavioural dependent variable for this study. The
AVST involved having drivers view video scenes of a person driving a vehicle in real

driving situations. After each scene, drivers were asked to estimate the speed that t
themselves would use in that situation.
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6.3

Research Objectives

The major objectives of this study were (1) to use the EDR measurement device to
record the reactions to the advertisements and (2) to determine which fear pattern

an advertisement (controlling for advertisement content), is more effective using th
AVST as the dependent variable. This also allowed for a comparison of
psychophysiological (EDR) responses to CRM-dial responses in order to examine
whether the EDR measurement was measuring the same emotion construct as the CRMdial measurement.

The study extended the investigation of whether./ear-re//e/'patterns are more effec
thanfear-only patterns for encouraging young drivers, male and female, speeders and
non-speeders, to reduce their driving speed.

6.4 Method
6.4.1 Research Design

The method for the current study involved an experiment that was conducted to test th

effectiveness of two types of underlying "patterns" of fear arousal, fear-relief and

only, using the AVST as an outcome measure of the persuasive effectiveness of each of

the advertisements. The experiment involved eight experimental groups and one contro
group.

6.4.2 Stimulus Material
Paired counterparts of the four anti-speeding commercials used in the previous two

studies (Advertisement 1 - Pizza, Advertisement 2 - Pram, Advertisement 3 - Trike and
Advertisement 4 - 4WD) were constructed to control for variations in advertisement
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content, thus providing a set of eight test advertisements, comprised of four fear-relief
advertisements and four fear-only advertisements. That is, each pair of anti-speeding
TV advertisements consisted of a fear-only version and a fear-relief version. For those

advertisements that were initially fear-relief advertisements (Advertisements 1 and 2
"Pizza" and "Pram"), the visual depiction of slower driving and the accompanying
verbal message to slow down were edited out to create fear-only versions of the
advertisements. For those advertisements that were initially fear-only advertisements
(Advertisements 3 and 4, "Trike" and "4WD"), in that they did not show or verbally
emphasise slower driving as a way to avoid the negative outcome, additional

instructions and footage were added to create fear-relief versions of the ads. The de
of the modified advertisements are as follows.

Advertisement 5 (Pizza - Fear) showed a pedestrian being hit by a speeding car, a
surgeon then providing commentary on how speed caused the fatal injuries, followed by
a second sequence of visuals showing the pedestrian's body being hit by the car in slow
motion. The advertisement ended with the pedestrian's body on the road, with just a
brief audio and visual tag line "Speed kills". The major relief message in the
advertisement - the surgeon's second recommendation and the visual of the car driving
slower and avoiding the pedestrian - was removed. Hence this new fear-only
advertisement (Advertisement 5) was the counterpart to Advertisement 1, Pizza that was
a fear-relief advertisement.

Advertisement 6 (Pram - Fear) showed three different speeding scenarios: avoiding;
frightening; then hitting the pedestrian who was pushing a pram. The relief components
at the end of the original Pram advertisement were removed and substituted with a
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visual of a smashed windscreen and the brief visual tag line "Speed kills", thus making
Advertisement 7 (fear-only) the counterpart to Advertisement 2 that was another
original year-re/j'e/"advertisement.

Advertisement 7 (Trike - Relief) began with youngsters riding tricycles on a driveway
and ended with one of the children riding onto the road and being run over and killed
a speeding motorist. The advertisement was extended to include relief components.
Audio, that explains stopping distances, was added and the visuals from the beginning

of the advertisement were replayed to show the children riding safely on their tricyc
again. Therefore the original Trike advertisement, Advertisement 3 (fear-only) had a
counterpart fear-relief version, Advertisement 7.

Advertisement 8 (4WD - Relief) showed a young mother, who was running late picking

her child up from school, speeding recklessly, and hitting and killing another person'
child. This advertisement was extended to include relief components. Audio, that
explained the dangers of speeding and recommended not speeding, was added, along

with visuals from the first part of the advertisement showing the victim playing on th

driveway again. Advertisement 8 was classified as a fear-relief advertisement, and was
directly compared to Advertisement 4 that was a fear-only advertisement.

A description of the fear and relief content and modifications of each version of the
eight experimental advertisements is provided in Table 6.1.
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Advertisement 9 (Dawn) was for a brand of dishwashing detergent called D a w n , and
was used as a control advertisement in the study. It consisted of a discussion between
two women who were shopping and comparing Dawn with a store-brand detergent.
Dawn was chosen as the control advertisement because it was low in arousal and was

not related to cars and driving. It clearly did not produce fear arousal, or consequen

relief. Other social marketing commercials, such as anti-smoking or anti-drink-driving
advertisements, would contain a threat, thus evoking fear, and probably a
recommendation, possibly producing relief, and therefore would not be neutral.

Including a control advertisement in the final study was to ensure a comprehensive test
of the experimental advertisements by providing a control-group AVST score.
Comparisons were made between each pair of fear-relief and fear-only advertisements,

but these results could also be tested against an independent group that had undertake
similar activity to the test advertisement groups, that is watching an advertisement,
to filling out the AVST. Note that the control group in Study 2 was not exposed to a

neutral advertisement prior to indicating speed scores, an oversight that was rectifie
this study.

6.4.3 Participants and Sampling Method
The flow diagram in Figure 6.1 depicts the research process undertaken for data
collection.
Figure 6.1: Research process for advertising experiment
Screening
17-28 yrs old,
drives car,
Australian
Licence

Prequestionnaire
Gender, speeder/
non-speeder

123

Two
exposures
to an ad
1st E D R
2 nd Dial

t

Driver
behaviour
video

AVST

The advertising experiment involved a convenience sample of 354 participants, aged 1728 years old, who were recruited via mall-intercepts. The study was conducted at
Hurstville's Westfield Shopping Town and Wollongong's Crown Street Mall, thus there

was a significant representation of young drivers from southern Sydney and Wollongon

Passersby who appeared to be in the age range of 17-28 years of age were approached
by recruiters and told that the University of Wollongong was conducting a study on

driving behaviour. The passersby were asked to participate if they were a) between t

ages of 17-28; b) a driver; and c) willing and able to participate in the research fo

minutes. The potential participants were also offered the incentive of a movie vouch
valued at AUS$13. Non-drivers were screened out.

6.4.4 Research Procedures
Once the participants agreed to participate in the research they completed the prequestionnaire and signed a consent form. Again, approximately one in four (25%)

participants who were approached agreed to take part in the study. Ethics approval f
the study was again provided by the University of Wollongong's Human Research
Ethics Committee. Copies of the survey instruments and consent forms used for the
final study can be found in Appendix 3. Demographics and driving history were

gathered using the pre-questionnaire. Allocation was random with equalised quotas pe
group for gender (20 males and 20 females per group). Additionally, within gender,
quotas for habitual speeders (n=10) and non-speeders (n=10) were imposed. The

speeder classification was based on the residential-area speeding question used in t
AVST validation study, that is, the West et al (1993) scale of speed choice.

Each participant watched only one of the nine advertisements, thus eight experimenta
groups (n=40 per group), plus one control group (n=20)!, were used to test the
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advertisements. The quota sampling procedure provided four subgroups of young male
speeders, young male non-speeders, young female speeders, and young female nonspeeders.

Participants were taken to a private testing room that was set up to simulate a loungeroom (in-home) viewing situation. They were tested individually and were shown only
one anti-speeding commercial, rather than seeing the commercial within a group of
general commercials. Showing other advertisements may have aroused the participants,

thereby increasing their speed choice (for example, an exciting advertisement for Coc
Cola may arouse the viewer and result in higher speed scores).

The first 20 participants in each advertisement group were asked, and consented, to
have finger-cuff electrodes fitted to their middle and index fingers as part of the
psychophysiological recording stage of the research.2 The EDR recording device was
UFI's Model 2701-SC Simple Scope (August 2001) and recording was undertaken by

either one of two trained postgraduate psychology research students. Participants wer
then instructed to sit comfortably and quietly while they watched a black television
screen with a white cross (+) on it for 3 minutes. The advertisement then immediately
followed this 3-minute baseline period.

Note that the control group contained fewer participants than the experimental groups. This was a result of two
phases of data collection, whereby initially data was collected with 20 participants in each advertisement group
(experimental and control). A further 20 participants per experimental advertisement group were then recruited, with
an oversight in not recruiting 20 additional participants for the control group. The time that passed between the data
collection by the researchers and the realisation of this imbalance m a y have meant that a potential third phase of data
could be affected by external events, such as increased reporting on the news or increased television or radio airtime
of anti-speeding advertisements, thus it was decided not to collect additional data at this late stage.
2

Note that the initial phase of the research that was comprised of 20 participants per advertisement group, require
participants to undertake the E D R measurement during the first exposure and then the dial activity for the second
exposure. Consultation with researchers from the Psychology Department of the University of Wollongong
indicated that cell sizes of 20 for E D R studies would be sufficient. However, it was later determined for the purposes
of improved comparison between fear-reliefand fear-only advertisements that the cell sizes would need to be
increased to 40 per advertisement group.
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Following thefirstexposure of the advertisement, the researcher removed the finger-

cuff electrodes and gave the participants the advertising dial and explained the proc
for responding to the advertisement during the second exposure. The fear patterning
dial used for recording participants' reactions during the second exposure to the
advertisement was the same advertising dial and procedure used for the original
patterning of the advertisements (see Chapters 3 and 4).

The remaining 20 participants in each group were required to use only the dial
measurement during the first exposure to the advertisement and not to undertake the

EDR measurement activity at all (and therefore the procedure was less time intensive)
Thus 50% of each group completed the dial measurement during the first exposure and
50% during a second exposure. A previous study, presented in Chapter 5, showed that

the CRM-dial patterns of fear did not change significantly during the first and secon

exposure, particularly in terms of the proportion of fear-reduction. It should be not

that the dial recordings for Study 2 were conducted one week apart, whereas exposures
in Study 3 were given less than five minutes apart, hence there could be some

methodological artifacts in the data. Despite this methodological difference the grap
appear to be quite similar, particularly in regard to the shape of the curves.

Participants then moved to another room, and were met by a second researcher who
explained the Australian Video Speed Test (AVST) (see Chapter 3). The AVST

involved participants indicating their "speed choice" by watching a video of 11 drivi

scenarios (comprised of 1 practice scene and 10 test scenes) and responding by statin
how much faster or slower (if at all) they would drive in the same situation. After
completing the AVST the participants were then given their movie money and thanked
for their participation.
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6.5

Description of the Sample

Table 6.2 provides an overall profile of the participants involved in the advert
experiment.

Table 6.2: Demographics and driving history of the advertising experiment
participants - Total sample
Demographics and driving history
Gender
Female 50%
Male 50%
Age
Mean 21 years
Range 17 to 28 years
Driving experience
Average driving experience 3.7 years
Median driving experience 3 years
Annual km
15,000 or less 54%
15,001km or more 46%
Regularity of driving
Irregular (several times/wk or less) 29%
Regular (every day) 71 %
Licence
Provisional 53%
Normal 47%
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Demographics and driving history
Suspension of licence
Never 96%
Yes (currently or previously) 4%
Speeding fine
None 79%
lor more 21%
Freeway self-report
Non-speeder (NS) 33%
Speeder (S) 67%
Drive fast self-report
Non-speeder (NS) 42%
Speeder (S) 58%
Residential area self-report
Non-speeder (NS) 50%
Speeder (S) 50%
Education
High school 50%
Trade or Certificate 8%
University 42%

6.5.1 Random Allocation Check

Using analysis of variance and chi-square analysis, it was confirmed that the e

experimental advertisement groups and the control advertisement group comprised
participants with homogenous demographic characteristics and driving histories
128

regard to their average age, years of driving experience, regularity of driving, and
speeding history and behaviour, with the exception of level of education that differed

for Advertisement 6 ("Pram- Fear") in that the group contained more participants with
higher levels of education than the other advertisement groups. While level of

education has been found to be a significant influencing variable upon drink-driving a

other anti-social behaviours such as smoking (Williams et al, 1986), studies on speedin
have not drawn such conclusions. It is possible that more highly educated people
process messages differently from those with lower levels of education, however, for

this study the messages were quite simple and therefore differences in education levels
were not seen to pose a significant problem when analysing the data. Furthermore,
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was undertaken to ensure that education was not a
significant covariate in the analysis (F = .760, p = .384).

The many similarities in all of the other control variables that have been shown to mor
strongly influence driving speed (Horswill and McKenna, 1999), allow the groups'
mean scores on the AVST dependent variable to be attributed to the advertisements
themselves rather than the differences between the participants' characteristics. The

following table reports the advertisements in groups of matched-pairs of advertisement
with the fear version of the advertisement first followed by the relief version (for
example, "Pizza-Fear" and "Pizza-Relief).
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6.6

Results

6.6.1 Fear Patterns using EDR
This experiment involved an examination of the emotional reactions experienced by
viewers during fear appeal anti-speeding TV advertisements using both the cognitive
continuous response measure of fear and a psychophysiological response measure of
arousal. A comparison of the two different types of continuous response measures was

made to determine if both measures produced similar or different results. Participant
watched one of eight anti-speeding advertisements, with 20 participants per
advertisement group (total n=160). Using responses from each type of measure, two

graphs (patterns) were formed for each advertisement group, these being the cognitive

dial graph (labelled fear) and the skin conductance response graph (labelled arousal)
Hopkins and Fletcher (1994) made a precautionary note about aggregating skin

conductance responses, due to slight differences in reaction times between participan

For this study, each EDR graph was examined to ensure that the average responses wer
accurately reflecting peaks and key moments in the advertisements. Similarly, every
CRM graph was examined for anomalies (outlier graphs).

The responses from both the CRM measure and EDR measure were indexed for this
study to allow for a direct comparison of patterns. It should be noted that the jump

the EDR arousal graphs at the beginning of each advertisement was primarily due to t

onset of stimuli after the 3 minute baseline period. Also, the peaks of the two graph

most cases did not coincide, mainly due to the differences in response times, that is
there was quite often a 2 to 3 second delay in participants' EDR, compared to their
responses.
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Group m e a n patterns of felt fear and arousal as measured by the dial and skin
conductance measures are shown for the eight advertisements in Figures 6.2 to 6.9.
These graphs demonstrate that the manipulation of the advertisements was successful.

The fear-only advertisements resulted in high levels of fear and arousal at the end o

advertisement. The^ear-re/Ze/'advertisements resulted in low levels of fear and arous
at the end of the advertisement.

6.6.1.1 CRM-fear and EDR arousal of Advertisement 5 - "Pizza-Fear "
The CRM and EDR responses (refer to Figure 6.2) of participants viewing
Advertisement 5 - "Pizza-Fear" showed that high EDR was sustained from the initial

shock at the beginning of the advertisement, and was not greatly reduced, in comparis

to the cognitive measure of fear, that showed a reduction in fear felt by the audienc
the middle of the advertisement. The greatest arousal felt by viewers was from the

initial shock caused by viewing the pedestrian being hit by the car, whereas the grea
fear felt by viewers was both from the initial shock of viewing the pedestrian being
by the car and then again the slow motion re-enactment of the initial scene. The

different measurements of responses to this advertisement demonstrated that cognitive
processing of the emotion/s felt during the advertisement was different to
psychophysiological responses. Regardless of measurement type, the advertisement

was still classified as fear-only, given the final moments in the advertisement refle
heightened fear and arousal.
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Figure 6.2: Advertisement 5 "Pizza-fear" Comparison of CRM-fear and EDR arousal
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6.6.1.2

CRM-fear and EDR arousal of Advertisement 1 - "Pizza-Relief

A comparison of the graphed CRM and EDR responses in Figure 6.3, that relate to
Advertisement 1 - "Pizza-Relief, showed that during the slow motion replay of the

body being hit by the car, viewers indicated that they were feeling increasingly t

yet there was only a slight increase in arousal. The greatest arousal felt by view
from the initial shock caused by viewing the pedestrian being hit by the car. The
different measurements of responses to this advertisement again demonstrated that

cognitive processing of the fear felt during the advertisement was slightly differ
psychophysiological responses. The advertisement can be classified as fear-relief
regardless of which measure was used as participants' fear/arousal responses were

greatly reduced at the end of the advertisement; however the cognitive-dial respon

indicated that the viewer was feeling no fear at the end of the advertisement. It i

logical that some arousal would remain after viewing such a shocking advertisement
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Figure 6.3: Advertisement 1 "Pizza-relief' Comparison of CRM-fear and E D R arousal
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6.6.1.3 CRM-fear and EDR arousal ofAdvertisement 6 - "Pram-Fear"

Both fear and arousal were incrementally increased throughout the Advertisement 6

"Pram-Fear", with each pedestrian scenario suggesting greater danger (refer to Fi
6.4). The "pattern" of fear/arousal was similar, however, the level of the index
between the measures. This advertisement was classified as fear-only, regardless

which measure is used to pattern the advertisement, as there was no fear or arousa
reduction at the end.
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Figure 6.4: Advertisement 6 "Pram-fear" Comparison of CRM-fear and EDR arousal
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CRM-fear and EDR arousal ofAdvertisement 2 - "Pram-Relief

The CRM and EDR responses to Advertisement 2 - "Pram-Relief, classified as fear-

relief, demonstrated that at the beginning of the advertisement viewers were feelin
greater arousal than fear (refer to Figure 6.5). The "pattern" of fear/arousal was
again however the level of the index differed between the measures. While the EDR

still indicated some arousal reduction at the end of the advertisement, the CRM mea
indicated complete fear reduction. Again, it was expected that there would be some
residual arousal at the end of the advertisement, creating divergence between the
responses.
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Figure 6.5: Advertisement 2 "Pram-relief'Comparison of CRM-fear and E D R arousal
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6.6.1.5 CRM-fear and EDR arousal of Advertisement 3 - "Trike-Fear "
The Trike-Fear advertisement (Advertisement 3) provided a good example of the

limitations of using EDR as a measure of "fear" when testing threat appeal road sa

advertisements. The EDR graph increased at the beginning of the advertisement where

there was no indicator of a threatening situation (refer to Figure 6.6). It is lik
increased arousal was due to excitement caused by happy faces, brightly coloured

tricycles and the upbeat tune in the advertisement. Arousal was then further incre

by the shock of seeing the car run over the child. This advertisement was classifi
fear-only (rising arousal) as the responses were sustained at a high level at the

advertisement, with fear/arousal built-up in the earlier seconds of the advertisem
Again, these graphs demonstrate some divergence between the measures. However, the
cognitive-dial graph does move towards "relieved" at the beginning of the

advertisement that relates to the positive images and sounds that also create arou
(excitement).
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Figure 6.6: Advertisement 3 "Trike-fear" Comparison of CRM-fear and EDR arousal
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6.6.1.6 CRM-fear and EDR arousal ofAdvertisement 7 - "Trike-Relief

Similar to the findings from Advertisement 3, the beginning of Advertisement 7

'Trike-Relief caused arousal (EDR) to increase (refer to Figure 6.7). At 15 to

seconds into the advertisement the graphs then converge and follow a very simi
pattern - fear and then relief.

Figure 6.7: Ad 7 "Trike-relief'- Comparison of CRM-fear and EDR arousal
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6.6.1.7 CRM-fear and EDR arousal ofAdvertisement 4-"4 WD-Fear "

Of all the advertisements tested the Advertisement 4 - "4WD-Fear" graphs provid

closest patterns using the two different measures (refer to Figure 6.8). Cognit

coincided with arousal in this particular instance. The end of the advertisemen

produced a sustained CRM-Fear response more than the EDR-Arousal, however, over

the graphs are relatively consistent in depicting advertisement response. The "

Fear" advertisement was classified as fear-only (rising arousal) as there was o
slightest decrease in fear/arousal at the end.

Figure 6.8: Advertisement 4 "4WD-fear" - Comparison of CRM-fear and E D R
arousal
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6.6.1.8

CRM-fear and EDR arousal ofAdvertisement 8-"4

WD-Relief

The fear and arousal responses to Advertisement 8 - "4WD-Relief (refer to Figure

6.9) show a fear-reliefpattern, despite the cognitive fear graph reflecting more s

fear after the major shock component of the advertisement. The fear measure indica

that at the end of the advertisement the audience experienced significant fear red
that was similar to the feedback provided by the arousal measure.

Figure 6.9 - Advertisement 8 "4WD-relief' - Comparison of CRM-fear and E D R
arousal

CRM-Fear
E D R - Arousal

-0.4
Duration of ad

6.6.2

Fear Patterns using EDR

(arousal) vs. CRM (fear)

In all the advertisements tested in this study, as the viewers witnessed the point
impact they expressed that they were feeling "extremely tense" and their skin

conductance responses supported this cognitive response feeling. However, after th
point it appears that viewers can believe that they are still feeling tense, when
actually feeling less tense (in a physiological sense), or vice versa. Hopkins and
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Fletcher (1994) noted that "current tendencies in psychologicalfindingssuggest that
electrodermal data should not be expected to correspond closely to such cognitive
experiences as conscious remembering or opinions, especially when verbalised"
(p.126).

The fear and arousal responses to the fourth advertisement, 4WD, were the most similar
in comparison to the other seven advertisements tested. It could be that the other
advertisements were stimulating other emotions (not labelled on the dial) that caused
arousal, whereas the fourth advertisement stimulated only fear (expressed as tension)
that caused arousal.

It can be seen, particularly demonstrated by the Trike advertisements, that a major
limitation of EDR is the inability to determine the directionality of the affect

(like/dislike) component and in the instance of fear appeals it is not definite (altho

highly likely) that the arousal is caused by fear. All that can be assumed, if changes

skin conductance occur, is that the viewer is feeling increased arousal. It is importa

note that when using EDR to test fear appeal advertisements that are designed to evoke

fear, researchers should not use the label "fear" as EDR may indicate arousal caused b
fear and arousal caused by other emotions, such as excitement. Given that the EDR is

not able to determine directionality of affect when testing fear appeal commercials, i
would seem that the cognitive fear CRM-dial measure may be a better way of
measuring fear and relief responses to fear appeal commercials.

There are various sources of research that argue differently and support the use of ED
measures, such as skin conductance, over cognitive measures that require verbalising
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feelings, such as the dial measure (Hopkins and Fletcher, 1994). LaBarbera and
Tucciarone (1995, p.49) interviewed commercial marketing practitioners and found that
"it is more accurate to rely on the GSR ratings" (compared to self-report data), using
market-place responses as the dependent variable for commercial products and services.
Similarly, Vaughn (1980, p.31) stated that "emotional arousal (autonomic,
psychogalvanometer) tests may be more helpful in determining advertising effect".
EDR has mainly been used in commercial applications that have tested mostly positive
appeal commercials. In this instance it is generally safe to assume that arousal is

indicating the viewer's positive affect and interest in components of the advertisement
A negative appeal commercial, such as the anti-speeding fear appeal commercials tested
in this experiment, may cause interest, excitement, fear and relief, thus when testing
theory of the effect of fear patterns within these commercials an instrument that

measures viewers' fear and relief responses, as opposed to other emotions, is required.
The CRM-dial instrument provides this opportunity. It is possible, although highly
unlikely, that the differences between audiences, rather than the ads, may have
contributed to the differences in results.

Overall, it does appear from most of the graphs that viewers' cognitive appraisal of th

emotions are slightly different to their actual arousal, however, most of the graphs sh
that the patterns of affect are similar enough to confirm the fear pattern within each
advertisement. That is, the fear patterning component of Study 3 showed that when
using either measure of fear or arousal the advertisements can still be classified
according to "patterns" of fear-relief or fear-only. That is, fear-only pattern

advertisements (Advertisements 3,4, 5 and 6) demonstrate that there is no or very sligh
reduction in fear at the end of the advertisement. Whereas, the general characteristic
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fear-relief pattern advertisements (Advertisements 1, 2, 7 and 8) is that during the
middle component of the advertisement, peak fear is reached, and then the fear is

reduced towards the end, that is often related to recommendations, resulting in relie
by the viewer.

EDR for the control advertisement were not obtained as the dishwashing detergent
advertisement had been a priori chosen as a neutral advertisement. In hindsight, it
would have been useful to have this data so as to separate testing effects (i.e., any

emotional reaction to the experimental situation) from exposure effects (i.e., respon
to fear-based advertisements). Thus comparisons cannot be made between the
experimental advertisements and the control advertisements in regard to
psychophysiological reactions.

6.6.3 Calculation of Fear Reduction and Arousal Reduction
The graphs can be used to determine arousal reduction, using the EDR measure, or fear
reduction, using the cognitive fear measure (the CRM dial). The percentage reduction

in fear (or arousal) is calculated by finding the average maximum response, then find
the average minimum response after the maximum. That is:

Fear reduction = (Dialmax - Dialmin after max) / Dialmax * 100

or
ArOUSal reduction = (EDRmax - EDRmin after max) / EDRmax * 100
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Table 6.4: Comparison of arousal-reduction and cognitive fear-reduction between
fear-relief advertisements and fear-only advertisements
CRM-Fear

EDR-Arousal
Peak

n

Peak fear
(avg)

Base
relief
(avg)

Fear
reduction

Fear-only

154

194

83

Fear-relief

157

195

-2

Ad

n

arousal
(avg)

Base
arousal
(avg)

Arousal
reduction

57%

80

4.09

1.54

62%

101%

84

5.36

0.89

83%

Table 6.4 shows the results of CRM-Fear and EDR-Arousal for the fear-only
advertisements combined (Advertisements 3,4, 5 and 6) and the fear-relief
advertisements combined (Advertisements 1, 2, 7 and 8). The responses from the
CRM-dial cognitive fear measurement show that there was no difference between the

sets of advertisements in regard to the average peak fear (maximum) reached (F = 0.02

p = .897). This was an expected result as the manipulation of the advertisements, that

the construction of paired counterparts, was not meant to affect the fear responses o
participants between the groups. There was a difference between the sets of
advertisements in regard to the average base relief (minimum) score (F = 56.7, p =
.000). This was also expected as the manipulation of the advertisements was meant to
alter the relief components in the advertisements. As anticipated, the fear-relief

advertisements resulted in lower base relief scores than the fear-only advertisement
There were also significant differences in fear reduction between the types of
advertisements (F = 47.0, p = .000), with/ear-re//e/advertisements resulting in 101%
fear reduction and fear-only advertisements resulting in 57% fear reduction.

Similar analysis was undertaken for the arousal (EDR) measure. Again, there was no
difference in the average peak arousal reached (F = 2.40, p = .123) between the
advertisements. There was no difference in the average minimum score (base arousal)
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(F = 2.73, p = . 100). There was also a difference in arousal reduction (F = 9.26, p =
.003), with/ear-re/ze/advertisements resulting in 83% reduction and fear-only
advertisements resulting in 62% reduction. While the/ear-re//e/advertisements

produced significantly greater reduction, the difference between the advertisements w

not as great as when measuring fear reduction. As discussed previously, this is likel
be due to the other emotions in addition to fear that register as arousal.

In summary, regardless of which measure is seen as superior, both the fear and arousa

measures have demonstrated that the manipulation of the advertisements was successful
in terms of creating a set of four^ar-re//e/advertisements and four fear-only
advertisements.

6.6.4 Effects of Advertisements on A VST scores
Analysis of variance was used to examine differences between the mean speed scores
on the AVST generated by the respective experimental advertisements and the control
advertisement. The AVST is known to differ in effects by gender (male vs. female
drivers, with male drivers tending to speed more than females in all situations, on

average) and by speeder type (speeders vs. non-speeders, with speeders tending to spe

more than non-speeders in all situations). The results are presented for the total sa
and then by gender and speeder type. Comparisons were as follows:

Between individual advertisements within fear-relief and fear-only pairs, for the
total sample of young drivers
Between fear-relief advertisements and fear-only advertisements overall, for the
total sample of young drivers
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Between/ear-re//e/advertisements and fear-only advertisements, for males vs.
females
Between/ear-refte/advertisements and fear-only advertisements, for speeders vs.
non-speeders
Betweenyear-re/ze/advertisements and fear-only advertisements, for female
speeders vs. female non-speeders
Between/ear-re//e/advertisements and fear-only advertisements, for male
speeders vs. male non-speeders.

6.6.4.1 Individual advertisements: Total Sample

AVST results for the individual advertisements in their fear-relief vs. fear-only pairs
for the total sample of young drivers, are shown in Table 6.5. The predicted
relationship between the sets of advertisements was thatTear-re/ze/advertisements
would be more effective and hence produce lower speed scores than fear-only

advertisements. Firstly, the control advertisement resulted in an average driving spee
increase of+5.1 km/hr. All of the four advertisement pairs showed the predicted

directional relationship, (although only 3 were statistically significant) based on to

average speed scores, between the fear-relief'versus fear-only versions with the fear-

relief versions tending to result in lower speed scores than their fear-only versions.
statistical differences found between the advertisements (and reported in Table 6.5)
resulted from differences between thejfear-re/te/advertisement group score and the
control group score.
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Table 6.5: Experiment groups' and control group's A V S T average scores for
individual advertisements: Total sample

AD GROUP

Control

Pizza-Relief
Pizza-Fear

Pram-Relief
Pram-Fear

Trike-Relief
Trike-Fear

4WD-Relief
4WD-Fear

+/- A IN AVG
KM/HR

STD DEVN
KM/HR

5.1*
(n=24)

5.5

2.1*

2.8

(n=40)
3.2
(n=41)
3.2
(n=42)
3.9
(n=41)

F value

P

3.10

.049

1.06

.350

3.34

.039

2.44

.092

5.3

4.4
3.9

2.5*
(n=41)
3.0
(n=40)

3.1

2.1*
(n=44)

4.4

3.2
(n=40)

6.0

3.6

* = statistically significant difference

As mentioned in the beginning of this thesis, even small reductions in speed have

implications for stopping distances because of vehicle capabilities and human r
time.

Woolley, Dyson and Taylor (2001) conducted a study that examined the lower urban

speed limits (LUSL) (from 60km/hr to 40km/hr) introduced into the state of Sout
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Australia. A s part of the justification for lowering the urban speed limit in South
Australia, the researchers drew upon research the New South Wales Roads and Traffic
Authority had conducted within 22 council areas over a 21-month period (RTA, 2000).
The RTA study found that reducing the speed limit from 60km/hr to 50km/hr had

reduced the risk of having a crash by 22%, resulting in 262 fewer road crashes, costs
savings of avoiding crashes of $6.5 million and a reduction in average mean speed of

0.94 km/hr for the total sample and more importantly a reduction of 1.08km/hr for the
85 percentile of speeders, who are considered to be dangerous drivers and the main

contributors to speed related accidents. Implied from this study is that even the sm

reductions in speed, like those in the results of this thesis, could have significant

practical significance for lowering the risks of crashing, actual crashes, and cost s
for society.

McColl (2001) also presented findings on the estimated effects on crash risk of diff
speeds. His study focused upon "free-travelling speed" crashes within 60km/hr zones,
"involving at least one vehicle moving freely along a mid-block section of road, or

right of way through an intersection, and not slowing to join, or accelerating away f
a traffic stream" (p.4). McColl (2001) estimated that a uniform speed reduction of 1
km/hr reduced the "free speed" 60km/hr casualty crash risk by 9.4%. A 2km/hr
reduction in speed reduced the risk by 17%, a 3km/hr reduction by 23%, a 4km/hr
reduction by 28% and a 5km/hr reduction in speed reduced the casualty crash risk by
32%. Again, these figures demonstrate the importance of even slight reductions in
speed choice.
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D r Robert Anderson from the Centre for Automotive Safety Research at the University
of Adelaide stated that "even a single small speed infraction increases your risk of
crashing, even if you are unlikely to perceive this increase" (Anderson, 2004).

6.6.4.2 Fear-relief vs. Fear-only Advertisements: Total Sample

The fear-reliefadvertisements overall and the fear-only advertisements overall vs. t
control advertisement were tested next. In addition, a comparison, using analysis of
variance, was made between the fear-relief and fear-only advertisements. Table 6.6
details the results of this comparison that was based on a larger sample size per
advertisement type (that is, n = 160 for the experiment groups).

Table 6.6: Fear-relief advertisement vs. fear-only advertisement experiment
groups' and control group's A V S T average scores: Total sample

AD GROUP +/- A IN AVG KM/HR STD DEVN KM/HR
Control 5.1* 5.5
(n=24)
Fear-relief 2.5* 3.7
{n=167)
Fear-only 3.3 5.1
{n=162)
* = statistically significant difference

In comparison with the control advertisement's speed score of+5.1 km/hr, the fear-re

advertisements overall resulted in a significantly lower speed score of+2.5km/hr (F =

3.97, p = .02) than the fear-only advertisements. The speed scores for the fear-relie
advertisements and fear-only advertisements did not differ significantly at the 0.05
alpha level.
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6.6.4.3

Fear-relief vs. Fear-only advertisements: Males vs. Females

Table 6.7 shows the effect of the/ear-re/ie/advertisements overall and fear-only
advertisements overall by gender. The control group contained 13 males and 11
females, and the experiment groups per advertisement type contained 167 males and

162 females. As expected, in all conditions, females had lower speed scores than males
For females (young female drivers), the effects of the/ear-re/ze/advertisements in
reducing speed were not significantly greater than the fear-only advertisements (F =
p = .488). For males (young male drivers), the speed scores for the fear-relief
advertisements were not significantly lower than for the fear-only advertisements (F
3.2, p = .077), but the speed scores of the/ear-re/z'e/advertisements were lower than
the Control advertisement (F = 3.36, p = .04). Among young male drivers, the fearreliefadvertisements produced an average speed reduction, compared with the control
advertisement, of 3.4km/hr.

Table 6.7: Fear-relief advertisement vs. fear-only advertisement experiment
groups' and control group's A V S T average scores: Females vs. males

AD
GROUP
Control

FEMALES
+/- A IN AVG
KM/HR

STD
DEVN
KM/HR

MALES
+/- A IN AVG
KM/HR

STD
DEVN
KM/HR

2.6

1.5

7.2*

6.8

(n=13)
Fear-relief

3.2

1.2

3.8

{n=82)

(n=82)
Fear-only

3.8*

3.7

1.5

5.1*
{n=85)

{n=80)
* = statistically significant differences
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6.6.4.4

Fear-relief vs. Fear-only Advertisements: Non-speeders vs. Speeders

Table 6.8 shows the effect of/ear-re/ze/advertisements overall and fear-only
advertisements overall by classifying the drivers as non-speeders or speeders. As

expected, in all conditions, non-speeders had lower speed scores than speeders (this w
the main basis of validation for the AVST). For non-speeders, the effects ofthe fear-

reliefadvertisements and fear-only advertisements were not statistically significantly
different (F = .73, p = .395). For speeders, this comparison was not significant (F =
2.98, p = .086). However, for non-speeders, the/ear-re/ze/advertisements resulted in
significantly lower speed scores than the control advertisement (F = 3.33, p = .038).
The speed reduction was 2.3km/hr. For speeders, theyear-re/ze/advertisements were
not significantly lower than the control advertisement (F = 2.43, p = .091).

Table 6.8: Fear-relief advertisement vs. fear-only advertisement experiment
groups' and control group's A V S T average scores: Non-speeders vs. speeders

AD GROUP

Control

NON-SPEEDERS
+/- A IN AVG
KM/HR

STD DEVN
KM/HR

SPEEDERS
+/- A IN A V G
KM/HR

STD
DEVN
KM/HR

3.6*

3.0

6.8

7.2

(n=13)
Fear-relief

(n=ll)
2.9

1.3*

4.2

(n=81)

{n=86)
Fear-only

3.8

3.1

1.7

5.2
(n=76)

{n=86)
* = statistically significant difference
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6.6.4.5

Fear-relief vs. Fear-only advertisements: Female Non-speeders vs. Female

Speeders

Although the sample size for the control advertisement comparison is rather small,

evident from Table 6.9 that neither the/ear-re/ze/advertisements overall nor the f
only advertisements overall had any effect on young female non-speeders or young

female speeders. Young females classified as speeders (by a median split on the sel

report measure of residential speeding) chose a low speed in the control advertise

condition and neither the/ear-re/z*e/advertisements (F = 2.07, p = .133) or the fe

advertisements (F = .44, p = .648) reduced their speed significantly. A similar re
was found in the direct comparison between the/ear-re/z'e/'advertisements and the
only advertisements (non-speeders F = .01, p = .916; speeders F = .82, p = .369).

Table 6.9: Fear-relief advertisement vs. fear-only advertisement experiment
groups' and control group's A V S T average scores: Female non-speeders vs.
female speeders

AD GROUP

Control

FEMALE NONSPEEDERS
+/- A IN AVG
KM/HR

STD DEVN
KM/HR

FEMALE
SPEEDERS
+/-AIN
AVG KM/HR

STD DEVN
KM/HR

2.1

2.5

2.6

4.1

(n=5)

(n=6)
Fear-relief

3.0

0.4

3.4

(n=40)

(n=42)
Fear-only

2.8

2.0

0.5

2.7
(n=37)

(n=43)
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6.6.4.6

Fear-relief vs. Fear-only advertisements: Male Non-speeders vs. Male

Speeders
Despite the small sample size for the control advertisement, the results in Table 6.10
indicate that theyear-re/z'e/advertisements overall tended to produce lower driving
speeds than the fear-only advertisements for both young male non-speeders and young

male speeders, although in neither case was the difference statistically significant a
0.05 significance level. However, for young male speeders, the fear-relief

advertisements overall did produce a significant reduction in speed in comparison with
the control advertisement (F = 2.53, p = .086) at the 0.10 significance level. The
reduction in speed was 4.9km/hr. A non-significant result was found for the direct
comparison between theTear-re/z'e/advertisements and the fear-only advertisements
(non-speeders F = 1.40, p = .241; speeders F = 2.61, p = .110).

Table 6.10: Fear-relief advertisement vs. fear-only advertisement experiment
groups' and control group's A V S T average scores: M a l e non-speeders vs. male
speeders

AD GROUP

Control

MALE NON
SPEEDERS
+/- A IN AVG
KM/HR

STD DEVN
KM/HR

MALE
SPEEDERS
+/- A IN AVG
KM/HR

STD DEVN
KM/HR

4.4

3.7

10.4

8.4

(n=6)

(n=7)
Fear-relief

2.5

2.2

4.1

(n=41)

(n=44)
Fear-only

5.5

3.4

2.9

7.5
(n=39)

(n=43)
* = statistically significant difference
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Overall, the results of the advertising experiment indicated that the fear-relief
advertisements produced lower AVST speed scores. However, for the total sample this

result was obtained only directionally and was not statistically significant at the 0.
level. More detailed analysis of the results by demographic groups who participated in

the experiment revealed that theyear-re/ze/advertisements were significantly effective
in reducing driver speed among young male drivers (speed reduction for fear-relief

advertisements vs. control advertisement = -3.4km/hr, F = 3.36, p < .04,) but not among
young female drivers (speed reduction for/ear-re/ze/'advertisements vs. control
advertisement = -1.4km/hr, (F = .48, p = .488). Among young female drivers, the fearreliefadvertisements had the same effects on young female speeders as on nonspeeders. Among young male drivers, however, there was a larger effect on speeders

that was directionally consistent with the expected result. The speed reduction for fe
relief'advertisements was largest among the "problem" group of young male drivers
(-4.9km/hr vs. control advertisement, F = 2.53, p < .086).

The findings from this study indicate that for young male speeders fear-relief
advertisements help dissuade the inappropriate behaviour of speeding. Advertising can
also have the effect of reinforcing the existing appropriate behaviour (that is, not
speeding). This is possibly why there was no effect of type of advertisement on the
groups of non-speeders, as they were already cautious drivers.

The findings from this study indicate that TV advertisements that employ fear-relief

patterned messages, that is, fear arousal then a clear visual and verbal recommendation

to slow down, are more effective than fear-only patterned messages, that is, fear arou
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and only a brief warning to reduce driver speed. The largest effect ofthese fear-relief
advertisements in reducing speed is for the high-risk group of young male speeders.

Across all four^ear-re/ze/advertisements, on average participants chose a speed score
that was 2.6km/hr less than the control score, a significant reduction. That is, they
would drive 2.6km/hr slower than the control group. Those who were exposed to the
fear-only advertisements chose, on average, a speed score that was only 1.8km/hr
slower than the control group which is a non-significant reduction.

6.7 Limitations
This experiment using the AVST demonstrated only the short-term, almost immediate
effects of anti-speeding advertisements on speed choice. It is not known how long the
desired behavioural effect (choice of lower driving speed) would last following realworld advertising exposure and a longer interval before the next automobile driving
opportunity. Follow-up phone calls, perhaps one to two weeks after the viewing of the

advertisement, could be used in future studies investigating the effects of fear patt
within television commercials.

A larger control group could also have improved the confidence in the findings of Stud
3, particularly when comparing the sub-group (eg female speeders and female nonspeeders) AVST scores.

It is possible that the/ear-re/z'e/'advertisements may work not only because of fearreduction but because they explicitly model the desired behaviour. That is, they may

work due to efficacy messages alone. While this possibility needs to be tested, testin
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fear-relief messages versus fear-only messages was considered the best method for
isolating the fear reduction effect. Note that researchers would be testing efficacy
messages and not relief messages, as relief suggests a prior aroused emotion, such as
fear or shock.

It should also be noted that the effectiveness of the/ear-re/z'e/advertisements may be
due to the greater salience of recommendations within the ads. Further research could
explore the degree of fear reduction created by varying degrees of recommendations.
That is, three versions of the same advertisement could be created -fear-only, fearrelief with limited recommendations and fear-reliefwith extensive recommendations.

6.8 Conclusion

Chapter 6 presented the research design, objectives, results and discussion for Study 3
that was the final study of this thesis. The study used EDR measurement to pattern the
advertisements and found that they could be classified as fear-relief patterned

advertisements or fear-only patterned advertisements that was very similar to the grap
recording participants' responses to the advertisements when using the CRM-dial
cognitive fear measure. Furthermore, fear reduction was calculated for the types of
advertisements, using both arousal and fear measures that showed fear-relief
advertisements producing significantly greater fear reduction thanfear-only
advertisements. An advertising experiment designed to test the newly constructed
matched-pairs of advertisements found that fear appeal anti-speeding advertisements

that have an underlying pattern of fear-relief are more effective thanfear-only patter
advertisements for encouraging young drivers, particularly young male speeders, to
reduce their driving speed.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

7.1

Introduction

Chapter 7 synthesises the academic contribution of each of the methods and studies

undertaken for the investigation of fear patterns within anti-speeding advertisements
Managerial implications of the findings from the studies are presented and future
research directions are suggested.

7.2 Academic Contribution

The academic contribution of this thesis rests in two areas. The first is the improve

in the methods used to test fear-reduction theory and the second is the advancement i
theoretical knowledge gained from the findings.

7.2.1 Methodological Contributions
7.2.1.1 CRM-Dial

Study 1 entailed the use of continuous response measurement - versus the traditionall
used static measure of fear - to identify fear patterns within anti-speeding

advertisements. Two main fear patterns were identified -fear-only and fear-relief. Th
post-only static fear and relief measures taken for the same advertisements showed

similar results; however, it was apparent that when attempting to identify the overal
"pattern" of a road safety fear appeal advertisement (such as fear arousal and fear
reduction), CRM was a superior measure to the static measures. Vanden Abeele and
MacLachlan (1994, p.586) stated that CRM is useful "where one wishes to learn

whether the intensity of a given emotion varies over the course of a commercial [and]

where the over-time pattern of the response itself is of importance". For this thesis
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C R M was essential to test the fear-reduction theory properly. C R M provides a fairer

test than the traditional static, post-exposure measures of fear as it captures the es

fear-reduction process that is required to result in negative reinforcement (applying
negative stimulus and then removing it).

Stayman, Aaker and Baumgartner (1986) used a pencil-trace "warmth monitor" to
gauge emotional reactions to positive appeal commercials, with similar monitoring
instruments also being used in advertising tests to determine rates of attention and
likeability of the advertisement. This is the first study to use a CRM-dial device to

measure participants' fear and relief responses to a fear (negative) appeal advertisem

7.2.1.2 VST and AVST
The Video Speed Test (VST) and Australian Video Speed Test (AVST) represent
significant improvements on the types of dependent variables normally used in fear
appeal studies. In most studies participants are asked to indicate the general

effectiveness of the advertisement (very effective through to not at all effective), o
likelihood of them changing their driving behaviour (in the case of anti-speeding
advertisements). The VST and AVST have been shown to be indicative of general
speeding behaviour in real situations (external validity was established for both
measures). The AVST of the Motor Accidents Authority (MAA) of NSW, developed
by Thornton and Rossiter (2003), is now available for use by other road safety
authorities when testing the effectiveness of anti-speeding advertisements.
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7.2.1.3

Psychophysiological Recording - EDR

EDR has been used in other marketing studies, hence it is not a new measurement

technique, but it is still not commonly used. This is largely due to the expense of the
equipment and intensive data collection time and the need for a controlled environment

to obtain accurate recordings. The justification for using EDR, in addition to the CRMdial, was to measure general arousal (arousal increase and the reduction of arousal)

pure, unobstructed way that did not require conscious processing and reflection on what
the participant had just viewed. That is, EDR was an alternative continuous response
measurement to the previously used cognitive fear dial measurement. EDR was also
used to pattern the anti-speeding advertisements, with comparisons being made between
the responses obtained through the CRM-dial and the EDR. While there was some

divergence between the cognitive fear and arousal graphs, the advertisements could st

be generally classified, regardless of which measure was used, as fear-relief or fear
patterns. The cognitive fear measurement, the CRM-dial, was able to reflect
directionality of affect and for this reason was found to be the superior measure when
testing fear-reduction theory.

7.2.1.4 Matched Pairs of Test Advertisements
A major methodological contribution that improved the rigour of Study 3 was the
creation and use of matched counterparts of each of the original four advertisements.
That is, relief components were added to the two original fear-only advertisements to
create two new/ear-re/z'e/advertisements and relief components were removed from the
two original year-re/ze/advertisements to create two new fear-only advertisements.

Many fear appeal studies have been criticised for their lack of experimental control in
regard to the different stimuli used to test a theory, that is, the advertisements or
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messages that were being compared were different on a range of design and execution
factors. This consideration improved the design of Study 3 as the matched
advertisements gave greater control to the experimental condition and eliminated the
criticisms that could be made of Study 2 and the majority of published studies that
entailed a comparison of advertisements with a similar theme, yet quite different
advertisement content.

7.2.1.5 Size and Continuity of the Research
In total, 1350 participants took part in the research for this thesis, most of whom
required relatively intensive testing time, as shown in Table 7.1. The research evolved
over time by introducing more rigorous tests of the theory; for example, testing fearreduction theory in different conditions, such as moderate or heavy repetition of the
advertisements; excluding potential confounding variables, such as the advertisement
content; and improving the dependent variable of speed-choice.

7.2.2 Theoretical Contribution
Rotfeld (1988, pp. 33-34) concluded his review of the fear appeal literature by stating

that "research has done little to propose or test new theories". This thesis represents
departure from the continued focus in this area of research on "levels" of fear and
instead examines whether it is the pattern of fear arousal and fear reduction within an
advertisement that determines the effectiveness of fear appeal advertisements; in this
instance, anti-speeding advertisements.
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Hale and Dillard (1995, p.73) stated that "unfortunately there is very little empirical
evidence regarding the effectiveness of the various organisational patterns". The

current study empirically investigated organisational patterns of emotional stimuli by
examining the effectiveness of patterns of fear. Witte and Allen (2000) undertook a

meta-analysis of fear appeal research, analysing over 100 studies and concluded that on
average, more fear is better, but only given that efficacious messages are matched to

level of threat used in the message, for example, when using a high threat appeal, a hi
efficacy message will produce the greatest behavioural change. Witte (1992, p. 196)

believed that "a failure to account for efficacy appears to have contributed to diverse
fear appeal findings".

The relief messages used in the advertisements for this research produced fear-reducti
that was associated with lower (improved) speed-choice scores. Measures of fear

reduction have not been taken in the majority of fear appeal studies, therefore this t

addresses the limited investigation of the fear-reduction model by using a more rigoro
and comprehensive test of the theory in several experiments that use improved measures
of fear-reduction and its effect on behaviour.

Study 1 developed and identified two major types of fear patterns -fear-only
(punishment) and fear-relief (negative reinforcement) - that were subsequently tested
for effectiveness, in terms of likely behaviour change, in Studies 2 and 3. The effect
fear patterns over repeated exposures, versus the snapshot method used by other
researchers, was investigated in Study 2 and it was found that the pattern of fear in
regard to the "Pizza-Relief advertisement remained constant with successive
exposures, although the level of fear experienced was lowered by a third (over three
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exposures) in this/ear-re/ze/advertisement. The "Trike-Fear" also diminished in fear,
but to a greater extent (approximately a half in this fear-only advertisement) and
changed into a/ear-re/ze/pattern after repetition (over three exposures).

Despite a decline in the "shock-value" of the advertisements, the fear-relief
advertisement continued to be effective in reducing (simulated) speeding behaviour
when exposure to the advertisement was increased from moderate repetition to heavy
repetition. Similarly, the fear-only advertisement became more effective with repeated
viewing. Overall, however, the fear-relief pattern was found to be more effective in
reducing young drivers' speed. In accordance with the findings from Study 2, the
results of Study 3 affirmed thatyear-re/z'e/pattern advertisements are more effective
reducing speed thanfear-only pattern advertisements particularly among the most
problematic group for anti-speeding program, young male habitual speeders..

7.3 Managerial Implications
The most important managerial implication of this thesis is that it appears that road
safety authorities should avoid usingfear-only pattern advertisements and start to
include more effective relief (fear-reducing) components in their advertisements by

maldng fear-relief pattern advertisements. The findings of this study suggest that rat

than creating an advertisement that ends with visuals of a car smashing into a telegrap

pole, shocking the viewer and leaving them feeling tense {fear-only), the advertisement

should end with viewers feeling relieved that the driver has avoided hitting the teleg
pole because they were not speeding.
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T h e suggested format of stimuli to be used in a fear appeal communication is: first, the
"creation of a fearful situation, that activates risk and vulnerability"; second, the
"danger is depicted as serious enough to warrant attention"; and finally "a solution is
provided as a means of fear reduction" (La Tour and Zahra, 1989, pp. 62-63). Despite
this recommended formula, many road safety advertisers do not develop advertisements
that produce fear reduction, but rather leave the viewer feeling extremely tense at the
end of the advertisement. Researchers and practitioners need to focus on the pattern of

fear, and not just on the level of fear, within road safety fear appeals advertisements.
Asking road safety practitioners to classify their advertisements into the two broad
categories offear-only or fear-relief patterns would be a starting point in educating
practitioners to start thinking differently about how they construct road safety
advertisements. Practitioners should focus on how their viewers will be feeling

throughout the entire advertisement, versus constructing an advertisement that builds-u
to shock the viewer and leaves the viewer fearful and in a state of high arousal. While
the shock-value approach can be more dramatic, attention-getting and create a word-ofmouth effect, thus scoring highly in recognition and recall copy tests, it is not
necessarily effective in terms of behaviour change.

Studies 2 and 3 showed small differences in reductions in speed (kilometres per hour)

between the control group, fear-relief advertisement groups and fear-only advertisement
groups. Research centres specialising in road safety research, such as Monash
University Accident Research Centre (MUARC) in Victoria, Australia, and the
Transport Systems Centre within the University of South Australia, have reported that
even small differences in speed reduction of 2 to 5 km/hr can significantly lower
collision and accident rates. This was a major reason behind the introduction of a
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50km/hr speed limit in local streets (down from 60km/hr) for most states and territories
within Australia.

The findings of the repeated exposures experiment undertaken in Study 2 could aid

practitioners in deciding on the life cycle of their advertisements. Study 2 indicate

shock-appeal road safety advertisements, despite losing their shock value quite quick

had favourable behavioural effects with increased exposures. This suggests that there

less need to design new advertisements, thus potentially saving significant amounts of
money, particularly given the funding spent by some states (for example the Victorian
TAC) on new creative executions.

This thesis also presents directly relevant information for marketers, as opposed to

the findings of previous studies that have investigated fear appeals from a psychology
background. For example, Strong and Dubas (1993, p.9) made the point that "one of
the weaknesses of the fear appeal literature in social psychology is the use of long

written material and lengthy films as threat stimuli that differ significantly in le
detail from actual threat messages used in advertising and thus have dubious external
validity". For example, people are likely to react differently to a 15-minute lecture
format on dental hygiene as used in Leventhal's (1971) study, than to a 30-second

television advertisement on dental hygiene. The distinction between research for soci
and psychological understanding and research for advertising and marketing strategic
implications was also made by Rotfeld (1988). Most of the information gathered on
fear and persuasion has been collected by psychologists who have sought to understand
fear and human behaviour, rather than fear and consumer behaviour, that is,

"advertising researchers have blindly presumed that the data and theories all apply to
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mass media contexts" (Rotfeld, 1988, p.22). The w a y to determine if fear appeal

theories from psychology and other disciplines are relevant to marketing applications

to test the theories on marketing stimuli. In this thesis the theories related to fear

patterns have been tested in a social marketing application of road safety advertising

Also, most of the studies conducted on fear appeals have used print media that can onl
deliver static images with limited control over the order of exposure of the audience

fear and relief stimuli in the advertisement. While newspaper and magazine advertising
as well as billboards, can contain graphic and fear-provoking images along with

powerful messages, they lack the dynamic characteristics of television advertising, t
can emphasise movement, such as speed (and which is the primary medium for many
social marketing campaigns, including road safety).

Advertising plays an important role in educating and persuading road users to drive
more safely so as to avoid injury and death. As mentioned in the introduction to this

thesis, road safety advertising is an area of social marketing that has traditionally
heavily upon fear-based advertising appeals (Henley and Donovan, 1999). Thus,
improving our knowledge of the mechanisms of such advertising appeals should filter

through to reducing the human and financial costs of road accidents. There is a lack o
specific academic research in the area of fear appeal anti-speeding television
advertisements that this thesis has attempted to address.

This thesis has examined ways in which social marketing, specifically road safety
advertising, can be improved to encourage people to undertake voluntary behaviour

change, specifically to drive within speed limits. Rothschild (1999) noted that law an
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education are more heavily depended upon for changing social and health behaviour
than embracing some of the fundamental underpinnings of marketing communication to
overcome the problems.

7.4 Suggestions for Future Research

Further investigation is required regarding the predictive effectiveness of fear patt

both in road safety commercials and for other areas, particularly for social marketin

areas that traditionally rely on the use of fear appeals. This will help determine w

fear reduction is also effective for the improvement in other anti-social behaviours
as drink-driving and drug use.

The study focused on a specific topic (anti-speeding) and a particular target market
age cohort of 17 to 28 year olds), thus again, the effect of fear reduction could be

investigated on other areas of social marketing relevant to other target audiences (
as older audiences, or audiences segmented on stages of change, benefits or
psychological variables).

This thesis has used fear responses and arousal responses to pattern the emotional

responses to the fear appeal advertisements. While there are many research papers tha
discuss emotion (for example, Aaker, Stayman and Vezina, 1988; Cacioppo, 1999;
Lang, 1984; Lazarus, 1991), Bagozzi, Gopinath and Nyer (1999) acknowledged that
marketers know much less about the role of emotions in marketing behaviour than they
do about cognitive responses. Future research needs to investigate further the

relationship between the cognitive appraisals and physiological processes of emotion.
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7.5

Conclusion

This thesis represents the first major stage in a continuing program of research that

investigates the effect of fear reduction on behaviour change, using the application o
fear appeal anti-speeding advertisements and a speed-choice simulation task. The

starting point for this research project was the development and identification of fea
patterns within anti-speeding advertisements that entailed a content analysis of
contemporary road safety advertisements, the development of a CRM-dial to capture
participants' moment-to moment responses to the advertisements, and a comparison of
static and dynamic measures of fear and relief. The second stage of the research
included a dependent variable of speed choice - the Video Speed Test (Horswill and

McKenna, 1999), to determine the effectiveness of the two main types of fear patterns fear-only and fear-relief- given repeated exposures. The third stage of the research
added several new considerations to the study - electrodermal response (EDR)
measurement, matched-pairs of advertisements, and the Australian Video Speed Test
(AVST). The limitations of each study were identified and applied to the subsequent

studies of this thesis, and will also be considered in future studies on this topic ar
fear reduction.

The main conclusion from the studies within this thesis is that7ear-re/z'e/(negative
reinforcement) pattern advertisements appear to be more effective thanfear-only
(punishment) pattern advertisements in reducing speed-choice.
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APPENDIX 1
AUSTRALIAN VIDEO SPEED TEST (AVST) QUESTIONNAIRE
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Participant number:

r!) 2.^>

Date::

Z3/?

The Video Speed Test

Instructions:
You are about to be shown a video of various road situations. Imagine you are a driver in the
car ia which the video camera has been mounted.
After each driving scene in the video, die experimenter will stop the tape. On each occasion, we
want you to estimate, as accurately as possible.how muchfasteror slower vou woutd normally
d_s_jn that situation.
Write down your estimates for each scene in the spaces below, in kilometres per hour (km/h). Use
a minus sign to indicate slower, a phis sign to indicatefester,and a zeroforno difference. For
example, if you would normally drive 10 km/hfesterin the particular situation shown, writedown
+10.
AH your responses will be entirely anonymous and it will be impossible to trace them
back to you.
PESPONSBS
How much faster or slower, if at all, would you want to drive in these situations?

o

SCENE 1

kro/h(+/-)

SCENE 2

-KO kra/h(+/-)

SCENES

km/h(+A)

SCENE4

km/h(+/-)
Q_

SCENE 5

4- <T km/h (+/-)

SCENE 6

Ar "^ km/h (+/-)

SCENE 7:

*• <T kro/h (+/-)

SCENES

O km/h (+/-)

SCENE 9:

j^tO km/h (+/-)

SCENE 10

o

Q

km/h (+/-)

SCENE 11

X\g Jon/h (+/-)

SCENE 12

O
km/h(+/-)

SCENE 13

km/h(+/-)
O

SCENE 14

\ ^ km/h (+/-)

SCENE IS

km/h(+/-)
32-
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GENERAL SECTION
1. Years of driving experience (please state to the nearest year)

"*%- £>

2. H o w regularly do you drive a car? (please tick sag only)
I | Not at all
| | Less than once a week
j__] Several times a week
| | Every day or almost every day
3. What type of licence do you hold?
| j Provisional
\~JC Normal
4. Has your licence ever been suspended?

Of" No
| | Yes - previously
r~~] Yes - currentry
5. Approximately h o w many kilometres have Y___lriven (as a driver) in the past year? (please
tick one only)
Q

None

•

fl

1 to 1000 k m

__ 20,001 to 30,000 k m

15,001 to 20,000 k m

f~| 1001 to 5000 k m

Q

30,001 to 50,000 k m

j__

Q

50,001 k m or above

5001 to 10,000 k m

[_J^ 10,001 to 15,000 k m
6. H o w many speedingfineshave you incurred within the last 3 years? (please state)

_1

7. Gender (please tick one)
| | Female
__j

Male

8. What year were you bora in? (please state)

\4f\1%

9. D o you break thefreewayspeed Emit? (please uckcne_GJuy)
Neverorvery
infrequently

D

_dhjou€nthr
™™**^

Qu*>
Infrequently

•

D

Quite
Frequently
frequently
^

-T
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•

Veryfrequendy
or always

•

10. D o you drive fast?
hZu^d? ****««*? f£* <**» Frequently Veryfrequently
infrequently
Infrequently
frequently

^

3

or always

a n n _r" n n
11. Do you exceed me speed limit in residential areas?
^^^ Infrequendy <» Quite Frequently *V frequently
infrequently
Infrequently

frequently

or always

• • • 0^ • •
12. Have you, in the last 3 years been involved in a road accident when you were driving the
vehicle?
M Yes (goto question 13) Pf No (go to end of survey)
13. In die spaces below, briefly describe each road accident that you have had (when you were
driving the vehicle) in the last 3 years. After each descriptionticka_j box that appliestothat
accident.
Accident 1:

| y'i^y vehicle w a s stationary during the accident.
j_| j^ffi vehicle was in motion, but speed was not an important contributing factor to the accident
|-|; Isfy vehicle was in tnorion, and it was likely that my speed was an important contributing
P-»fectorin the accident.
rn My vehicle was in motion, and it was very likely that my speed was an important contributing
J ~ fector to the accident
fe^ My vehicle waa in motion, and it was definite that my speed was an important contributing
^^Sieiwvt© the accident
Accident 2:

r~j Myv^lefewiis^sjaj^^
f~| My vehicle was k motion, but speed was neLan important contributing factor to the accident
r—j My vehicle was ia motion, and it wasjkejy mat my speed was an important contributing
factor in the accident.
p t M y vehicle was inmotion, and it was y _ _ J M y t h a t m y speed was an important contributing
~ r fasten to the accident
fec^r to the accident 'Is-. _______ , ._ •.-
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APPENDIX 2
STATIC MEASURES OF FEAR AND RELIEF WEAROUT QUESTIONNAIRE
ROAD SAFETY ADVERTISEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Name:

Signature:

Date:

Tutorial time:

T o what extent did you feel the following emotions when watching the advertisement?
(please circle your responses)
Not at all

Slightly

Quite

Extremely

Tense

0

1

2

3

Relief

0

1

2

3

Fearful

0

1

2

3

Shocked

0

1

2

3

2. O n the following scales, please indicate what you thought of the advertisement: (please tick)
The way the ad was done was: • not realistic • somewhat realistic • very realistic
The ad's recommendation or "message" was: • not convincing • somewhat convincing • very convincing
The ad was: • not believable • somewhat believable • very believable
3. To what extent did you relate to (feel similar to) the driver in this advertisement? (please circle number)
Did not relate -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 Did relate
to the driver

to the driver

4. To what extent can you relate to the situation in this advertisement? (please circle number)
Cannot relate -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 Can relate
to the situation

to the situation

5. Please indicate the level of attention you paid to the advertisement: (please tick only one box)
D I
•
•
•
•

watched the whole advertisement right through
I watched most of the advertisement
I only watched half the advertisement
I hardly paid any attention to the advertisement
I ignored the advertisement entirely

6. Which of the following statements best describes your reaction to this advertisement:
(please tick only one box)
• I am not a speeder anyway so the ad won't change my choice of speed
• I a m not a speeder anyway, but the ad might make m e slow down some more
•
I do tend to speed, but after seeing this ad I will probably slow down
•
I do tend to speed, but after seeing this ad I will definitely slow down
•
I do tend to speed and this ad will not change m y choice of speed
7. Have you seen this advertisement before? (please tick)

•

No

•

Yes

If yes, approximately h o w m a n y times:
•
•
•
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1 - 2 times
3 - 5 times
6 times or more

G E N E R A L SECTION
1. H o w regularly do you drive? (please tick)
• Not at all (go to question 9)
•
Less than once a week
•
Severaltimesa week
•
Every day or almost every day
2. Do you break the freeway speed limit? (please tick)
Never Occasionally Often
• • •
3. Do you drive fast? (please tick)
Never Occasionally Often
• • •
4. Do you exceed the speed limit in residential areas? (please tick)
Never Occasionally Often

• a •
5. Have you ever had a speeding fine? (please tick)
• Never
•
I have had one speeding fine
Q
I have had more than one speeding fine
6. Have anti-speeding advertisements, in general, made you slow down? (please tick)
• Definitely
• Moderately
• Slightly
• Not at all
7. What do you believe is the likelihood of you getting caught speeding within the next year?
(please tick)
Very likely Somewhat likely Unlikely
• • •
8. Years of driving experience (please state)
9. Age (please state)
10. Gender
• Male
•
Female

Please check carefully that you have not omitted any answers. Thank you for your time!
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APPENDLX 3
STUDY 3 - CONSENT FORM AND PRE AND POST QUESTIONNADIES
DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING
CONSENT FORM
Research Title: Advertising Research
Researchers: Jennifer Thornton. Professor John R. Rossiter. Janette Smith, and Aneta
Dimoska.

I have been given information about the procedure and equipment for this experiment and have
discussed the research project with the researchers (Miss Thornton, Miss Dimoska, or Miss
Smith) w h o are conducting this research for the Department of Marketing at the University of
Wollongong.
I understand that if I consent to participate in this project, I will be asked to:
a. Have finger electrodes fitted to allow recording to be undertaken
b. Complete questionnaires
I have been advised of the processes involved with this research, and have had an opportunity to
ask one of the researchers any questions I m a y have about the research and m y participation.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, and that I am free to refuse to
participate and free to withdraw from the research at any time. M y refusal to participate or
withdrawal of consent will not affect m y relationship with the Department of Marketing.
I am also aware that any data obtained will be used only for the purposes of this study and will
not be m a d e available to any persons but the researchers involved.
If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact Jennifer Thornton (4221 4292). If I have
any concerns or complaints regarding the w a y the research is or has been conducted, I can contact
the Complaints Officer, H u m a n Research Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong on 4221
4457.

By signing below I am indicating consent for my participation in the research entitled "Driver Behavi
Study," conducted b y Jennifer Thornton as it has been described to me. I understand that the data
collected from m y participation will be used for research, and I consent for it to be used in that manner.

Signed Name Date
/ /
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UNIVERSITY OF W O L L O N G O N G
DRIVER BEHAVIOUR STUDY
Please note: ALL of your answers will be treated confidentially.

1. Years of driving experience (please state to the nearest number of years)
2. How regularly do you drive? (please tick)

Q Not at all
I I Less than once a week
l~1 Several times a week
l~l Every day or almost every day
3. What type of licence do you hold?
I Provisional (p-plate)
|~| Normal
4. Has your licence ever been suspended?

D No
f~1 Yes - previously
f~| Yes - currently

5. Approximately how many kilometres have YOU driven (as a driver) in the past year?
(please tick one box only)
3 None D 15 001 to 20 000 km
~
1 to 1000 k m
Q
20 001 to 30 000 k m
_1 1001 to 5000 k m
•
30 001 to 50 000 k m
"J. 5001 to 10 000 k m
Q
50 001 k m or more
"2 10 001 to 15 000 k m
6. How many speeding fines have you incurred within the last 3 years? {please write
number)

Researcher use only
Participant Number:
A d Number:
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7. D o you break the freeway speed limit? (please tick)
Never or very Infrequently Quite Quite
infrequently
infrequently

•

•

•

Frequently
frequently

•

•

Very
frequently or
Always

•

8. D o you drive fast?
Never or very Infrequently Quite Quite Frequently
infrequently
infrequently frequently

•

•

•

Q

Very
frequently or
Always

•

•

9. D o you exceed the speed limit in residential areas?
Never or very Infrequently Quite Quite
infrequently
infrequently

•

•

•

quently
frequently

•

•

Very
frequently or
Always

•

10. Please indicate your highest educational qualification (please tick)
Left school before completing high school
Still completing high school
Completed high school
Certificate or Diploma
[ University degree (undergraduate)
University degree (postgraduate)

11. Gender {please tick)
Female
Male
12. In what year were you born? {please write in the year)
Please check carefully that you have completed all of the answers. Thank you for your
time! ~
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UNIVERSITY OF W O L L O N G O N G DRIVER BEHAVIOUR STUDY
Driving Behaviour Video
Instructions:

You are about to be shown a video of various road situations. Imagine you are a driver in
car in which the video camera has been mounted.

After each driving scene, the experimenter will stop the tape. On each occasion, we want y
estimate, as accurately as possible, how much faster or slower you would normally drive in that
situation.

Write down your estimates for each scene in the spaces below, in kilometres per hour (km/h
Use a minus sign to indicate slower, a plus sign to indicate faster, and a zero for no difference.
For example, if you would normally drive 10 km/h faster in the particular sequence shown,
write down+10. If you would normally drive 2 km/h slower, write down -2. If you would
drive the same speed, write down 0.

All your responses will be entirely anonymous and it will be impossible to trace them bac
you.
Responses:
How much faster or slower, if at all, would you want to drive in these situations?

PRACTICE: km/h (+/SCENE 1: km/h (+/SCENE 2: km/h (+/SCENE 3: km/h (+/SCENE 4: km/h (+/
SCENE 5: km/h (+/SCENE 6 km/h (+/SCENE 7: km/h (+/•
SCENE 8: km/h (+/•
SCENE 9: km/h (+/•
SCENE 10: km/h (+/
Researcher use only
Participant Number:
A d Number:
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N o w please watch the T V ad again
1. On the following scales, please indicate how you felt while watching the
advertisement {please tick)
Not at all

•
D
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energetic
Jittery
Intense
Active
Tense
Full of energy
Vigorous
Lively
Fearful
Anxious
Shocked

Slightly

Quite

Extremely

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. In this ad, h o w strongly does it imply that accidents like this could happen? {please tick)

n

N o chance

•

Slight chance

•
Reasonable chance

Q
High chance
(very likely to happen)

rhe accident in the ad was:

Q
Minor

•
Quite bad

•
Very bad

•
Extremely bad

4. According to the ad, to prevent this type of accident, slowing down would be:
[1
Not shown
or
mentioned
in ad

Q

Not at all
effective

•

Somewhat
effective
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•Very
effective

5. The ad suggested that driving more slowly is:

[

i

n

n

n

Not suggested Not easy Quite easy Very easy
in ad
(quite difficult)

6. To what extent did you relate to (feel similar to) the driver in this advertisement?
(please circle number)
Did not relate -3 -2 -1 0 +1+2+3 Did relate
to the driver

to the driver

7. T o what extent can you relate to the situation in this advertisement?
Cannot relate -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 Can relate
to the situation

to the situation

8. T o what extent did you feel sympathy/sorry for the victim in this advertisement?
Did not feel -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 Felt very sorry
sorry at all
for the victim

for the victim

9. T o what extent do you think this ad was intended for people like you?
Definitely not -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 Definitely
intended for
people like m e

intended for
people like m e

10. Have you seen this advertisement on T V , prior to today? (please tick)

Unsure
No
Yes

^

w many times:
If yes, approximately aty
Once
Twice
3 - 5 times
6 times or more

-Please check carefully that you have completed all of the answers. Thank you for your time!-
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APPENDLY 4
COPIES OF ANTI-SPEEDING ADS

DVD
ANTI-SPEEDING ADVERTISEMENTS
AND
AUSTRALIAN VIDEO SPEED TEST (AVST)
AD 1 PIZZA (original)
AD 2 PRAM (original)
AD 3 TRIKE (original)
AD 4 4WD (original)
AD 5 PIZZA-FEAR (edited)
AD 6 PRAM-FEAR (edited)
AD 7 TRIKE-RELIEF (edited)
AD 8 4WD-RELIEF (edited)
CONTROL AD - D A W N

AVST (Thornton and Rossiter, 2003)
(1 PRAC + 10 TEST SCENES)

VST (Horswill and McKenna, 1999)
(1 PRAC + 6 TEST SCENES)
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APPENDIX 5
FEAR PATTERN GRAPHS OF EIGHT ADDITIONAL ANTI-SPEEDTNG ADS

Ad 5 - BALL

^
b-i

i£»

._.
r—

r0?

M

«

M

a

IT.

Duration of ad

Ad 6-AERO

8SSS£8SS8SSSSg5SgSS
Duration of ad
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APPENDIX 5 cont...

Ad 7-BEST FRIEND

co

irt

i*-

m

—«

« £ t « gj

Duration of ad

Ad 8- DIFFERENCE
250

H

Duration of ad
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APPENDIX 5 cont...

Ad9-MUM

_ > o 5 _ ^ * _ » m a i 0 >

o o i e j a p o o o o i -n i n
C J- O |
»- — ~ —
— 01 ™

o

Duration of ad

Ad 10 - M A N

0)

ES

H

-50
Duration of ad
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APPENDIX 5 cont...

Ad 11-DOCTOR
250
200
150
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|
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0
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Duration of ad

Ad 12 - POSITIVE
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0
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Duration of ad
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